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Abstract
Amyloid: Merging the Properties of Membranes and Enzymes
By W. Seth Childers

Since the first observation of amyloid deposits more than 150 years ago, amyloid fibers have
played a critical yet uncertain role in neurodegenerative disease. At the core of this uncertainty are
the cross-β variations proposed to lead to distinct amyloid polymorphs that underpin different
phenotypes. Yet it is unclear how peptide sequence directs polymorphism and functional
differences. Here I have used the critical nucleating core of the Alzheimer’s Disease peptide, Aβ(1622), as a model to address the molecular origins of amyloid polymorphism and understand core
properties that lead to amyloid’s diverse functions. Solid-state NMR and diffraction studies revealed
that simple amino acid changes direct structural polymorphs by modulating both β-strand and βsheet pleat registry. Interestingly, these short peptides form hollow nanotubes in which peptides
interact via termini interactions to form a peptide bilayer wall. Like membranes, these amyloid
assemblies have diverse conditionally dependent phases including fibers, nanotubes, oligomers,
twisted and helical ribbons, and lamellar bundles of nanotubes. The cross-β assemblies bind small
molecules (e.g. congo red) and precisely template them into organized molecular arrays providing the
spectroscopic origins of congo red’s apple-green birefringence. I further demonstrated that these
lysine-rich amyloid assemblies serve as retro-aldolase catalysts. Taken together, I argue that physical
properties of amyloids can best be seen as merging the long-range order of membranes with the
catalytic features of enzymes and that simple amyloid structures could provide an early prebiotic
catalyst leading to the emergence of complex chemical systems.
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Chapter 1 : Amyloid - An Enigmatic Peptide Assembly
While amyloid has been commonly associated with more than twenty neurodegenerative
diseases[1], numerous examples have indicated that all polypeptides under the appropriate
conditions may form amyloid[2,3,4]. Several examples of Nature exploiting amyloid’s
conformational configuration, material properties, and repetitive nature have emerged. For
example, a variety of fungal organisms have exploited amyloid aggregates as heritable elements
that direct phenotypes[5] by encoding information within amyloid conformation. Similarly, Het-s
amyloid acts as an apparent mediator of self/non-self recognition to prevent incompatible fusions
of fungal strains[6].

Amyloid’s material properties have also been exploited by Austrofundulus

Limnaeus for the construction of protective egg envelope for developing embryos[7] and
barnacles use amyloid as a major adhesive component[8]. Furthermore, bacteria exploit amyloid
as the structural foundation for their interconnecting biofilm that promotes quorum phenotypes
such as virulence[9,10]. Humans are no exception, as Pmel17 amyloid fibers appear to play a
role in directing the polymerization of the skin pigment polymer melanin[11,12]. With the
profound impact amyloid has on biology ranging from neurodegenerative disease to diverse
beneficial functions it has become increasingly important to dissect amyloid’s structure-function
relationship to delineate the fine line between toxic, benign, and functional forms of amyloid.
Amyloid: An Historic Structural Challenge
In 1855, Virchow[13] coined the term amyloid to describe unusual deposits observed in
the cerebral corpora amylacea[14]. Virchow studied these complex deposits by staining them
with iodine and observed a pale blue stained material turn violet upon addition of sulfuric acid.
Such observations were consistent with cellulose or starch, and the name amyloid was
assigned[13]. Since then it has been shown that the major component of amyloid plaques is
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actually fibrous β-sheet rich proteins[14,15], and positive iodine stain may be attributed to
proteoglycans bound to amyloid[16,17].

Methods to identify suspect deposits as amyloid were

advanced by Divry and Florkin[18] who developed an amyloid staining protocol using the textile
dye congo red (CR). An example of CR staining of amyloid plaques associated with three
neurodegenerative disease is shown in Figure 1-1.When CR stained plaques are viewed using
linearly polarized light, a pink stain is observed within the plaque structure. Amyloid’s unique
fingerprint is revealed when the sample is placed between crossed polarizers and an apple-green
birefringence is observed indicating the CR molecules have been highly organized by an amyloid
deposit[18,19,20,21,22]. Since then, other dyes such as thioflavine T[23] has been developed as a
fluorescence assay that has enabled high throughput screens of amyloid aggregation. These early
structural diagnostic tools still serve[24] as the primary diagnostic assays of amyloid assemblies.

Figure 1-1 : Amyloid plaques from three diseases stained with the histochemical dye CR: AD
(A), GSS (B), and DS (C). I : amyloid in linearly polarized light; II, amyloid samples between
crossed polarizers displaying apple-green birefringence[25].
The structural organization of these protein aggregates was later revealed by x-ray fiber
diffraction studies.[26,27] Studies of aligned synthetic amyloid peptide revealed a distinct
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diffraction pattern characterized by orthogonal d-spacings at 4.6-4.8Å and ~10Å (Figure 1-2).
These d-spacings were assigned to a periodic grid-like arrangement of hydrogen bonded β-strands
separated by 4.7Å forming long β-sheets that run parallel to the fiber axis. Individual β-sheets
laminated together through side-chain stacking separated by ~10Å[26,27] form the ~5 nm fiber
diameter. This orthogonal grid-like arrangement of peptides is known as the cross-β
structure[26,27] and is a common structural feature of all amyloid. Diffraction methods have
since been optimized to yield additional information about variations in cross-β folds for amyloid
structures[28,29,30,31,32]. Given anisotropic growth of amyloid assemblies as micron long 5nm
diameter fibers, cross-β assemblies have been commonly referred to as “one-dimensional”[33] or
“linear” crystallization[6].

Figure 1-2 : Amyloid as peptides organized as a cross-β structure[34]. From left to right: a typical
TEM image of amyloid fibers, x-ray diffraction of aligned fibers. The periodic cross-β peptide
arrangements that give rise to the observed cross-β diffraction. Reprinted from Maji SK, Wang L,
Greenwald J, Riek R (2009) Structure-activity relationship of amyloid fibrils. FEBS letters 583:
2610-2617 with permission from Elsevier.
While diffraction revealed the periodic organization of peptides with respect to the fiber
axis, organization within β-sheets was unclear as individual β-strands could organize parallel or
anti-parallel. Furthermore, these paracrystalline assemblies were unsuitable for traditional
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analysis by solution state NMR or x-ray crystallography and methods using solid-state NMR
became a focus to study these assemblies. Methods were developed so β-sheet configurations
could be determined by placing 13C isotopes in the carbonyls of the peptide backbone to enable
measurements of 13C-13C dipolar couplings via DRAWS (Dipolar recoupling with a windowless
sequence) [35,36,37]. Typically, dipolar couplings corresponding to 13C-13C distances of ~6Å
can be detected. Lynn and co-workers exploited the fact that 13C-13C distances of isotopically
labeled backbone carbonyls would be dependent upon β-sheet registry. Indeed, using solid-state
NMR DRAWS interstrand peptide distances measurements (Figure 1-3) were made between
carbonyls on adjacent peptide chains that directly constrained the Aβ(10-35) peptides to be in a
parallel β-sheet arrangement[36,38]. Solid-state NMR methods have now provided the
necessary constraints to understand the intermolecular peptide arrangements within diverse crossβ assemblies.

Figure 1-3 : Summary of the inter peptide 13C carbonyl contacts observed for Aβ(10-35) by solidstate NMR. Inter peptide distances were measured using DRAWS at positions V12, Q15-V18,
F20, V24-G26, G29, G33, and L34 13C carbonyls[37,38].
A combination of diffraction[26,27,30,32], and solid-state NMR[36,37,39] approaches
have independently revealed the common cross-β core of all amyloid assemblies. However,
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knowledge of a shared cross-β motif has not explained the radically different biological functions
that have been observed across peptide sequences. The most significant amyloid structural
challenge remains how primary sequence directs structural and morphological variations within
cross-β assemblies, and whether any functional significance can be attributed to these structural
variations. Despite structural knowledge of the common cross-β spine,[26,27,29,30,31,32,37] it
remains unclear how historically used histochemical dyes[18] identify the cross-β structure.
Establishing structural connections between histochemical dyes and the cross-β structure
variation may enable improved Alzheimer’s disease diagnostics, distinguish amyloid structural
variations and help reveal amyloid’s functional significance.
Connecting Observed Morphological Variation with Cross-β Tertiary Structure
Variations within amyloid assemblies morphology appear to be impacted by both sequence and
assembly conditions[40,41]. For example, morphological variations from highly twisted to more
rigid assemblies have been observed as the result of different agitation conditions,[39,42,43] and
both left-handed and right-handed twisted morphologies have been observed[44,45]. The
connections between such subtle morphological variations and atomic level peptide organization
are not well defined. A more surprising observation has been two radically different amyloid
morphologies: spherical oligomers[46] and hollow nanotubes[47].

Substantial experimental

evidence has now suggested that amyloid oligomers may be the most neurotoxic amyloid
species[48,49,50]. An illustration of this morphological difference is seen in cryo-etch high
resolution scanning electron microcopy (HR-SEM) imaging of oligomers and fibers formed from
Aβ(13-21) and this drastic morphological variation is present even though each structure is
composed of the same peptide (Figure 1-4).
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Figure 1-4 : Cryo-etch HR-SEM of 3 mM Aβ(13-21), dissolved in distilled water and titrated to
pH 5.6 and allowed to incubate for 3-days. Both smooth fibrils with a 20 nm diameter (left) and
spherical particles 10–20 nm (right) were observed[46].
Despite the apparent toxicity of oligomer structures[48,49,50], the internal peptide
organization within oligomers is not well defined. These spherical oligomers (Figure 1-4) could
be highly structured and accommodate the cross-β structure or they could be more fluid similar to
a lipid micelle.

A second radically different amyloid morphology are hollow nanotubes with a

diameter nearly 10-fold greater than the fibers[47]. The hollow nanotube morphology, in some
ways similar to carbon nanotubes, may provide a peptide based scaffold for nanotechnology
development[47,51]. Figure 1-5 proposed that the morphological change from fibers to hollow
nanotubes may be the result of extended β-sheet lamination. While amyloid fibers are composed
of 5-6 laminated β-sheets, the structural model proposes that nanotubes are made up of a coiled
130 laminate β-sheet structure. While provocative, sparse spectroscopic data exists to support
this model and mechanistically it remains less clear how β-sheets can undergo extended
lamination.
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Figure 1-5 : First generation model for amyloid hollow amyloid nanotubes (a) A flat rectangular
bilayer, 130 nm wide × 4 nm thick. The 4 nm thickness is made up of the extended peptide chain.
Long h-bonded β-sheets make up the long length and extended β-sheets lamination results in a
130 nm width. (b) The coiled tubular sheet with an outer diameter of 52 nm and an outer helical
pitch of 214 nm. (c) Top view of the 44 nm internal cavity. (d) Amplified view of the 4 nm wall
made up of two peptide chains[47].
Overall, the proposed structural models raise numerous questions about the distinct
molecular level origins of morphological selection of twisted fibers, hollow nanotubes, and
oligomers. Understanding the inter-relationship and physical properties of these radically
different morphologies is a significant hurdle in amyloid structural characterization. However,
these short peptides present an ideal model system to understand how to build complex structural
morphologies from the bottom up.
The Next Amyloid Structural Challenge: Strain Diversity
While it has been postulated that all polypeptides under appropriate conditions can form
amyloid structures[4,52], the polypeptide sequence alone can direct diverse amyloid forms or
“strains”. The assignment of amyloid structural variation as “strains” has emerged in the context
of yeast prions[5,6,53,54]. These β-sheet rich aggregates function as heritable elements that
control stable phenotypes by passing information from mother to daughter cells via distinct
amyloid conformations[55]. In yeast cell division, amyloid-like aggregates are broken up into
smaller fragments passed on to daughter cells (Figure 1-6). The small fragments then catalyze the
conversion of soluble prion forms into aggregated forms[55]. It appears that distinct phenotypes
are encoded at the level of amyloid conformation, with each conformation or “strain” yielding
distinct phenotypes. Yeast in fact utilize prions to control a wide array of functions[5]. In
contrast to modern genomes where simple rules of DNA base pairing underlie the genetic code,
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the structural nature in which prions encode information is poorly understood and must be
understood if it is to be predictable and productably used.

Figure 1-6 : Model for prion replication in which an early protein aggregate called a 'propagon'
that seeds the conversion of soluble prions (blue spheres) into aggregated amyloid structures (red
spheres). During cell division, prions are broken up into smaller fragments and transmitted to the
daughter cell to ensure continued propagation of the [PSI+] phenotype[55]. Reprinted from Tuite
MF, Cox BS (2003) Propagation of yeast prions. Nat Rev Mol Cell Biol 4: 878-890 with
permission from Elsevier.
The Molecular Origins of Prions Species Barriers and Self Recognition Elements
As illustrated in Figure 1-7, within a given type of family of prions a wide array of
aggregated amyloid conformations are possible. Each prion sequence contains a unique, even
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subtly different, peptide conformation that propagates, as illustrated by species A, B, and C in
Figure 1-7. Some species (e.g. species A and B in Figure 1-7) share common cross-β folds, while
others (e.g. species A and C in Figure 1-7) are incompatible, resulting in an apparent species
barrier. In one illustrative example, a species barrier was identified between closely related yeast
species and it was determined that a single amino acid substitution created the apparent
barrier[56,57]. It remains puzzling how a single amino acid substitution can define the accessible
amyloid conformation of a given sequence and why certain amyloid conformations are
incompatible, defining the observed species barrier.

Figure 1-7 : Concept of Prion Strains and Species Barriers. A wide range of mammalian PrPSc
amyloid configurations are possible, however only a subset are compatible with a given PrP
polypeptide sequence. Three species A/B/C are considered and where there is overlap in possible
amyloid conformation for two peptide sequences transmission is possible, however if there is no
amyloid conformation overlap between peptide sequences, then a species barrier has been
created[58]. From Collinge J, Clarke AR (2007) A general model of prion strains and their
pathogenicity. Science 318: 930-936. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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It has been widely speculated that prion propagation is a highly sequence-specific
process, and this property has been exploited by fungi for self/non-self recognition in the
regulation of cellular events[6]. For example, P. anserina uses subtly different Het-s/Het-S prion
sequences that differ by a mere 2 amino acids[59] to prevent fusions of fungal strains with
different genomes[5,6,60]. Individual colonies undergo trial fusions at several loci where pure
prion assemblies and co-assemblies are possible (Figure 1-8). As the soluble [Het-s*] is
converted to an amyloid-rich prion state [Het-s], the prion form facilitates programmed cell death
for incompatible fusions (Figure 1-8).

Figure 1-8 : Prevention of fusion of fungal strains carrying different genomes in P. anserina. The
two prion alleles differ by 2 amino acids that upon co-assembly facilitate programmed cell
death[61]. From Maddelein ML (2007) Infectious Fold and Amyloid Propagation in Podospora
anserina. Prion 1: 44-47.
Extensive solid-state NMR efforts have now revealed the cross-β structure of Het-s,
however the impact of co-assembly has presented new structural characterization challenges in
heterogeneity and molecular complexity within aggregates. Resolving this structural hurdle will
reveal how allele co-assembly impacts the structure and how this conformational information is
translated into programmed cell death.
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Extension of the Strain Concept to Neurodegenerative Amyloid
Increasingly, the prion strain concept has been applied to the observed structural
polymorphism in neurodegenerative associated amyloid[62]. Several examples have shown that
by modulating in vitro assembly conditions of Aβ(1-40) it is possible to assemble a range of
polymorphs or “strains”[62]. Such observations suggest that certain strains are the source of
toxicity while others are benign deposits[63]. The amyloid’s paracrystallinity with collective
molecular weights in the megadalton range have made them unsuitable for traditional structural
analysis using x-ray crystallography or solution-state NMR. However, solid-state NMR was used
to initially reveal Aβ(10-35) assembled into cross-β structure composed of parallel βsheets[38,64]. And more recently solid-state NMR methods have been applied towards solving
the structure of Aβ(1-40) under agitated conditions[65]. A key to building the proposed model
was observation of dipolar couplings between residues D23 and K28, which are consistent with
the two residues forming a salt bridge to yield the resulting fold[65]. Despite these structural
characterization efforts, the tertiary structural features that define a toxic polymorph remain
unclear. Systematic studies of how subtle changes in primary sequence impact the local cross-β
arrangements are needed.
The Dramatic Impact of Amyloid Co-Assembly in Neurodegenerative Disease
As observed with prions, emerging evidence now suggests that co-assemblies may result
in unique amyloid forms and may also play a role in neurodegenerative disease. The complex
cellular cytosol of mammalian tissues is presented to several polypeptides with amyloid
propensity. Post-mortem examination of neocortical sections from Alzheimer’s disease brain
tissues stained with anti-bodies for Aβ(1-40) and Aβ(1-42) reveal micro heterogeneity in the
amyloid deposit distribution[66]. Antibody staining reveals Aβ(1-42) is distributed throughout
the nervous tissue in diffuse parenchymal deposits as well as within blood vessels. Interestingly,
Aβ(1-40) and Aβ(1-42) are co-deposited within blood vessels, while diffuse parenchymal
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deposits appear to be enriched in Aβ(1-42). From these histochemical investigations it appears
that both pure assembly and mixed assembly may occur within complex tissue environments[66].
The relevance of pure versus mixed assembly was illuminated by a case where
homozygous carriers of an Aβ(1-42) A2V mutant are susceptible to familial Alzheimer ’s disease,
however heterozygous carriers were unaffected[67]. In vitro studies have indicated that both
Aβ(1-42) and Aβ(1-42) A2V have the capacity to form amyloid structures, however equimolar
peptide mixtures appear incapable of forming amyloid assemblies under the conditions studied
(Figure 1-9). And further, cell viability is dependent on whether peptide assemblies are pure or
presented as mixtures[67]. In this scenario a single residue change from alanine to valine
impacted the ability of the two peptides to co-assemble with a dramatic impact on cell viability.
The molecular recognition events that lead to the inability to co-assemble remain puzzling.
Indeed, with these two examples amongst numerous others it is clear that the compatibility of
amyloid peptide to co-assemble may well play a significant role in the pathology of
neurodegenerative diseases.

Figure 1-9 : Electron micrographs of negatively stained aggregates from the self-assembly of a)
Aβ(1-42), (b) Aβ(1-42) A2V, and an (c) Equimolar mixture of Aβ(1-42) and Aβ(1-42) A2V, and
(d) cell viability comparing pure assemblies of Aβ(1-42) and Aβ(1-42) A2V to the equimolar coassembly[67]. From Di Fede G, Catania M, Morbin M, Rossi G, Suardi S, et al. (2009) A
Recessive Mutation in the APP Gene with Dominant-Negative Effect on Amyloidogenesis.
Science 323: 1473-1477. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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The Intertwined Nature of Amyloid Dyes and Strain Architecture
One promising approach to identifying toxic strains is through use of molecular dyes that
specifically bind toxic strains over non-toxic strains. Two commonly used histochemical stains
appear to bind all amyloid regardless of primary sequence: thioflavine T[23] and congo
red[68,69,70]. Certain congo red derivatives[71] and more recently the thioflavine T derivative
Pittsburgh Compound B (PIB) appear to have strain specificity[72]. An intriguing study
investigated why humans and non-human primates accumulate amyloid-rich senile plaques
composed of Aβ with the same exact sequence, yet aged non-human primates have not been
observed with AD pathology[72]. In this study PIB was found to selectively bind to the temporal
and occipital cortical homogenates from Alzheimer’s disease (AD) tissue, but binding was low in
non-demented cortical homogenates as well as those from non-human primates (Figure 1-10)[72].
From this study it appears the tertiary features that classify an amyloid strain as toxic can be
identified through use of a small molecule. However, no single amyloid binding site has been
definitively characterized. Furthermore, the assignment of binding site types unique to toxic or
functional amyloid conformational strains is far from being known.
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Figure 1-10 :

Quantification of 3H-PIB binding in cortical homogenates from aged humans

compared with nonhuman primates[72]. Despite comparable mean levels of insoluble Aβ
amyloid, 3H-PIB (1 nM) binding is low to undetectable in aged nonhuman primate temporal (A)
and occipital (B) cortices compared to the same regions from humans with Alzheimer’s disease.
ND: nondemented human; AD: Alzheimer’s disease; Pt: Pan troglodytes (chimpanzee); Mm:
Macaca mulatta (rhesus macaque); Ss: Saimiri sciureus (squirrel monkey). Bars = mean[72].
Reprinted from Rosen RF, Walker LC, LeVine Iii H PIB binding in aged primate brain:
Enrichment of high-affinity sites in humans with Alzheimer's disease. Neurobiology of aging In
Press, with permission from Elsevier.
Mounting Unanswered Questions about a Common Protein Fold
Since its first identification more than 150 years ago[13], amyloid has presented itself as
a most enigmatic material. Structural characterization efforts[26,27,30,32,64,65,73], even though
challenged by paracrystallinity, have yielded a common cross-β spine (Figure 1-2) shared by all
amyloid structures. Despite this commonality, diverse morphologies[39],[40,48,49,50,74] and
internal peptide structural variations exist. It appears that these subtle structural variations may
indeed create a rich tapestry of beneficial functions as well as modulating the degree of
neurotoxicity. Progress towards full tertiary structural models of amyloids composed of long
peptides has been slow with only a few currently reported[64,65,73].

To understand how

peptide primary sequence can create amyloid structural variation, short amyloid forming peptides
may be used to learn the rules of amyloid assembly. The nucleating core of the Alzheimer ’s
disease peptide, KLVFFAE or Aβ(16-22), has been heavily studied using an array of biophysical
techniques[47,75,76,77]. This short peptide maintains the advantage of solubility and relative
ease of synthesis and purification with respect to longer biologically relevant peptides. In this
dissertation, I will use Aβ(16-22), as a model system to systematically explore how amyloid
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sequence and assembly conditions encode structural and morphological variation and how small
molecules bind and interact with the resulting structures.
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Chapter 2 : Molecu
ular Origiins of Crosss-β Strain
ns1
Amylo
oid assembliees are known as
a β-sheet ricch unbranchedd fibers and are associated
m
many
neurodeg
generative disseases[1]. Allthough amylooid structuress of the same sequence cann
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i
via microscopy,
m
a
atomic-level
v
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m
celluular toxicity[22,3]. Even att the level of histological
h
e
examination,
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myloid plaques of Alzheim
mer’s patient and
a primates that contain the
t same Aβ peptide
p
show
w very
diifferent structtures and corrresponding phhenotypes[4,55].

Figure 2-1: Concept of prion strain: a wide range of distinct prion
p
aggregaated conformaations
accross prion sequences.
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coonformations represented by
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nformations, while
w
Sequennce A/B sharee no similaritiies with C ressulting in a sppecies
baarrier.
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Prions also show a wide range of amyloid rich protein-only strains where toxicity is rooted in
subtle conformational variations as illustrated in Figure 2-1[6]. It remains to be determined
whether structural differences in cross-β structure can account for these strains and how such
differences may impact the observed phenotypes.
Progresses towards solving amyloid structures have been slow due to paracrystallinity,
insolubility, and most notably, morphological inhomogeniety. The nucleating core of the Aβ
peptide of Alzheimer’s disease, Aβ(16-22) or KLVFFAE, displays a pH dependent morphology;
forming twisted 5 nm diameter fibers at neutral conditions and hollow 52 nm diameter nanotubes
under acidic conditions (Figure 2-2). Assembly in 40% acetonitrile not only improved the
solubility of the peptide but increased the homogeneity of both the fiber and nanotube soluble
assemblies[7]. These radically different morphologies presented an opportunity to define the
structural differences that underlie amyloid strain variations.

Figure 2-2: Uranyl acetate negatively stained TEM image of pH dependent morphology of
KLVFFAE in 40% acetonitrile at (a) neutral conditions and (b) acidic conditions - 0.1% TFA.
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T differencee between fibbers and nanootubes was innitially propoosed to result from an exteended
The
deegree of β-sh
heet laminatioon[7,8]. The 5nm diameteer amyloid fiibers are com
mposed of onlly 5-6
laaminated β-sh
heets, while the 52 nm diameter
d
nanootube required more than 100 laminatted βshheets[7,8]. Th
his chapter will
w develop atomic-level models for both
b
structures and from these
sttructures prop
pose the drivinng forces for their formatioon.

Figure 2-3: Prroposed nanotubes bilayerr model for thhe short amyyloid peptide KLVFFAE. (a) A
fllat rectangulaar bilayer, 130 nm wide x 4 nm thick.. (b) The coiled tubular fibril
fi
with an outer
diiameter of 52
2 nm and ann outer helicaal pitch of 2114 nm. (c) Top view of the
t 44-nm innternal
caavity. (d) Am
mplified view of the wall with
w a thicknness of 4 nm and the distaance betweenn each
paarallel β-stran
nd being the backbone
b
H-bbond distancee of 5 Å.

M
Methods
F
FMOC
Protecction of Isotoppically Labelled Amino Accids
Isotopically labeledd amino acids were obtaineed from Cambbridge Isotopee Laboratoriees.
Prrior to use in solid-phase peptide
p
syntheesis Isotopicaally enriched amino
a
acids (Ala,
(
Val, Leuu,
Phhe, Ile, or Gly
y) were FMO
OC protected as
a described previously[9]
p
. Briefly, 2.255 mmol of
Issotopically lab
beled amino acid
a in 10% (w/v)
(
Na2CO3 was added dropwise
d
to a solution of 2..5
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mmol Fmoc-O-succinimide in 5 mL of dioxane. The reaction was continuously stirred for 24
hours at room temperature, and reaction completion was monitored by TLC using 10:1
toluene:acetic acid as an eluting solvent (ninhydrin staining was used to monitor amino acid that
was not FMOC protected). If reaction was incomplete an additional 0.88 mmol of Fmoc-Osuccinimide in 2 mL dioxane was added and allowed to react for an additional 24 hrs at room
temperature.
After reaction completion, the reaction mixture was diluted with 30 mL of water and
impurities were extracted 3 times with diethyl ether. The water layer containing FMOC labeled
amino acids was titrated to pH 2 using HCl, then the FMOC labeled amino acid was extracted 3
times using ethyl acetate. The ethyl acetate washes were collected and washed twice with 1N
HCl, then once with distilled water. Anhydrous MgSO4 was added to dry the ethyl acetate layers
for 60 minutes. Filtered Ethyl acetate solutions were then rotovaped to remove ethyl acetate and
dried in a dessicator overnight[9].
Microwave Assisted Solid-Phase Peptide Synthesis
Peptides were synthesized on a Liberty CEM Microwave Automated Peptide Synthesizer (NC,
USA) utilizing a FMOC-Rink Amide MBHA Resin (AnaSpec, CA, USA ). All FMOC protected
amino acids were purchased from Anaspec, and remaining chemicals from Sigma-Aldrich. Each
peptide synthesis was performed at 0.1 mmol using a 30 mL reaction vessel at a scale of
0.1mmol. FMOC-Rink Amide MBHA Resin was initially swollen using ~7 mL
dimethylformamide for 15 minutes. FMOC deprotection was achieved by addition of 20%
piperdine 0.1M N-Hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) in dimethylformamide with microwave power
set to maintain temperature between 45-55°C for 180 sec, followed by 3X flushing with
dimethylformamide. Each coupling step was performed using 0.1M FMOC protected amino acid,
and activated with 0.1 M 2 - (1H - Benzotriazole - 1 - yl) - 1,1,3,3 - tetramethyluronium
hexafluorophosphate (HBTU), and 0.2M N,N –Diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) in DMF. Coupling
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temperatures were maintained between 75-82°C by optimizing microwave power for 300 sec.
After coupling, the resin was rinsed with three aliquots of dimethylformamide. At the end of
coupling steps, 20% acetic anhydride in dimethylformamide was added to acetylate the Nterminus of the peptides. The capping reaction was allowed to proceed for 3 hours at room
temperature. Resin was filtered and washed with dichloromethane and allowed to air dry.
Peptides were cleaved from the resin using trifluoroacetic acid/thioanisole/1,2ethanedithiol/anisole (90: 5 : 3 : 2, v/v/v/v) at room temperature for 3 hrs. The cleaved peptideTFA solution was filtered, and precipitated by dropwise addition of cold (-20°C) diethyl ether.
Precipitated product was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 3 min, and the pellet was subjected to 3
additional rounds of washing with cold diethyl ether. Precipitated product was desiccated
overnight.
Dried peptides were dissolved in minimal volume of 40% acetonitrile + 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid and purified by RP-HPLC using a C18-reverse phase column with an
acetonitrile-water gradient. Samples eluted from HPLC (10μL) were mixed with 2,5dihydroxybenzoic acid matrix (10 μL), 3x2 μL drops were placed on individual spots of MALDI
plate and allow to dry in dessicator, and MALDI subsequently confirmed the molecular weight of
each peptide used.
Peptides (1.3 mM) were dissolved in 4:6 CH3CN/H2O with 0.1% TFA for nanotube
assemblies. Dissolution was assisted by ~2 minutes of continuous vortexing, followed by ~15
minutes of sonication until solution became clear. For fibril assemblies after peptides were
dissolved in 4:6 CH3CN/H2O, solution was slowly titrated by drop-wise addition of 200 mM
NaOH until solution became viscous (pH 6 as measured by pH paper). Peptides were allowed to
assemble for approximately 2 weeks at 4 °C until mature as monitored by CD β-sheet signature
(Figure 2-8) and homogenous population of hollow tubes visualized by TEM (Figure 2-2).
Solid-State NMR REDOR
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To preepare maturedd samples for solid-state NMR experimeents, sodium sulfate was addded
too each assemb
bly to a final concentration
c
n of 9 mM to induce laterall bundling of nanotubes[100].
Prreviously, sullfate bundlingg of nanotubees has been shhown to protect assembliess from freezinng and
lyyophilization[[11].

Figure 2-4: Ax
xial alignmennt of 2.6mM KLVFFAE
K
naanotubes in 40% acetonitriile with 0.1%
% TFA
(A
A) into lamelllar bundles using
u
sodium
m sulfate (B). Upon additiion of sodium
m sulfate nannotube
buundle with an
n average widdth of 1 um as
a indicated inn the optical micrograph. TEM inset shows
s
ann individual bundle
b
compoosed of aligneed KLVFFAE
E nanotubes.

N
sample (25-100 mg) was packed into
i
a 4 mm solid-state
s
NM
MR rotor andd
Each NMR
ceentered using
g boron nitridee spacers. NM
MR spectra weere collected with a Bruker (Billerica, MA)
M
A
Avance
600 sp
pectrometer using a 4mm HCN
H
BioSolidds magic-anggle spinning (M
MAS) probe.
M
MAS
frequenccy was activelly controlled at 10,000 ± 2 Hz with cooling and spinning air exit
teemperature maintained
m
beloow -1 °C to ensure
e
MAS and
a (radio-freequency) RF heating
h
did noot
deenature the saamples. 13C (1150.8 MHz) CP-MAS
C
specctra before annd after REDO
OR experimennts
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confirmed that the samples did not change during the experiment.
The pulse sequence for 13C{15N} rotational-echo double-resonance (REDOR) consists of
two parts, an S sequence, shown in Figure 2-5, and the REDOR S0 sequence which is identical
but does not contain any 15N dephasing pulses. The dipolar Hamiltonian describing the throughspace interaction between two heteronuclear spin-½ nuclei has a spin term (IzSz) and an
orientation dependent term which is proportional to 3cos2θ-1, where θ is the angle between the IS dipolar vector and the applied external magnetic field (B0), and is inversely proportional to r3
(distance between the spins cubed). When the sample is rotated at the magic-angle with respect to
B0, the dipolar Hamiltonian becomes time dependent and the orientation dependent term is
averaged to zero (i.e. the integral over all-space of 3cos2θ-1 is zero) removing the effects of I-S
dipolar coupling. Applying pulses to the dephasing 15N spins interferes with the averaging due to
spinning and reintroduces the dipolar coupling which is observed in the REDOR S spectrum,
where the signal decays according to T2 (spin-spin relaxation) and the heteronuclear dipolar
coupling. Maximum dephasing occurs when the spacing between π pulses is equal to ½ of the
rotor cycle. The sequence without and 15N dephasing π pulses gives the REDOR S0 spectra,
where the magnetization decays according to only T2. The difference between the REDOR S and
S0 signal (ΔS) is directly proportional to the dipolar coupling, hence the distance between the two
spins.
Either xy8 13C{15N}-REDOR pulse sequence with the dephasing 15N pulses centered at
Tr/2 and refocusing pulses centered at Tr or single-pulse 13C{15N}-REDOR pulse sequence[12]
with EXORCYCLE phase cycling[13] of the single-observe 4 μs 13C (150.8 MHz) π pulse was
used to minimize re-introduction of 13C-13C homonuclear dipolar coupling[14]. To compensate
for pulse imperfections 8 μs 15N REDOR rotor synchronized dephasing π pulses were xy8 phase
cycled[15]. The initial 1H 90° pulse was 1.9 μs, 1H CP RF fields were ramped from 50 to 70 kHz
and the 13C CP RF field was kept constant at 50kHz. 128 kHz Spinal64[16] 1H (600.3 MHz)
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deecoupling waas applied durring REDOR evolution andd acquisition. SPINAL64 pulse
p
widths and
a
1

H decoupling resonance freequency weree optimized by
b comparing the peak heigghts of the CH
H and

C 2 resonancees of fumaric acid monoethhyl ester.
CH
Prior to
t running all REDOR sam
mples the folloowing parameeters were opttimized to
m
maximize
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nal-to-noise: 1H, 13C, 15N annd/or 19F RF fields, 1H-13C cross-polarizzation contacct
tim
me and recyccle delay timee – which wass set to 5 timees the 1H T1. The 1H RF fieelds were
m
measured
by optimizing
o
thee first pulse off the standardd 13C CP-ECH
HO sequence. According too
A
Anil,
RF homo
ogeneity will affect the effe
fective pulse width
w
when a train of pulsees is applied.
T
Therefore,
to determine
d
prooper pulse width for 13C 1880° pulses thee power level was arrayed in
R
REDOR
S0 pulse sequence at long REDO
OR evolutionn times (>50 ms
m typically corresponding
c
g to
~500 13C π pullses) and chooosing the pullse width thatt correspondedd to the maximum signal
t 15N powerr level using the
t
inntensity. Simiilarly, 15N 1800° pulses werre determined by arraying the
R
REDOR
S exp
periment at RE
EDOR evoluttion times corrresponding too a ΔS/S0 betw
ween 0.3 andd 0.5.
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Figure 2-5: 13C{15N} REDOR pulse sequence for the S experiment. Bruker power levels (PLX)
and pulse widths (PX) are given for each pulse.

REDOR data points are the integrated sum of center- and sideband peaks. Error bars were
calculated using the noise of each spectrum as the maximum peak height deviation. To normalize
for the decay due to T2, individual REDOR curves are plotted as ΔS/S0. The steeper the slope of
the REDOR dephasing curves the shorter the distance (hence stronger the dipolar coupling)
between the two spins. The functional form of the REDOR curves for an isolated heteronuclear
spin-pair are identical and can be overlaid on top of each other by simply scaling the x-axis,
which makes fitting the REDOR data straight forward. As an example simulated REDOR curves
in Figure 2-6 of a 2.5Å (black line) 13C-15N distance displays a steeper slope than a 3.5Å distance
(red line).

Figure 2-6: Ideal 13C{15N} REDOR curves for a 13C -15N distance of 2.5Å (black line) and 3.5Å
(red line).
By plotting REDOR as ΔS/S0, the plateau (max dephasing) is directly related to the number of
spins that are coupled. If only half of the observe spins (in this case 13C) are coupled to a
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deephasing spin
n (in this case 15N), the REDOR curve will
w only go too ½ the value observed whhen
alll the spins arre coupled as illustrated in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7: Ideeal 13C{15N}R
REDOR curvves that vary the percent of
o 13C near ann 15N from 255% to
1000%.
A 13C-CP-Echo
o spectrum was
w run beforee and after eacch REDOR coollection to ennsure that thee
saample had not degraded. The
T ideal scaliing factor wass determined on 13C{15N}R
REDOR spectra of
[11-13C,15N]alan
nine diluted 10:1 with natuural abundancce alanine. Too test that specctrometer
peerformance had
h not degradded over the course
c
the expperiment, a 13C{15N}REDO
OR curve wass run
beefore and afteer ever unknoown. If the scaaling factor chhanged by moore than 1%, or 13C T2
deecreased by more
m
than 17%
%, this indicaated an issue with
w either proobe or spectroometer
peerformance an
nd the data onn the unknow
wn was thrownn out.
C
Circular
Dichrroism

Samples (15-7
70 μl) were placed
p
into a quartz cuvettte with a 0.1 mm path lenngth (Starna
C
Cells).
Each spectra was obtained by sccanning wavelength from
m 300 nm to 185
1 nm at a
sccanning rate of 100 nm/m
min with a ressolution of 0..2 nm using Jasco
J
J-810
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spectropolarimeter. For each CD run temperature was controlled at 22°C, unless otherwise
stated. Prior to recording the presented final wavelength scan CD at 215 nm was recorded
for approximately 15-minute period to ensure sample had stabilized at the CD measurement
conditions. Three successive wavelength scans were averaged for each sample. Buffer
control spectra were averaged and subtracted from the sample spectra. The ellipticity ([θ]obs
mdeg) was converted to mean residue ellipticity ([θ], deg·cm2·dmol-1) with the equation
[θ]=[θ] /(10×n×C×l), in which, n is the number of peptide bonds, C is the concentration
obs

(mol/L) and l is the path length of the cell (cm).

FT-IR Spectroscopy
IR spectra were collected on a Nicolet MAGNA-IR 560 Spectrometer E. S. P. instrument
operated at 2 cm-1 resolution and 100 scans were averaged to obtain a spectrum. Pellets of peptide
nanotube solutions were lyophilized and mixed with KBr. For each sample, KBr was subtracted
from the sample measurement.
Electron Diffraction
Samples for diffraction were prepared by placing mature amyloid assemblies on a TEM grid with
a peptide concentration of 0.2-2 mM. Each sample was allowed to incubate on the grid for 1
minute, then wicked away with filter paper at one location to preferentially orient assemblies.
The organization of amyloid assemblies is variable within each grid. Survey of the entire grid
was required to obtain suitable diffraction patterns. Diffraction patterns were recorded using a
Philips 410 EM transmission electron microscope in diffraction mode at a camera length setting
of 1 m. d-spacing was calculated with d = λL/R, where R is the distance (mm) from the central
bright spot to the arc of interest, L is the camera length (distance in mm between specimen and
photographic film), and λ is the electron wavelength (80 kV = 4.2 pm). Camera length was
calibrated using an aluminum polycrystalline standard (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hartfield,
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PA) for short distances. Extrapolation of this calibration to longer distances (>4Å) was compared
with KLVFFAE nanotube and fiber x-ray powder diffraction data.
Molecular Dynamics
Initial peptide registry for MD simulations were set based on 13C{15N} REDOR data for both the
tubes and the fibers. A total of five sheets, each consisting of five peptides, were stacked on top
of each other in various conformations. Unrestrained MD was carried out with the GROMACS
3.2 software package[17,18] at 300 K and 1 bar in an octahedral box of SPC water[19] with
periodic boundary conditions using the all-atom OPLS-AA force field[20]. Bond distances were
constrained with the LINCS algorithm[21], and an integration time step of 2 fs was employed.
Electrostatic interactions were calculated with a 1.2 Å Ewald particle mesh algorithm[22] grid
spacing, a spline interpolation of 1.2 Å, and a 9 Å cutoff. Solute and solvent were separately
coupled[23] to a thermostat and barostat with time constants of 0.1 and 0.5 ps, respectively. Final
models were generated by 50 steps of steepest-descent in vacuo energy minimization of the
average over the 800 ps MD evolution.
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Results
Secondary Structure Analysis
To investigate the conformational differences between amyloid peptide building blocks that
construct fibers at neutral conditions and hollow nanotubes at acidic conditions, circular
dichroism (CD) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopes (FT-IR) were used to compare
secondary structure. CD of the 1.3 mM KLVFFAE fiber solution displayed a minimum at 198
nm and a shoulder at 212 nm (Figure 2-8a – black line), indicating a potential mixture of random
coil and β-sheet conformations.
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Figure 2-8: CD spectra of 1.3 mM CH3CO-KLVFFAE-NH2 assemblies in 40% acetonitrile at (a)
neutral fiber forming conditions, and (b) acidic nanotube forming conditions. The CD for fiber
assemblies (a) before (black) and after (red) centrifuging the solution. The observed difference
can be assigned to removal of unassembled random coil peptide.

To better understand the weak signature in the fiber assembly, the sample was pelleted at
13,600 rpm collected and resuspended in 40% acetonitrile. CD analysis of this pellet displayed a
strong negative Cotton effect at 218 nm (Figure 2-2a – red line) consistent with β-sheet secondary
structure. CD spectra of the nanotube solution displayed a much clearer minimum at 215 nm
without enrichment by centrifugation.

Figure 2-9: FT-IR spectra of 1.3 mM CH3CO-KLVFFAE-NH2 assemblies in 40% acetonitrile at
(a) neutral (fibers) and (b) acidic conditions (nanotubes).
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FT-IR amide I stretch vibrations of both fiber and nanotubes assemblies have a maximum
absorption at 1628 cm-1, a frequency commonly associated with β-sheet secondary structure[24].
The peptide nanotubes also have a weak shoulder at 1648 cm-1, consistent with disordered or
random-coil peptide conformation[24]. Intriguingly, both fiber and nanotube assemblies also
contain a shoulder at 1695 cm-1 which has been correlated with anti-parallel β-sheet structure[25].
This evidence was inconsistent with the previously proposed parallel β-sheet bilayer model[7]
and instead suggests both fiber and nanotube assemblies are composed of anti-parallel arranged
peptides within β-sheets.

β-sheet Registry Determination by Solid-State NMR
Solid-state NMR techniques that exploit distance dependent dipolar couplings to measure
intermolecular distances have been used to distinguish β-sheet registries[26,27,28]. Of these,
Dipolar Recoupling with a Windowless Sequence (DRAWS)[27,29] measures homonuclear
dipolar coupling and rotational-echo double-resonance (REDOR)[30,31] measures heteronuclear
dipolar coupling.
The peptide was prepared via solid-phase peptide synthesis, purified via reverse-phase
HPLC, and allowed to assemble at 1.3 mM peptide concentration in 40% acetonitrile for 1 week.
Prior to NMR structural studies, each sample was analyzed for β-sheet secondary structure by CD
and morphology by TEM. Nanotube assemblies were protected from freezing and lyophilization
by bundling upon addition of sodium sulfate to a final concentration of 9 mM. Indeed the
chemical shift of the 13C enriched carbons was shifted upfield of the random-coil (175 ppm)[32]
and consistent with the amide CO being in a β-sheet conformation (Figure 2-10)[32]. Each
carbonyl resonance displays a different bredth, and KLVFFAE fibers display 2 distinct 13C
leucine -17 carbonyl chemical shifts. The CO chemical shift appears to be sensitive to hydration
and this may cause the two distinct chemical shifts, however further experiments and
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computations are needed to understand the chemical shift. Nevertheless, each 13CO chemical
shift is consistent with β-sheet secondary structure[32].

Figure 2-10:

13

C chemical shift of [1-13C]L17 Aβ(16-22) peptides assembled as fibers or

nanotubes consistent with peptides in a β-sheet conformation. The dashed line indicates the
leucine carbonyl chemical shift for random coil. α-Helix carbonyls have chemical shifts
downfield of random coil and β-sheet carbonyls are up-field of random coil.
Given that FT-IR spectra suggested that nanotube assemblies were arranged as antiparallel β-sheets, an isotope labeling scheme was designed that incorporated a 13C into a carbonyl
that should be directly hydrogen bonded to an
peptides formed anti-parallel β-sheets[33].

15

N labeled backbone amide if the KLVFFAE

Specifically, 13C isotopes were incorporated into the
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carbonyl of L17 and 15N isotopes were incorporated into A21’s backbone amide (Figure 2-11).
This labeling strategy distinguishes between different β-sheet registries, as shown by simulated
fits in Figure 2-11e. At the same time, if the peptide adopts a parallel registry, then the 13C L17
intermolecular distance should be 4.7 Å.
13

C{15N}REDOR dephasing for CH3CO-K[1-13C]LVFF[15N]AE-NH2 fiber assemblies

(hollow circle - Figure 2-11) fit to an anti-parallel peptide arrangement, consistent with previous
assemblies in phosphate buffered water[34]. In contrast, REDOR dephasing data points for
CH3CO-K[1-13C]LVFF[15N]AE-NH2 nanotube assemblies are consistent with a longer distance.
To obtain a longer 13C-15N distance peptides were shifted out of registry by one residue in the Nterminus and C-terminus directions. Indeed, anti-parallel arrangements (2) that are out-of-register
(Figure 2-11b or d) fit the observed REDOR dephasing for nanotube assemblies.
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Figure 2-11: Design of CH3CO-K[1-13C]LVFF[15N]AE-NH2 isotope labeling scheme to
distinguish different β-sheet registries (a,b,c,d) of KLVFFAE nanotubes assembled in 40%
acetonitrile 0.1% TFA.

13

C{15N}REDOR dephasing (e) with simulated fits for anti-parallel (b)

(dashed line) and anti-parallel out-of-register organization (c and d) (solid line). Simulated
REDOR curves for the longer intramolecular [1-13C] to [15N] parallel registry is too long (11Å) to
exhibit any significant dephasing over 60 ms. (a,b,c,d) Isotope labels are represented as red
spheres (13C) and blue spheres (15N).
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Using a strategy similar to the L17-A21 isotope labeling scheme, 13C incorporated into
V18 CO and 15N into A21 to test if the residues are directly hydrogen bonded as in anti-parallel
in-register β-sheets (Figure 2-12b).

Again the

13

C{15N}REDOR dephasing is consistent with

out-of-register β-sheets either with K16 not hydrogen bonded to the remainder of the peptide
(Figure 2-12c), or the C-terminal E22 not hydrogen bonded (Figure 2-12d).
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Figure 2-12: Design of KL[1-13C]VF[15N]FAE labeling scheme to distinguish between different
β-sheet registries (a,b,c,d) of KLVFFAE nanotubes assembled in 40% acetonitrile 0.1% TFA.
13

C{15N} REDOR dephasing with simulated fits for anti-parallel registry as a dashed line (b) and

anti-parallel out-of-register organization as solid black line (c and d). Simulated REDOR curves
for longer parallel registry [1-13C] to [15N] distance is too long (9Å) to exhibit any significant
dephasing over 60 ms. Isotope labels are represented as red spheres (13C) and blue spheres (15N).

To distinguish between the N-terminal out-of-register and C-terminal out-of-register βsheet configurations, the V18 backbone carbonyl was enriched with 13C and 15N was incorporated
as A21’s backbone amine. If the K16 residue is out-of-register, V18 and A21 will be hydrogen
bonded, while if E22 is out-of-register the 13C -15N distance will be ~8.2Å (Figure 2-13) and the
resulting 13C-15N dipolar couplings would be too weak to be observed by 13C{15N}REDOR. This
REDOR experiment found dephasing data points fit nicely to H-bonded V18 and A21 residues,
establishing an out-of-register β-sheet registry (Figure 2-13a) inconsistent with other β-sheet
registries. The previous three REDOR experiments reveal a critical difference in the organization
of KLVFFAE fibers as in-register β-sheets and KLVFFAE nanotubes as out-of-register β
sheets[33].
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Figure 2-13: Design of KL[1-13C]VFF[15N]AE isotope labeling scheme to distinguish between
different anti-parallel β-sheet registries (a,b,c) of KLVFFAE nanotubes in 40% acetonitrile 0.1%
TFA. 13C{15N}REDOR dephasing with simulated fits for anti-parallel registry (b) as a solid line
and theoretical curves for anti-parallel out-of-register organization (a and b) as dashed black line.
Simulated fit for longer anti-parallel C-terminal out-of-registry [1-13C] to [15N] distance is too
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long (8.2Å) to exhibit any significant dephasing over 60 ms. Isotope labels are represented as red
spheres (13C) and blue spheres (15N).
Solid-State NMR Distance Measurements to Probe the Extended Peptide Backbone
Previous isotope edited IR data[33] for KLVFFAE nanotubes was consistent with both the antiparallel out-of register β-sheets as well as a β-turn between residues F19 and A21. To test if the
β-sheets are fully extended, labeling strategies with a 13C backbone carbonyl in residue i and a
15

N amide nitrogen on the i+2 residue can distinguish between extended β-sheet (4.5Å distance),

α-helix (3.3Å distance) and β-turn (3.8Å distance) as shown in Figure 2-14.

Figure 2-14: Typical distances between the CO carbon of the ith residue to the NH nitrogen of the
i+2 residue in a helix, β-sheet and type II β-turn.
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The isotope labeled peptide was allowed to assemble under acidic conditions in 40% acetonitrile
for two weeks. CD and TEM analysis confirmed assemblies matured into nanotubes. Sodium
sulfate was added to a final concentration of 9mM to bundle nanotubes[10], then sample was
pelleted at 3000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4°C, frozen with liquid nitrogen and lyophilized.
13

C{15N}REDOR measurements on KLV[1-13C]FF[15N]AE-NH2 (Figure 2-15) indicate 13C-15N

distances of 4.4 Å further supporting an extended β-sheet conformation. Specifically, BSREDOR analysis indicates a 4.4±0.2Å distance and a fractional contribution at 2.5±0.2Å due to
dephasing of natural abundance 13C and 15N. As a comparison the dashed line in Figure 2
displays the expected dephasing curve for a type II β-turn.

Figure 2-15:

13

C{15N} REDOR dephasing of CH3CO-KLV[1-13C]FF[15N]AE-NH2 and (b) BS-

REDOR analysis of distance distribution, indicating that KLVFFAE β-sheet peptides are linear.

Shown in Figure 2-16 are the structural models for β-sheet registry based upon the NMR
constraints. The key difference is under neutral conditions the peptide forms in-register antiparallel β-sheets, while under acidic conditions the peptide forms out-of-register β-sheets. To
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construct a three-dimensional structural model, the arrangement of the β-sheet face lamination
must be considered.

Figure 2-16: Structural models of (Left) KLVFFAE fibers (neutral pH) and (Right) nanotubes
(acidic pH) based off NMR constraints. Backbone hydrogen bonding is oriented along the z axis,
β-sheet lamination is along the x-axis, and β-strand axis runs parallel to the y-axis. Black spheres
are L17

13

CO, gray spheres are F19

13

CO carbons, and blue spheres are A21 nitrogens. Also

shown for tubes is [1-13C]F19-[15N]A21 intramolecular distance of 4.4±0.1Å. (d) A schematic
diagram

showing β-sheet side-chain surface asymmetry for fibers (left) and symmetry for

nanotubes (right). The front peptide is colored black, non-polar residues are colored black/gray
and polar residues colored red.

Probes of β-sheet Lamination
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The classic cross- β pattern of amyloid is apparent in the x-ray diffraction of both KLVFFAE
fibers and nanotubes (Figure 2-17). Both fibers and nanotubes contained a d-spacing
corresponding to hydrogen bonded β-sheets (4.7±0.2Å) and d-spacing corresponding to the
peptide repeats between laminated β-sheets was 9.9±0.5Å and 9.9±1.0Å for nanotubes and fibers,
respectively (Figure 2-17). The apparent differences in line-width of the laminate d-spacings
could be attributed to heterogeneity or to a shorter crystallite axis in the lamination direction[35].

Figure 2-17: X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns of Aβ(16-22) fibers (red) and nanotube
(black) lyophilized powders.

These X-ray powder diffraction data can be used as a constraint to evaluate different laminate
packing modes. KLVFFAE anti-parallel β-sheets have the potential to stack on top of one
another in a variety of different ways (Figure 2-18). In devising these four models, two
parameters were varied: (1) how the β-sheet faces interact (top or bottom) and (2) laminating with
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termini in the same or opposite directions (parallel or anti-parallel). To evaluate these models,
unconstrained MD simulations on solvated models of five laminated β-sheets composed of five
hydrogen-bonded peptides were constructed for each orientation (Figure 2-18).

Figure 2-18: Starting orientations used in Aβ(16-22) fiber MD simulations. Each diagram shows
2 anti-parallel sheets laminated in different configurations. In (a) and (c) the peptides in adjacent
β-sheets are parallel. In (B) and (D) the peptides in adjacent sheets are anti-parallel. Flipping one
β-sheet over as shown in (C) and (D) creates both top-top stacking and bottom-bottom stacking.
Only MD simulations starting with the orientation in (A) result in β-sheet distances consistent
with the X-ray powder diffraction data shown in Figure 2-17.

Except to define the H-bonded β-sheet peptide registry, no additional experimental NMR or Xray restraints were used during the MD simulations. Short (∼1 ns), unrestrained MD with the
OPLS-AA (all atom) force-field at 300 K in an octahedral box of ∼9000 SPC water molecules
was used to explore the energy landscape for local minima. Only peptides from the central 3 X 3
core were analyzed to minimize artifacts arising from edge effects.
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Figure 2-19: Molecular Dynamics results for Aβ(16-22) in-register anti-parallel β-sheet fibers for
(a) top-top parallel sheets, (b) bottom-bottom parallel sheets, (c) top-top anti-parallel sheets, (d)
bottom-bottom anti-parallel sheets, and (e) top-bottom anti-parallel sheets.
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A single fiber model was identified from various MD conformational trajectories
consistent with the diffraction β-sheet lamination distance of 9.9 Å (Figure 2-19). The peptides
in adjacent sheets are parallel, resulting in the polar and nonpolar β-sheet faces interacting with
each other (Figure 2-16). As shown in Figure 2-20, the MD model reveals that charge
stabilization exists between residues K and E along each individual fiber β-sheet face. This model
suggests that the 50 Å diameter fiber in has a amphiphilic and nonpolar face, which may lead to
the formation of the twisted fiber dimmers shown in TEM micrographs (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-20: Molecular Dynamics results of KLVFFAE for in-register anti-parallel β-sheet fibers
(Left) and out-of-register anti-parallel β-sheet nanotubes (right). (a) MD sheet-sheet distances
compared with x-ray powder diffraction, (b) corresponding models of two hydrogen-bonded
peptides laminated on top of one another. Peptides closest to view are colored gray, farthest from
view colored white.
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In the nanotube out-of-register anti-parallel configuration, the β-sheet faces are symmetric and
multiple sheet stacking arrangements in the MD simulations are consistent with the x-ray fiber
diffraction distance.

To examine the chemical topology of the interacting β-sheet faces for each

registry a lipophillic potential surface was constructed.

Figure 2-21: Lipophilic potential surface for anti-parallel β-sheets at neutral conditions, compared
with out-of register anti-parallel β-sheets at acidic conditions.

Colors indicate lipophillic

(brown), hydrophillic (blue), and neutral (green).

In Figure 2-21 the calculated solvent accessible surface for hydrogen bonded anti-parallel (fibers)
and out-of-register anti-parallel (nanotubes) dimers is displayed as a lipophillic surface.
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KLVFFAE fibers contain two distinct surfaces: a large hydrophobic surface and a surface that
contains a small hydrophobic stretch flanked by the hydrophilic lysines and glutamates at the
termini ends. In contrast, each out-of-register anti-parallel β-sheet surface of the nanotubes forms
similar larger hydrophobic surfaces and the N-terminal lysine residue appears to extend into
solution.
MD simulations suggest aromatic stacking within the Phe-Phe core (Figure 2-20) that
includes edge-to face interactions between F19/F20 in the fibers and F19/F19 and F20/F20
packing in the tubes. In addition, nanotubes have a third Phe-Phe offset stacking interaction
between adjacent strands from different sheets (e.g., between white and gray F19’s in Figure 6b,
right). These unique aromatic packing arrangements within the nanotube models may contribute
to the extended lamination. Indeed, a similar Phe zipper has been observed to stabilize β-sheet
lamination in fibrous nanocrystals of KFFEAAAKKFFE[36]. To test the importance of this FF
dyad in Aβ(16-22) nanotube assembly, these residues were substituted with YY, WW, and II
dyads. Under identical assembly conditions, only KLVIIAE assembled into fibers, but appeared
unable to form nanotubes.
Cross-Strand Pairing Dictates Peptide Registry
In the arguments developed thus far, the molecular level determinant of the registry
switch seen in the fiber to nanotube transition is correlated with the protonation state of E22. The
existing structural model suggests that the negatively charged E22 forms a salt bridge with K16,
and that K-E cross-strand pairing directs KLVFFAE into anti-parallel β-sheet configuration. To
test the importance of K-E cross-strand pairing, E22 was mutated to the non-polar leucine, and
assembled at both acidic and neutral pH conditions in 40% acetonitrile. Indeed, independent of,
KLVFFAL forms hollow nanotubes (Figure 2-22).
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Figure 2-22: TEM
T
microgrraph of Aβ(16-22) E22L, KLVFFAL, nanotubes asssembled at acidic
a
(lleft) and neutrral (right) connditions.
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Figure 2-23:

13

C{15N}REDOR of CH3CO-K[1-13C]LVFF[15N]AL-NH2 nanotube assembly at pH

2 and pH 7 consistent with out-of-register anti-parallel β-sheets. This is the identical registry
observed for KLVFFAE nanotubes at acidic pH.

In the absence of K-E salt bridge, the bulky valine packs optimally against A21 as
opposed to the bulkier phenylalanine-20, consistent with protein folding cross-strand pairing
preferences for β-branched residues (Val, Ile). This packing directs the peptide to form out-ofregister anti-parallel β-sheets and this argument has been extended with further mutational
analysis[37]. Taken together, the data on KLVFFAE and KLVFFAL self-assembly suggests that
the preference of V-A over V-F packing directs out-of-register β-sheets and results in extended
lamination leading to nanotubes. In contrast, a salt-bridge between K16 and E22 overrides the VA cross-strand preference and directs in-register anti-parallel β-sheets resulting in twisted fibers.
The cross-strand pairing arguments suggested the self-assembly of Aβ(16-23)
(KLVFFAED), containing an additional negatively charged aspartic acid to the C-terminus,
would introduce a competing cross-strand salt-bridge (Figure 2-24). However, V18-A21 crossstrand pairing should direct salt bridge formation between K16-D23. If a K16-D23 salt bridge
forms, then F19/F20 would be organized in the same configuration (Figure 2-24) that directs
extended lamination within nanotubes.

Figure 2-24: Potential registries of Aβ(16-23). Favorable cross-strand pairings for each registry
are highlighted.
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Figure 2-25: TEM micrographs of uranyl acetate negatively stained 1.3 mM KLVFFAED
assembled in 40% acetonitrile pH 6 (scale bar = 200 nm) (a), and titrated to pH 2 (b) to debundle
sheets (scale bar = 100 nm).

KLVFFAED peptide was assembled at 1.3 mM in 40% acetonitrile under neutral
conditions for a 1-week period. As seen in Figure 2-25, the addition of D23 results in assembly
into sheets that stick together, as opposed to expected nanotube formation. Previous work with
KLVFFAE nanotubes at acidic conditions indicated that shielding the lysine rich positively
charged tube surface with divalent ions would induce bundling of nanotubes[10]. Therefore the
observed aggregation of KLVFFAED may be the result of the surface being neutralized by
having both positive and negatively charged residues. To test this idea, the pH of preformed
KLVFFAED bundles was titrated to pH 2 to protonate the glutamic acid and immediately added
to TEM grids. In Figure 2-25b the sheets appear to debundle revealing individual sheets with
widths ranging from 15-50 nm. While not forming nanotube assemblies, the width of
KLVFFAED sheets indicate as many as 50 β-sheets laminate together to form the cross-β sheet
assemblies.
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These extended laminated structures indicate that the FF dyad may be properly aligned to
promote extended sheet stacking, consistent with K16 forming a salt bridge with D23. To test
this hypothesis, KL[1-13C]VFF[15N]AED was prepared for REDOR analysis. Fits of
13

C{15N}REDOR data indicated that V18 carbonyl is hydrogen bonded to A21’s amide with a

13

C-15N distance of 4.2 Å. Therefore, V18-A21 cross-strand pairing directs K16 to form a salt

bridge with D23 resulting in in-register anti-parallel β-sheets (Figure 2-24 – right).

Figure 2-26: 13C{15N} REDOR of 1.3 mM K[1-13C]LVFF[15N]AED bundled sheets assembled in
40% acetonitrile neutral conditions consistent with anti-parallel in-register β-sheets. The solid
line is the calculated 13C{15N} REDOR curve for H-bonded L17 to A21 with r1=4.2Å, r2=5.8Å
and a N-C-N angle of 156°. The REDOR curve was scaled by 85% indicating that 15% of the
sample does not dephase. The chemical shift of the non-dephasing 13C is consistent with being in
a random coil conformation.
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Orientation of β-sheets
A combination of solid-state NMR, powder x-ray diffraction, and molecular dynamics revealed
unique unit cells for fiber and nanotube assemblies. To construct a full 3D model of nanotube
and fiber assemblies knowledge of alignment of the unit cell with respect to the long axis of
assemblies is needed. A key feature of cross-β structure is that β-sheets are oriented parallel to
the long fiber axis and fibril width defined by the number of laminated β-sheets[38,39]. Powder
x-ray diffraction (Figure 2-17) does not define the directionality of β-sheets, but this information
is available via electron diffraction of aligned fibers and nanotubes.

Figure 2-27: Electron diffraction of aligned Aβ(16-22) fibers (a) and nanotubes (b). Arrows
indicate the orientation of the fiber/tube long-axis with electron beam oriented perpendicular to
this axis. Solid and dotted crosses indicate independent sets of 4.7Å and 10Å d-spacings. Each
cross-β pattern is tilted 25±2° from the nanotube long axis.

A comparison of electron diffraction from aligned fibers and nanotubes (Figure 2-27) indicates:
(1) appearance of intense 9.9Å d-spacing, and (2) the splitting of arcs into two equally intense
sets. The intensity of 9.9Å d-spacing is assigned to the increased number of repeated laminated
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β-sheets. The KLVFFAE fiber contains a 4.7Å d-spacing and indicates that the β-sheets run
parallel to the long fiber axis, but the lamination reflection is too weak to be observed. However,
in nanotubes the same 4.7Å d-spacing and 9.9Å is split into two equally intense cross-β patterns.
This doubling, similar to crystal twinning is most consistent with electron diffraction through 2
equivalent layers of a flattened hollow nanotube (Figure 2-28).

Figure 2-28: Electron beam diffraction occurs through two distinct layers of the hollow
KLVFFAE nanotubes.
Figure 2-28 illustrates how the diffraction through a single layer of tube is composed of
individual cross-β patterns with three major observed d-spacings: 4.7Å, 9.9Å, and 4.3Å. The
4.7Å d-spacing indicates the distances between hydrogen-bonded peptides, that is orthogonal to
9.9Å d-spacing coming from laminated β-sheets. The unique splitting and distances of the 4.3Å
d-spacing report on the angle between the hydrogen bonding and lamination diffraction planes.
And in this case, the 4.3Å d-spacing is consistent with peptides laminating directly on top giving
an angle of 90° between each plane. The angle between the two sets of cross-β patterns in the
nanotubes reveals that laminated β-sheets are offset by 25±2° and helically spiral around the long
axis. Similar arc splitting has been observed in an array of helically oriented materials ranging
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from DNA,[40] to α-helical peptide coiled-coils[41] and carbon nanotubes[42,43]. These
measurements indicate that Aβ(16-22) nanotubes form a helical cross-β structure, in contrast to
the typically twisted β-sheets, that runs along the long nanotube axis (Figure 2-30).

Figure 2-29: Detailed Analysis of Nanotube diffraction explaining the cross-beta peptide
arrangement of peptides within a 4 nm layer gives rise to the observed electron diffraction. The
summation of two equally intense diffraction patterns gives rise to the observed diffraction
pattern.
The angle between the two sets of cross-β patterns in the nanotubes reveals that
laminated β-sheets are offset by 25±2° and helically spiral around the long axis. Similar arc
splitting has been observed in an array of helically oriented materials ranging from DNA,[40] to
α-helical peptide coiled-coils[41] and carbon nanotubes[42,43]. These measurements indicate
that Aβ(16-22) nanotubes form a helical cross-β structure, in contrast to the typically twisted βsheets, that runs along the long nanotube axis (Figure 2-30). Full structural models of twisted
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cross-β fibers and helical cross-β nanotubes consistent with solid-state NMR and electron
diffraction are shown in Figure 2-30.

Figure 2-30: Structural model for Aβ(16-22) fibers (left) and nanotubes (right). Five β-sheets are
individually colored with a twisted pitch of 1.6°. Expansion illustrates the side-chain lamination
of 5 β-sheets (9.9 Å) and hydrogen bonding (4.7 Å). (b) A minimal unit cell with β-strands
illustrated as arrows, where final morphology can be controlled by directed relative growth in x,y,
and z directions.

(c) Under acidic condition Aβ(16-22) nanotubes where extended β-sheet

lamination of 140±10 β-sheets in the x-direction. Each β-sheet helically spirals around the
nanotube axis at an angle of 25±2° with respect to the nanotube axis.
Discussion
While extensive evidence now exists for diverse amyloid forms and biological strains within
neurodegenerative disease plaques, the structural basis of these strains remains ill-defined. Here,
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we have examined the molecular level origins of morphological variation of two radically
different morphologies, fibers and nanotubes. At neutral pH, charged K16 and E22 residues
cross-strand pair and direct assemblies as anti-parallel β-sheets, while deprotonation of E22 or
mutation to leucine results in anti-parallel out-of-register β-sheets (Figure 2-16). A systematic
evaluation of the V18 position revealed β-branched residues (valine, isoleucine) prefer to pack
against the less bulky A21 over the bulky aromatic F20[37]. Introduction of glutamine crossstrand side-chain hydrogen bonding will also direct Aβ(16-22) to be parallel[44]. These results
suggest that, in the case of KLVFFAE, cross-strand pairing rules can be ranked as Q-Q crossstrand pairing > K-E salt bridges > β-branched residues (e.g. V) preference for packing against a
non-bulky residue. The directing potential of K-E salt bridges is similar to K-D salt bridges.
Indeed, it now appears that β-sheet cross-strand pairing plays a significant role in directing βsheet registry and overall cross-β strain architecture.
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Figure 2-31: Cross-strand pairings that have been observed to play crucial role in amyloid β-sheet
registry. A) Cross-strand pairing between oppositely charged residues (K-E)[33]. B) Packing of
β-branched residues (V, I) against less bulky residues (A). C) Glutamine side-chain hydrogen
bonding directs parallel assemblies.[44] D) His-His cross-strand paring directed by metals
(Zn,Cu).[45,46]
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Morphologically, the most striking difference is the degree of β-sheet lamination for fibers (6±1)
and nanotubes (140±10). Differences in lamination can be attributed to side-chain
complementarity across β-sheets. A mere one-residue registry shift has a profound effect of
modulating the side-chain distribution on each β-sheet face. The lipophillic potential surfaces
(Figure 2-21) of fiber in-register peptide dimers have different numbers of side-chains on each
surface (six vs. eight). The result creates distinct β-sheet faces, one with a large hydrophobic
surface area (residues L17, F19, and A21), and the opposite face contains a central hydrophobic
patch composed of residues V18 and F20 flanked by two charged residues (K16, E22) at each
terminus. MD reveals that these two surfaces face each other and are held together by aromatic
interactions, yet slight destabilized by charged surfaces at the edges can significantly alter their
growth and apparent stability.
In contrast, the nanotube’s out-of-register organization places an equal number (seven) of
residues on each β-sheet face. Intriguingly, the registry shift exposes the positively charged
lysine to solution and results in two nearly identical large hydrophobic surface areas that come
into contact. The symmetric highly hydrophobic nature of each β-sheet face appears to contribute
to the observed extended lamination
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Secondly, MD simulations for both fibers and nanotubes contain a central core of aromatic π-π
stacking interactions. With the minimal 2 x 2 system the anti-parallel fibers contain two Phe19Phe20 edge-to-face π stacking interactions. In contrast, the nanotubes contain a more centralized
aromatic network consisting of two interacting aromatic residues (Phe-19 and Phe 20), and an
additional offset interaction across strands. This unique Phe zipper arrangement in the absence of
a polar laminate interface contributes to the extended β-sheet lamination. This unique Phe-Phe
arrangement appears to contribute significantly to extended lamination. Indeed it has been found
that incorporation of specific directing molecular interactions across β-sheet faces via H-bonding
or metal coordination dyads appear to promote extended lamination needed for nanotube
formation.

Figure 2-32: Incorporation of intra-sheet interactions that have resulted in extended beta-sheet
lamination: a) KLVFFAE displaying the Phe-Phe dyad, b) HHQALVFFA + Zn2+ displaying HisZn-His interaction that bridges laminates, c) ccQALVFFA displaying the cytosine i-motif
interaction across laminates.
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This simple example of KLVFFAE illustrates how subtle changes in sequence or
assembly conditions can result in a wide assortment of amyloid/prion strains. Structural models of
Aβ(16-22) fibers and nanotube have revealed the critical nature of optimizing cross-strand pairing
(e.g. K-E > V-A) and cross-sheet pairing (F-F) to direct amyloid strain architectures. Combining
the rules of β-sheet cross-strand pairing may help predict β-sheet registry of more complicated
peptide systems as was predictive in the simplifying example of KLVFFAED assembly. Similar
structural analysis will be crucial for revealing the differences between prion strains and why
amyloids appear to have varying degrees of toxicity. Our studies of the model system Aβ(16-22)
reveals that the plastic nature of the cross-β scaffold can be molded via cross-strand and crosssheet interactions to yield a rich array of cross-β strains for construction of nanoarchitectures.
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Chapter 3 : Amyloid Pepptides Organiized as a Bilayyer Membranne1
B
Biology’s
mosst critical chem
mistry ranging from oxidattive phosphorrylation[1] to photosynthessis[2]
reelies on the lo
ocalization off proteins withh a two-dimennsional cellulaar membrane matrix[3,4]. The
ceellular membrrane architectture is made up
u of phosphoolipids that orrganize to forrm a bilayer
m
membrane
with
h hydrophobiic tails separaated from watter and buriedd at the bilayeer center and
chharged head groups
g
exposeed to water[4,5]. Intriguinggly, a range of
o short peptiddes appear ablle to
orrganize as strructural[6,7] membrane
m
repplacements. Short
S
amphipphilic peptide sequences
coomposed of a stretch of 6-8 hydrophobiic residues folllowed by 1-22 charged resiidues assembble
innto hollow tub
bes and vesiclles and have been
b
proposeed to organizee as bilayers (F
Figure 3-1).

Figure 3-1: Crryo-etch HRS
SEM image of
o Ac-VVVVV
VVVD-OH peptide
p
surfacctant nanotubbes[8].
Prroposed model of peptide surfactants orrganized as a bilayer membbrane[6].
As sho
own in the preevious chapteer, the nucleatting core of thhe Alzheimer’s Disease
peeptide, Aβ(16
6-22), assembbled into holloow nanotubess. A bilayer model
m
was oriiginally propoosed
foor the peptidee nanotubes ass small angle x-ray scatteriing (SAXS) revealed
r
a 4.33±0.3 nm walll[7]
thhickness that is
i approximattely twice thee length of thee extended peeptide (2x2.4±
±0.2Å). Also
1

Results publiished as Childders, W. S., A.
A K. Mehta, et
e al. (2010). "Peptides Orgganized as Biilayer
Membranes." Angewandte
M
A
C
Chemie
Interrnational Editiion 49(24): 4104-4107.
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consistent with a parallel membrane like bilayer, the nanotube’s surface can bind negatively
charged gold particles[9] as shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2: (a) Negatively stained TEM micrograph of KLVFFAE nanotubes assembled under
acidic conditions in 40% acetonitrile[10]. (b) Binding of gold nanoparticles to nanotubes after
deposition of the anionic polystryrene sulfonate PSS on the positively charge surface[10] (c) First
generation proposed parallel peptide bilayer for KLVFFAE nanotubes.
From these observations it was proposed that KLVFFAE peptides organized just like a
lipid membrane by two parallel β-sheets interacting through termini interactions to form a bilayer
that exposes N-terminal lysines and buries the C-terminus (Figure 3-2). However, little direct
evidence exists for the end-to-end peptide termini interactions in the proposed
models[6,7,11,12,13,14,15]. In this chapter, solid-state NMR approaches are developed to probe
peptide termini interactions and account for the tube wall thickness.
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Methods
Peptide Assembly Preparation
Peptides were synthesized via microwave assisted solid-phase peptide synthesis as described in
Chapter 2. After FMOC deprotection of the N-terminal lysine the resin was washed 5 times with
dimethylformamide. For incorporation of 13C carbonyl isotopes into N-terminal acetates, 5 mL of
20% [2,2’-13C] acetic anhydride (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) in dimethylformamide (DMF)
was added and allowed to react for 12 hours, then resin was washed 5 times with
dichloromethane and allowed to air dry. Peptides were cleaved and purified following procedures
detailed in Chapter 2.
Peptides were assembled in 40% acetonitrile under with acidic conditions (nanotubes) or
neutral conditions (fibers) at 4°C. After two weeks of assembly, maturation was verified by βsheet CD signature and assemblies were visualized by TEM. For fast sodium sulfate bundling
procedures a single aliquot of sodium sulfate was added to 1.3 mM KLVFFAE peptide nanotube
solution to a final concentration of 9 mM sodium sulfate. Fast bundling does not induce the
previously observed SAXS signature of bundled nanotubes[16], consistent with a more
disorganized tube-tube arrangement.

In comparison, slow sulfate/phosphate bundling

procedures were modeled after the addition of sodium sulfate during monitoring of bundling by
small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS)[16]. Briefly, the addition of concentrated sodium sulfate
solution (100 mM) was broken up into 9 equivalent aliquots added once per hour to gradually
raise the sodium sulfate concentration to 9 mM to titrate away surface bound TFA and induce
nanotube bundling.
Cross-Section Embedded TEM
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KLVFFAL peptide samples were bundled using sodium hydrogen phosphate[16] and aggregates
were pelleted and reconstituted to concentration of ~50 mg/mL. This solution (15 μL) was placed
on a glass slide and inverted over a 50% gluteraldehyde solution at 60°C for 30 minutes, then
placed further over 4% OsO4 for 30 minutes in a closed glass Petri dish. The resulting sample was
incubated in 2.5% gluteraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for 30 minutes, followed by
a H2O rinse, and further incubation in 2% OsO4 for 30 minutes. This sample was washed with
H2O, stained with 4% uranyl acetate in 50% ethanol for 10 minutes, dehydrated through an
ethanol series, ending at 100% and gradually embedded with 812 Epoxy resin by: (1) 60 minute
incubation in 1:1 Ethanol: 812 epoxy resin, (2) 60 minutes 1:2 Ethanol: 812 epoxy resin, and (3)
60 minutes in 100% 812 epoxy resin. Samples were then thin (70 to 80nm) sectioned using a
diamond knife and a RMC MT-7000 ultramicrotome, placed on TEM grids and post-stained with
uranyl acetate and Reynold’s lead citrate stain. TEM micrographs were recorded with a Philips
410 TEM using a tungsten filament at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV.
Cryo-etch High Resolution SEM
The nanotube solution was plunge-frozen in liquid ethane, transferred to a precooled (−170 °C)
Gatan 3500 CT cryostage, fractured with a prechilled blade, and washed with liquid nitrogen. The
cryostage was transferred to a Denton DV-602 chromium (Cr) coater. The temperature was
increased to −105 °C and held for 20−30 min at 0.2 μTorr to allow exposed ice to sublime (etch).
The sample was then cooled to −170 °C and sputter-coated with Cr at a rate of 0.3 Å/s at a current
of 50 mA at 300 V under 5 mTorr Ar atmosphere, resulting in a 2 nm Cr film. The Cr-coated
sample was transferred to a DS-130F field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM), and
temperature was equilibrated at −120 °C for 30 min.
DQF-DRAWS
Double Quantum Filtered Dipolar Recoupling with a windowless sequence (DQF-DRAWS)
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experiments[17,18] were implemented, with the addition of spin-temperature alternation of the
initial 1H π/2 pulse to the pulse sequence and phase cycling previously described[19] with a
41.225 kHz 13C RF field measured by fitting a sine function with a decaying exponential to a 13C
nutation curve (Figure 3-3).

Figure 3-3: An example 13C DQF-DRAWS nutation curve in which 13C carbonyl peak height is
plotted versus 13C π pulse width. Data is fit to an exponentially decaying sine curve (red line)
with A=1.32x106, w=12.1±0.1 μs, t1=2.1x1014 μs.
SPINAL-64[20] 1H (600.3 MHz) decoupling at 128 kHz was used during both dipolar evolution
and acquisition and the rotor period (206.2μs → νr = 4.85 kHz) was set to 8.5 times the 13C π
pulse length. A T2DQ of 6.8ms was measured in a separate experiment by placing a composite
90x-90y-90x DQ coherence refocusing pulse between the two DRAWS evolution periods[21]
which were fixed at 32-Tr, resulting in maximum DQ coherence excitation efficiency.
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Figure 3-4: A Typical T2DQ
Q experimennt for [1-13C]C
CH3CO-KLVFFAE nanotuubes. Line fiit (red
linne) to an exponentiallyy decaying curve y=A
A1*exp(-x/T2DQ)
D
with A1=1.55±0.05 and
T2DQ=6.24±0.2ms (B) Appplication of T2DQ correctiion in fitting of DQF-DRA
AWS experim
mental
daata.

D points aree the ratio of the
Data
t sum of ceenter- and sideeband integraated peak inteensities for each
evvolution time to the 13C CP
P-MAS intenssities. Error bars
b were calcculated using the noise of each
e
sppectrum as the maximum peak
p
height deviation. DQF
F-DRAWS cuurves were caalculated usinng
SIMPSON[22]], where an arrray of 13C sppins were apprroximated with a three spinn “infinite-looop”
m
model[21]
and
d chemical shiift tensor com
mponents δ11=74.1ppm,
=
δ22=6.0ppm andd δ33=-80.1ppm
m
w
which
were meeasured from the 13C CP-M
MAS spectra. The effects of
o DQ-relaxattion were
appproximated by
b multiplyinng the calculaated SQ intenssity with a decaying exponnential[21] off the
foorm

. Although
A
the T2DQ sequennce provides an
a accurate measurement
m
o the relaxatiion
of

paarameters, it does
d
not accoount for the efffects of RF innhomogenietyy. Samples with
w an infinitee
arrray of carbon
nyl carbons seeparated and a known distaance of 4.63 Å,
Å as measureed by x-ray
poowder diffracction[23], indiicate that the effects of RF
F inhomogenieety can be appproximated by
b
deecreasing the measured T2DQ by ~85 too 90%. As a result,
r
the calcculated DQF--DRAWS currves
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w multiplied by
were

. The resolution limitss of DRAWS appears to bee dipolar coupplings

thhat correspond
d to distancess shorter than 6Å as illustraated in simulaated DRAWS
S curves below
w
(F
Figure 3-5).

Figure 3-5: Siimulated DQ
QF-DRAWS buildup
b
curvees for

13

1
CO-13
CO separatted by 5.2Å (solid

linne) and 9.4Å (dotted line). The longer distance is faar too weak too be observedd experimentaally.

Sp Counting
Spin
g Using 13C{199F} REDOR
A 13C{{19F}-REDOR
R pulse sequeence[24] withh EXORCYCL
LE phase cyccling[25] of thhe
siingle-observee 6 μs 13C (1500.8 MHz) π-pulse was useed to minimizze re-introducction of 13C-133C
hoomonuclear dipolar
d
coupliing[26,27]. To
T compensate for pulse im
mperfections the
t 5.3 μs
199

F REDOR ro
otor-synchronnized dephasinng π pulses were
w xy8 phasee cycled[28]. 83 kHz

Sppinal64[20] 1H (600.13 MHz) decoupling was applieed during REDOR evolutioon and
accquisition. RE
EDOR data points are the integrated
i
sum
m of center- and
a sideband peaks. Error bars
w calculated using the nooise of each spectrum
were
s
as thhe maximum peak height deviation.
d
1
Examp
ple of spin-coounting from REDOR
R
specctra for three 13
C nuclei (grreen) close to an
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199

F spin (blue) and one 13C (red) far from
m an 19F is illuustrated in Figgure 3-6. The REDOR

exxperiment ressults in two sppectra, the fulll-echo (S0) sppectrum wherre pulses weree only appliedd to
thhe observe spiins (13C), andd the dephasedd (S) spectrum
m in which puulses were appplied to both
obbserve (13C) and
a dephasingg (19F) spins. The S0 spectrrum (Figure 3-6b)
3
has the chemical shifft
reesolved signals from all thee 13C nuclei inn the sample, including booth the 13CO’ss that are closse
(ggreen line) an
nd far (red linee) from an 19F.
F Applicatioon of REDOR
R dephasing puulses results in
i
atttenuation of the signal forr the 13C nucleei that are dippolar coupled (i.e. close) too a 19F (Figuree
3--6c).

Figure 3-6: Illu
ustration of cooncept of spinn counting ussing REDOR.

If the S spectrum haas no signal, this
t indicates that all the 133C nuclei are close to a 19F.
F In
s
has 25% of the inntensity of thee S0 spectrum
m, which is froom
thhe current exaample, the S spectrum
thhe 13C nuclei that
t have not been dephaseed – indicatinng that 25% of the 13C nucllei are not cloose to
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a 19F. REDOR difference spectrum (ΔS) arising from the 13C nuclei that are close to a 19F (Figure
3-6d). The ratio of the ΔS to the S0 spectrum corrects for spin-spin relaxation of the observe 13C
spins and in this case will be 0.75, indicating that 3 out of every 4 13C nuclei are close to a TFA.
Incomplete refocusing of the pulses in the actual REDOR experiment will lower the actual
observed value of ΔS/S0. This value can be measured in a separate experiment using a sample in
which the positions of all nuclei are known and where all of the 13C spins are close to a 19F spin.
For the REDOR experiments presented in this chapter, this value was measured to be 0.98 using
fluoropyruvate.

Figure 3-7: 13C{19F} REDOR curve of fluoropyurvate to determine REDOR scaling factor. Red
circles (CO), black circles (COOH), and dashed line signifies the measured plateau level (0.98).

The natural abundance amide 13CO spins have a similar chemical shift as the acetate CO and will
also contribute to both the dephased and non-dephased signal. Assuming that all the peptide
amide carbonyl groups are not close to a TFA, this will reduce the maximum ΔS/S0 by
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99/(99+7*1.1)=0.92, where the 99 is the percent enrichment of the acetate carbonyl carbon, and
1.1 is the percent of natural abundance 13C. If all of the natural abundance 13C carbonyl groups
are near TFA, the REDOR ΔS/S0 plateau would be 0.964. The actual natural abundance
dephasing should be between 0.92 and 0.964, therefore an average value of 0.94 was selected.
Including this factor, the expected REDOR plateau where 3 out of every 4 acetate groups are
close to a TFA is 0.75*0.94 = 0.71.
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Results
Development of Microscopy approaches to visualize nanotube walls
As shown by TEM images, the hollow nanotube morphology of KLVFFAE assemblies under
acidic conditions is not apparent (Figure 3-2a). During a 3-5 minute uranyl acetate incubation
time, stain can both accumulate outside the hollow nanotubes and diffuse inside the hollow
nanotubes ( Figure 3-8a). The resulting negative stain yields two parallel white lines that are
4.5±1.0 nm wide, similar to the wall thickness observed by SAXS[7]. The appearance of white
lines is consistent with peptide-rich nanotube walls that exclude uranyl acetate stain.
Additionally, during TEM sample preparation the drying down of samples on the TEM grid
surface causes the flexible hollow nanotubes to flatten to an observed width of 70-85 nm (~1/2
the circumference of a 52 nm diameter nanotube determined by SAXS[7]).
In order to clearly visualize the hollow nanotube walls, methods were developed to capture
nanotubes in various orientations while avoiding any flattening of the flexible nanotubes. Cross
sectioning of epoxy resin embedded KLVFFAL nanotubes directly visualizes the nanotubes down
the hollow center (Figure 3-8b). Addition of the epoxy resin displaces the aqueous solvent at the
nanotubes center, and avoids nanotube collapse that occurs during sample dehydration. From
TEM images, KLVFFAL nanotubes have a 45±10 nm diameter and a wall thickness of 4±1 nm.
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F
Figure
3-8:

Various eleectron microsscopy methods used to visualize 1.33 mM KLVF
FFAE

naanotubes und
der acidic connditions. (a) Uranyl
U
acetatee negatively sttained TEM image
i
of drieed and
fllattened KLV
VFFAL nanottubes, (b) crooss-sectioned epoxy resin embedded asssemblies oriiented
peerpendicular

to

the

tube

lonng

axis.

(c)

and

(d)

cryooetch

HR-SEM.

For cryo-etch HR-SEM
H
sam
mples were flaash frozen in liquid ethane to avoid crysstallized wateer and
prromote vitreo
ous ice formattion. The soluution was theen etched undder sublimatioon conditions to
reemove bulk water
w
and coatted with a thinn 2nm layer of
o chromium. Cryo-etch HR-SEM
H
imaages
(F
Figure 3-8c,d)) highlight the flexible natuure of the holllow peptide nanotubes.
n
P
Probing
Bilayer Structure
As a preliminary
p
NMR study of bilayer structture 13C CP-M
MAS spectrum
m was recordeed for
K
KLVFFAE
and
d KLVFFAL nanotubes asssemblies andd KLVFFAE fibers
f
(Figuree 3-9). The accetate
caarbonyl chem
mical shift variies between 172-175
1
ppm.. The most nootable differeence is compaarison
off wet versus lyophilized
l
K
KLVFFAE
fibers, as a new chemical shift emerges doownfield at 1775
pppm. Thereforre, it appears the acetate caarbonyl chem
mical shift is seensitive to thee degree of
hyydration but only
o
effects a partial popullation of acetaate carbonyls. The significcant broadnesss of
chhemical shiftss for nanotubee assemblies could also bee due to a com
mbination of chemical
c
ennvironments that
t vary in degree
d
of solvent exposure..
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Figure 3-9: Chemical Shifts of [1-13C]CH3CO-KLVFFAX.
As shown in Chapter 2, 13C{15N} REDOR measurements have indicated that the acidic
KLVFFAE peptides form extended anti-parallel out-of-register β-sheets that are approximately
2.4±0.2 nm wide[29]. TEM micrographs (Figure 3-8) indicate a wall thickness of 4.5±1.0 nm
consistent with SAXS measurements (4.3±0.2 nm[7]). It then appears that the termini stacking of
two amyloid sheets (2 x 2.4±0.2 nm = 4.8 ± 0.4 nm) could account for the wall thickness.
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Additionally, neutral KLVFFAE peptides form fibers (Chapter 2) with widths of 5±1 nm may
also consistent with peptides organized as a bilayer interface[29]. To test for termini interactions
within fiber and nanotube assemblies 13C labels were incorporated into the N-terminal acetate
carbonyl. As shown in Figure 3-10, incorporation of 13C labels within an anti-parallel β-sheet
scaffold regularly spaces the 13C isotopes 9.4Å in the hydrogen-bonding dimension. While sidechain interactions separate laminated β-sheets by 9.9Å. Within this cross-β scaffold N-terminal
acetate 13C carbonyls are spaced too far away to have any observed dipolar couplings in the
hydrogen bonding and lamination directions. Therefore, any observed dipolar couplings can be
assigned to 13C acetate carbonyls in close proximity in the termini direction.

Figure 3-10: (a) β-Sheet structural model with distance constraints (diffraction and NMR via red
and blue spheres).

Acetate carbonyl labeling scheme (black spheres) to probe the bilayer

interface. The distance between the acetate carbonyls is 9.4 Å/9.9Å is too far to have any
significant dipolar coupling. (b) β-Sheet structural model rotated 90° to visualize the lamination
of two sheets.
Prior to probing the bilayer interface with 13C acetate carbonyls, it was necessary to orient
the N-terminal acetate with respect to the central peptide backbone. To test the orientation of the
N-terminal acetate a [1-13C]CH3CO-K[15N]LVFFAE-NH2 labeling scheme was designed to
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measure the distance between the 13C acetate carbonyl and 15N backbone nitrogen of leucine-17.
Previous REDOR measurements (Chapter 2) indicated that L17 had a β-sheet conformation and
was hydrogen bonded to E22[29]. BS-REDOR analysis of 13C {15N } REDOR data points
indicate 30% of the acetates are bent, while 70% are arranged as extended β-sheets.

Figure 3-11:

13

C {15N } REDOR of [1-13C]CH3CO-K[15N]LVFFAE-NH2 (a) nanotubes and (b)

fibers.
Upon initial inspection, the REDOR data could be fit to a single Gaussian distribution
(green curve). However, an unbiased fit to the data using Boltzmann-Statistics maximum entropy
approach indicates the presence of two major distance distributions. These two populations are
consistent with two conformational populations of the N-terminal acetate as observed in a
conformational search (Figure 3-12).
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Figure 3-12: Family of structures from MMFFs conformational search consistent with acetate
13

CO -15N-L17 fiber distances of 3.6Å (top) and 4.5Å (bottom).

Figure 3-13:Family of Structures from MMFFs conformational search consistent with KLVFFAE
nanotube acetate 13CO -15N-L17 distances of 3.6Å (top) and 4.5Å (bottom).
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Given that the acetate group appears to be in an extended conformation at the bilayer
interface, it provides a good probe for peptide termini interactions at the bilayer interface. In the
proposed labeling scheme acetate carbonyls are spaced 9.4Å within hydrogen-bonded β-sheets,
and 9.9Å across laminated β-sheets. This spacing between known closest peptide neighbors are
too long to have any observable couplings, therefore any observable homonuclear dipolar
couplings can be attributed to acetates in close proximity (<6Å) at the bilayer interface. DQFDRAWS measured observable dipolar couplings and DQ buildup curves were fit to an infinite
array of acetate carbonyl spins with 13CO-13CO distances of 5.1Å ±0.2Å for nanotubes and 4.9Å
±0.2Å for fibers. These results provide direct evidence for interaction of termini in close
proximity creating a bilayer interface.

Figure 3-14: a)

13

C DQF DRAWS of 1.0 mM [1-13C]CH3CO-K[15N]LVFFAE-NH2 peptide

nanotubes assembled in 40% acetonitrile 0.1% TFA and bundled with Na2SO4. Solid line is
simulated DQF-DRAWS curve for a 13C -13C distance of 5.1 Å and T2DQ = 6.4 ms. b) and fibers
assembled under neutral conditions in 40% acetonitrile. Solid line is simulated DQF-DRAWS
curve for a 13C -13C distance of 4.9 Å and T2DQ = 7.7 ms
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To further characterize and quantify peptide termini interactions both 13Cs and 15Ns [113

C]CH3CO-KLVFFAE-[15N]NH2 were incorporated at the N-termini and C-termini respectively.

The Isotopically enriched peptides were synthesized, purified and allowed to assemble in 40%
acetonitrile under acidic conditions.

Figure 3-15:

13

C{15N} REDOR of 1.3 mM [1-13C]CH3CO-KLVFFAE-[15N]NH2 in 40%

acetonitrile 0.1% TFA.
Analysis of REDOR measurements indicates data does not fit a simple two-spin system
within a bilayer interface as ΔS/S0 plateaus at 0.7. These differences may be attributed to three
distinct types of termini interfaces: (1) buried bilayer interface, (2) bundled tube interface, and (3)
solvent exposed surfaces. Design of future experiments to distinguish these interfaces is needed
to aid in fitting of sample to more complex spin systems.

Probing the inner and outer bilayer surfaces
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In contrast to lipid bilayers, KLVFFAE peptide bilayers contain a polar bilayer interface
with a high density of positively charged lysines. Stabilization of the positively charged lysine
may depend upon cooperative K-E cross-leaflet interactions. To test if K-E interactions are
critical to bilayer formation E22 was mutated to leucine (E22L). KLVFFAL also have wall
thicknesses that could accommodate two extended peptides[29], however no residue within the
sequence is capable of passivating lysine’s buried positive charge. To test, [1-13C]CH3COK[15N]LVFFAL-NH2 peptide was synthesized, purified and assembled in 40% acetonitrile under
acidic conditions. DQF-DRAWS measured observable dipolar couplings that could be fit to an
infinite array of acetate carbonyl spins with 13CO-13CO distances of 5.2Å ±0.2Å.

Figure 3-16: a)

13

C DQF-DRAWS of 1.3 mM [1-13C]CH3CO-K[15N]LVFFAL-NH2 peptide

nanotubes assembled in 40% acetonitrile 0.1% TFA and bundled with Na2SO4. Solid line is
simulated DQF-DRAWS curve for a 13C -13C distance of 5.2 Å and T2DQ = 12 ms.
As KLVFFAL nanotubes contain termini interface, it suggests cooperative K-E
interactions are not required for bilayer formation. Among solved protein structures, lysine is the
least frequently buried residue and its charge must be passivated at the bilayer interface. A
potential candidate for lysine’s counter ion is TFA, as it used for peptide cleavage from solidphase synthesis resin and TFA is also used as counterion during HPLC purification. To test if
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TFA (CF3COO-) served as lysine’s counter ion, 13C was incorporated near lysine-16 into the Nterminal acetate carbonyl and 13C{19F}REDOR was used to detect 13C-19F dipolar couplings.

However, Figure 3-17 indicates ΔS/S0 plateau at

0.94 indicating nearly all lysines utilize

CF3COO- as a counter ion. It is possible that surface bound TFA could be displaced during the
bundling process with HPO42- or SO42-. Potentially, the instantaneous increase in sodium sulfate
from 0 to 9 mM would immediately bundle tubes together and trap TFA ions at the surface
between nanotubes. To test this idea, the weaklier bundling Na2HPO4 was added via a slow
addition rate (2mM/Hr) to a final concentration of 9 mM.

Figure 3-17:

13

C{19F} REDOR of [1-13C]CH3CO-KLVFFAL-NH2 tubes in 40% acetonitrile

containing 0.1% TFA. Black squares are for tubes bundled with a single aliquot of Na2SO4 and
hollow circles are for bundling by slow addition of Na2HPO4. The dashed black horizontal line at
a ΔS/S0 value of 0.94 represents dephasing of 100% of the acetate carbonyl

13

C nuclei (see

Experimental Section). The dotted horizontal line at a ΔS/S0 value of 0.47 (50% of 0.94)
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indicates the maximum dephasing if only half of the acetate carbony

13

C nuclei are close to a

CF3COO- ion. Unless shown, error bars are the size of the data points.
Bundling the nanotubes[16] at a slower rate resulting in only 50% of the N-terminal
acetate carbonyls being near a CF3COO-. This analysis indicates most of the CF3COO- anions on
the surface have been displaced by phosphate, whereas remaining half of CF3COO- anions
remained buried at the bilayer interface. Figure 3-18 compares different leaflet models in which
the number of layers is increased from one to four.

Figure 3-18: Location of sulfate or phosphate (orange) and TFA (green) ions for peptide (a)
monolayer, (b) bilayer, (c) trilayer and (d) tetralayer after slow bundling as shown in Fig.5b –
main text. Wall thickness measured by AFM height, SAXS and TEM are 4 ± 1 nm and consistent
with a bilayer model (b).
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The ability of phosphate to displace TFA would depend on surface exposure for monolayer
(100% displaced – 0.0 ΔS/S0), bilayer (50% displaced – 0.47 ΔS/S0), trilayer (33% displaced –
0.62 ΔS/S0) and tetralayer models (25% displaced – 0.71 ΔS/S0). As shown in Figure 3-19, the
actual REDOR dephasing values are consistent with bilayer interface and reveals two distinct
equal population chemical environments for the N-terminal acetate: a buried bilayer interface and
a solvent exposed interface.
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Figure 3-19: Theoretical 13C{19F}REDOR dephasing plateaus for models of slowly bundled [113

C]CH3CO-KLVFFAL-NH2 tubes shown in Figure S4. Dotted lines represent expected REDOR

dephasing for titration of surface bound TFA in 4 different models: “infinite” layer, tetralayer,
trilayer, and bilayer models. Bottom panel shows model of titration of surface bound TFA ions
(green) with sulfate or phosphate ions (orange), and a buried bilayer interface containing TFA
ions that passivate lysine’s positive charge.

Figure 3-20: (A)

13

C{19F } REDOR of [1-13C]CH3CO-KLVFFAE-NH2 assembled in neutral

conditions (B) Cartoon Model of KLVFFAE fiber of 5 β-sheets laminated together and form a
bilayer structure. [1-13C] acetates (blue spheres), TFA rich bilayer interface (green), and TFA
free solvent exposed surface (orange).
Calculation of Surface-to-Volume Ratio
While the primary sequence of amyloid peptides are traditionally thought of as highly
hydrophobic, here we report an amyloid structure with a charge burial rate of 8 %, compared with
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typical well-folded globular proteins with charge burial rates 4-7%[30]. Previously, it was shown
that the peptide +NH3-KLVFFAE-NH2 containing 2+ charge/peptide assembled into hollow
nanotubes with a ~4 nm wall under acidic condition[10]. If both ionizable groups remain
charged, then ~13% of buried residues would be charged – nearly double the average burial rate
of globular protein[30]. Analysis of buried ionizable residue frequency within crystal structures
indicates a correlation with a protein’s surface area to volume ratio (SVR)[31]. Generally, larger
protein cores can more easily accommodate penalties from burial of ionizable groups. Typical
globule proteins have a SVR=0.19-0.45 Å-1, where those with lower SVR are observed to have
more ionizable groups within the buried core relative to proteins with higher SVR values[31].
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An estimation of the exposed surface area at the termini was obtained by building a 10
hydrogen bonded x10 laminated peptide system based off previous Molecular Dynamics results.
The accessible solvent surface was calculated using standard 'rolling ball' algorithms[32,33] that
probe the accessible surface along that termini surface. The surface area was calculated for the
laminate surface(162±21Å2), hydrogen bonding surface (406±22Å2) and the termini
surface(75±11Å2).

Figure 3-21: Illustration of surfaces that would be desolvated upon two peptides interacting
through (a) backbone hydrogen bonding, (b) beta-sheet lamination, and (c) termini interactions.
The surface area for a smooth 52 nm diameter hollow cylinder with a wall thickness of 4
nm and a height of 1000 nm is 3.0x107Å2 and a volume of 6.0 x108Å2. To correct for the rugged
nature of the peptide nanotube the ratio of the accessible solvent surface (ASA) for the termini
surface (75±11Å2) to the expected smooth surface for one peptide (4.7Å*9.9Å=46.5 Å2) was used
to give a corrected surface area of 4.9x107Å2. Using the corrected surface area, the SVR for
peptides organized as a bilayer nanotube is 0.08±0.01 Å-1. A similar calculation for a micro long
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fiber yields a SVR of 0.13±0.02 Å-1. In contrast to globular proteins the SVR for cross-β
organization of KLVFFAE nanotubes is approximately 2-fold lower (SVR=0.08Å-1). Therefore,
the enlarged inter-molecular protein core of cross-β structures makes amyloid less susceptible to
destabilization by buried charge than common intramolecular folds of globular proteins.
Conclusions
Here we have provided direct evidence that short amyloid peptides can organize into a bilayer
structure with similar long rang organization, yet the local arrangement is quite different. The
anti-parallel β-sheet organization places lysines on the outer solvent exposed surface like a
phospholipid membranes, but in contrast also places half of the lysines at the center of the bilayer
creating a polar bilayer interface composed with high positive charge density passivated by TFA
counterions. Unlike passive phospholipid bilayers, peptide bilayers may be able the functionality
of the bilayer interior as well as the grid-like surface for construction of unique nanomaterials.
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Figure 3-22: Bilayer structural model. Outer leaflet residues are colored black, inner leaflet
residues are colored gray. Anti-parallel β-sheets place lysines (blue) at the surface and buried
within the bilayer interface. TFA ions (colored by atom type – F(green), C(silver), O(red))
sufficiently passivate lysines. The resulting organization yields a patterned surface illustrated by
stripes that helically spiral along the long tube.
Unlike lipids, the amyloid peptide bilayers are created from paracrystalline β-sheet secondary
structure.

KLVFFAL peptides associate through backbone hydrogen bonding which provides a

large hydrophobic surface area of contact (406±22Å2). The long hydrogen bonded β-sheets
helically wrap around the long tube axis with a pitch angle of 25±2°. Association of 140±10 βsheet faces (162±21Å2) through lamination contributes to the 52 nm diameter of the hollow tubes.
While an end-to-end termini surface (75±11Å2) interaction forms the bilayer interface. The
relative differences in desolvated surfaces areas likely gives rise to the anisotropic growth needed
to form a long hollow nanotube composed of just a bilayer. In contrast the bending of laminating
β-sheets to form helical ribbons would result in the inner leaflet being more compressed than the
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outer leaflet. Therefore this bending likely limits association of additional leaflets and sets the
wall thickness at 4.3±0.3 nm.
In comparison to SVR of globular protein folds (0.19-0.45Å-1)[31], the intermolecular
association of peptides into a cross-β structure results in a significantly lower SVR (0.08-0.13).
Analysis of buried ionizable residue frequency within crystal structures indicates a correlation
with a protein’s surface area to volume ratio (SVR)[31]. Generally, larger protein cores can more
easily accommodate penalties from burial of ionizable groups. Typical globule proteins have a
SVR=0.19-0.45 Å-1, where those with lower SVR are observed to have more ionizable groups
within the buried core relative to proteins with higher SVR values[31]. In contrast to globular
proteins the SVR for cross-β organization of KLVFFAE nanotubes is approximately 2-fold
lower (SVR=0.08Å-1). Therefore, the enlarged protein core of cross-β structures’ makes amyloid
less susceptible to destabilization by buried charge and a potential common structural fold for all
proteins. Taken together construction of bilayer membranes out of simple peptides opens the
door to the design new patterned bilayer surfaces with the local order of an enzyme and the longrange morphology of a cellular membrane.
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Figure 3-23: KLVFFAE Peptide Bilayer as a patterned surface grid. (A) Overall view of the
bilayer structure, (B) Top view highlighting the patterned surface where positively charged
lysines (blue) emerging from a hydrophobic surface (gray) that are spaced 9.4Å in the hydrogen
bonding direction and 9.9Å in the lamination direction.

View of bilayer surface directly

perpendicular to the hydrogen-bonding dimension (C) and lamination dimension (D).
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Chapter 4 : The Phases of Peptide Oligomerization

Surfactant molecules display complex phase behavior when dispersed as a liquid colloid in
aqueous environments. Above a certain critical micelle concentration (CMC), phases emerge that
include micelle, ellipsoid, cylinder, and bilayer[1]. The molecular structure and concentration of
the amphiphilic as well as temperature, ionic strength, pH and solvent conditions all impact the
phase behavior and propagate into long-range paracrystalline assemblies.
Analysis of amyloid peptide assembly pathways have identified numerous intermediates that
appear to have the structural diversity observed in surfactant phases, yet unlike surfactants these
phases only appear as transient intermediates as opposed to thermodynamically stable surfactant
phases. For example, amyloid monomers have been observed to assemble into short metastable
filaments[2,3,4,5,6,7,8] and 5-25 nm spherical oligomers[2,9,10,11,12,13,14] that have been
observed to structurally transition into mature elongated fibrils. The oligomers have been
suggested to be neurotoxic and etiologically relevant to many amyloid diseases[13,15,16,17]. Yet,
the environmental conditions that bias and stabilizes the neurotoxic oligomer remains unclear.
The nucleating core of the Aβ peptide of Alzheimer’s disease, Aβ(16-22) or KLVFFAE, may
now be the simplest and best-studied model for amyloidogenic
assembly[18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30]. Molecular dynamics (MD) studies of its
assembly[23] reveal low-energy folded conformations, that unlike native proteins, maintain
hydrophobic surfaces that are only partially buried. Monte Carlo simulations with 30 KLVFFAE
peptides suggest the initial formation of disordered aggregates that accommodates the
hydrophobic surfaces, then at later stages through inter-chain hydrogen bonding transition into
ordered β-sheet assemblies[31]. Coarse-grained models[32,33] enabled analyses of even larger
peptide populations (up to 200)[33] and these too quickly collapse into disordered oligomers and
reorganize into β-sheet rich assemblies[32,33].
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Figure 4-2: Peptide aggregation as a function of temperature and β-sheet propensity. Diagram of
β-sheet propensity (Kχ) versus temperature proposes phase boundaries between fibrillar states
(F2, F3), barrel like intermediates (FB, and BE) and amorphous aggregates (AM)[27]. Reprinted
with permission from Bellesia G, Shea JE (2009) Effect of beta-sheet propensity on peptide
aggregation. Journal of Chemical Physics 130. Copyright 2009, American Institute of Physics.
Recent experimental evidence has established that KLVFFAE peptides indeed aggregate in a
concentration-dependent manner into micron sized oligomers that were directly observed to serve
as major, if not exclusive, nucleation sites for a amyloid nanotube assemblies[22]. The observed
oligomers can be best characterized as intermolecular molten globules as fluorescent
photobleaching experiments indicate the oligomers exchange rapidly and appear similar to the
fluid phases of lipid surfactants, while mature nanotubes assemblies exchanged slowly during
photobleach experiments consistent with a crystalline state[22].

Furthermore, these short

peptides have been shown to structurally organize as a bilayer similar to lipid surfactants[34]. To
examine the extent to which these amyloid peptides have surfactant-like phase behavior we have
developed environmental control of the phase boundaries and developed experimental constraints
on the phase space that gives rise to the final KLVFFAE amyloid assemblies[20,21,34].
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dimethylformamide. Final acetylation of the N-terminus was achieved by addition 20% acetic
anhydride in dimethylformamide.
Resin was filtered and washed with dichloromethane and allowed to air dry. Peptides
were cleaved from the resin using trifluoroacetic acid/thioanisole/1,2-ethanedithiol/anisole (90: 5
: 3 : 2, v/v/v/v) at room temperature for 3 hrs. The cleaved peptide-TFA solution was filtered,
and precipitated by drop-wise addition of cold (-20°C) diethyl ether. Precipitated product was
centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 3 min, and the pellet was further washed using 3 times with cold
diethyl ether. Dried peptides were dissolved in minimal volume of 40% acetonitrile + 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid and purified by RP-HPLC using a C18-reverse phase column with an
acetonitrile-water gradient.

Molecular weight was confirmed by MALDI-TOF using a 2,5-

dihydroxybenzoic acid matrix.
Aβ(16-22) (1.3 mM) was dissolved in 40% CH3CN/H2O with 0.1% TFA using vortexing and
sonication at room temperature. Solutions were then split and stored under quiescent conditions
and temperature was controlled at 4°C, 28°C, and 37°C for 1 month. Concentrated Aβ(16-22)
assemblies in methanol water mixtures were initially dissolved in 20% methanol with 0.1% TFA
using vortexing and sonication. Then assemblies were diluted with methanol or water to adjust
the aliquot methanol concentration from 20-70% methanol. Each aliquot was then stored at 4°C
for 1-month incubation period. To study the internal structure of the observed oligomers, 1.3 mM
KLVFFAE peptides were assembled by adding 2 wt% uranyl acetate as a contrast agent.

Transmission Electron Microscopy Imaging
Upon addition to TEM grids, the amyloid peptide assemblies were allowed to adsorb for 1 min.
Excess peptide solution was wicked away with filter paper. The 2-wt % uranyl acetate (pre
incubated at 4°C, 28°C, and 37°C) were added to TEM grids and incubated for 3-5 minutes.
Samples were then placed in a dessicator overnight. TEM micrographs were recorded with a
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Philips 410 TEM at magnifications ranging from 7100x to 69 000x with a Tungsten filament at an
accelerating voltage of 80 kV. Negatives were scanned at 2000 dpi resolution on an Agfa
DuoScan flatbed scanner (Agfa Corp., Ridgefield Park, NJ).

Circular Dichroism and Melting Temperatures
An aliquot (15-70 μL) of amyloid nanotube and oligomer assemblies was placed in 0.1
mm path length demountable window cell with Teflon tape wrapped around the window edges to
minimize evaporation.

Initially, CD at 215 nm was recorded over a 15 minute period at

controlled temperature (4°C, 28°C, or 37°C) until CD signature of solution stabilized. After
temperature incubation, wavelength scans over 185-300 nm were recorded.

For melting

temperature profiles, the ellipticity at 215 nm was recorded as a function of temperature in
increments of 2°C and fit to the sigmoidal form of the Boltzmann equation.
RESULTS
Initial Phase Transition
The temperature dependence of the transition barriers predicted by computational
modeling[27,33,35] and constrained by the initial experimental analyses were explored initially
by following the assembly of Ac-KLVFFAE-NH2[22] at 4°, 28°, and 37°C. The peptide was
solublized in 40% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA, and the solution was split into three equal
aliquots and each incubated at one temperature until thermodynamic equilibrium was achieved as
indicated by CD. Figure 4-4 contains the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of
uranyl acetate stained hollow nanotubes that formed at both 4° and 28°C. However, only
spherical particle structures were found at 37°C, and by TEM, these assemblies diameter have a
bimodal Gaussian distribution at 88 and 197 nm (Figure 4-5) and were an order of magnitude
smaller than the transient intermolecular molten globules reported at room temperature[22].
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Figure 4-4: TEM images of 1.3 mM KLVFFAE assembled at (a) 4°C and (b) 37°C at 40%
acetonitrile and 1.3 mM KLVFFAE assembled at (c) 30% methanol and (d) 60% methanol at
4˚C.
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Figure 4-5: Size distribution of KLVFFAE particle assemblies at 37°C as measured by TEM.

While the effect of temperature on particle size will require further analyses, at 1.3 mM
KLVFFAE in 40% acetonitrile temperatures above ~30°C clearly inhibit either the transition to
paracrystalline order or the propagation of those structures into nanotubes at 1.3 mM peptide
concentration. And further slight increases in temperature (>45˚C) completely inhibit oligomer
formation.
The conditions for nanotube assembly have been optimized at 1.3 mM KLVFFAE as a
minimal concentration in 40% acetonitrile acidified with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA),25,26 and
subtle changes to these conditions resulted in transitions through different phase barriers. In 20%
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acetonitrile (Figure 4-6) and in H2O, both containing 0.1% TFA at 4°C, the transitions occur
considerably faster, but result in more heterogeneous mixtures of tubes and sheets. In both 60%
and 80% acetonitrile, small populations of oligomers accompanied the nanotubes, and a range of
oligomer sizes were observed (Figure 4-6).

Figure 4-6: 1.3 mM KLVFFAE assembled at (a) 20%, (b) 40%, (c) 60%, and (d) 80%
acetonitrile.
In methanol, the same peptide concentration gave markedly different structures. Between 20-40%
methanol, nanotubes assembled (Figure 4-7) as they did in acetonitrile, but in 40-60% methanol,
oligomers accumulated and at 60% only oligomers were observed (Figure 4-7). The particle size
again varied in diameter, from 40-190 nm, but most strikingly, each contained a single small spot
with a lighter phase contrast, resulting in an “eyeball” or “budding vesicle” appearance. The
dimensions of these smaller spots were more homogenous, ranging in diameter from 25-65 nm
(Figure 4-8).
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Figure 4-7: TEM images of 1.3 mM KLVFFAE assembled at (a) 30% methanol and (b) 60%
methanol at 4˚C.
To better understand the morphology of the entire oligomer population (n=250), oligomer
widths (Figure 4-8b), and inner particle widths (Figure 4-8c) were measured and analyzed. The
oligomer population can be grouped into small oligomers (w=51±25 nm) and large oligomers
(w=133±43 nm). The inner particles can be fit to a Gaussian size distribution of 37±16 nm.
Given the similarities in size between the small oligomers (w=51±25 nm) and the observed inner
particles (37±16 nm), it is tempting to speculate that the two populations may be related. One
possible model is that the inner particles bud off to form the smaller oligomers populations,
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similar to budding observed in lipid surfactants[36]. Further characterization will be needed to
understanding the significance of this correlation.

Figure 4-8: a) TEM Image of 1.3 mM KLVFFAE oligomers in 60% methanol + 0.1% TFA at 4˚C
b) Gaussian Distribution of measured oligomer widths fit to the sum (red line) and c) distribution
of inner particle widths.
Internal Oligomer Structure
Within the oligomers the local peptide concentration has increased significantly,28
creating a more desolvated environment that could favor crystallization. On the other hand, either
the concentration difference in the solution or a solvation energy difference could slow
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emergence of the crystalline phases from the oligomer. Indeed, the appearance of budding from
particles in methanol may be due to resuspension in water during uranyl acetate staining (Figure
4-7), which may promote crystalline growth or budding on the oligomer surface. To test this idea,
we attempted to probe crystallinity within the particles by allowing the KLVFFAE peptide to
assemble in the presence of 1 wt% uranyl acetate. The TEM images of the assembly incubated at
37°C for 2 weeks in 40% acetonitrile is shown in Figure 4-9. The presence of uranyl acetate had
no apparent impact on KLVFFAE assembly, but the stain was inhomogeneously distributed
throughout the oligomer (Figure 4-9). Short filament-like structures, consistent with the surface
localized buldging eyeballs seen in methanol (Figure 4-7), excluded the uranyl acetate stain and
stretched from one end of the particle to the other. A single such filament stretching across each
oligomer and emerging at the surface would be consistent with the eyeball appearance seen in
TEM.
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Figure 4-9: KLVFFAE monomers incubated with 2 wt% uranyl acetate at 37°C for 2 weeks.
Images presented are the same, except image on left has been processed using typical input
levels. Adobe Photoshop input levels on right image have been adjusted to clearly visualize
differences in uranyl acetate staining within particle assemblies.
When the temperature of the KLVFFAE nanotube assemblies formed at 4°C was
increased to 37°C and allowed to incubate there for 2 weeks, oligomer assemblies are again
observed (Figure 4-9). When this nanotube solution is heated in the presence of 2-wt% uranyl
acetate, the oligomers show distinct regions with uranyl acetate contrast and many more
crystalline regions that exclude stain. It appears that in contrast to oligomers formed from
monomers, oligomers formed from heating nanotubes contain a significantly greater density of
organized assemblies (Figure 4-9).
To assess whether the observed structures within the oligomers included paracrystalline
domains, the assemblies were compared by CD. As seen in Figure 4-10, a β-sheet minimum at
215 nm dominated all assemblies studied (4°C, 28°C, and 37°C), however, the magnitude of this
diagnostic β-structure ellipticity at 28°C is only 33% and the 37°C oligomer only 20% of the 4°C
nanotubes. While this difference in ellipticity is expected to be both a function of the degree of
assembly, lowest for the oligomers, and the nature of the structures, as the fibers are known to
give weaker signatures that tubes, the signatures for all three assemblies are very similar to that of
the known nanotube structure.26 Each assembly displayed a cooperative melt on heating, however
the melting temperatures (Tm) were different. The nanotube assemblies formed at 4°C and 28°C
melted at the same temperature, 46.1±4.9°C and 48.6±4.6°C respectively (Figure 4-10), while the
oligomer assemblies formed at 37°C melted cooperatively at a 63.2±2.9°C (Figure 4-10). The
chemical and architectural environments of β-sheets within the oligomers are different, and this
difference in solvation may account for their higher Tm.
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Figure 4-10: CD for KLVFFAE assemblies at 4°C (blue line), 28°C (black line), and 37°C (red
line) and melting profiles for 4°C nanotubes (b), 28°C nanotubes (c) and 37°C particles (d). Each
melting curve was fit using the sigmoidal form of the Boltzmann equation. The melting curve for
nanotubes assembled at 4°C were fit to the equation y=-8.98+(-320.1+8.98)/(1+exp((T46.1)/4.9)), 28°C nanotube melting fit to the equation y=-6.69+(-126.1+6.69)/(1+exp((T48.6)/4.6)), and the particles found at 37°C fit to the equation y=-1.42+(-65.1+1.42)/(1+exp((T63.2)/2.9)).
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Figure 4-11: (a) CD Wavelength scans of melting 37°C globules from 37°C to 78°C. (c) Zoom-in
wavelength scans of final melted structure at 78°C.
Overall, the presented TEM and CD analysis suggests that oligomers are mixtures of a βsheet rich phase and more fluid liquid regions. The ability of oligomers to transition into β-sheet
assemblies may depend on peptide propensities. To test if the particle-nanotube transition can be
modulated by changes in sequence, three KLVFFAE variants were evaluated: KLVFFAL,
KLVFFAV (Figure 4-13) and KLVGFAE (Figure 8). Using amyloid structure prediction
algorithm, TANGO[37,38,39], both KLVFFAL (TANGO Score 542) and KLVFFAV (TANGO
Score 560) have a greater amyloid propensity than KLVFFAE (TANGO Score 420), while the
F19G substitution is predicted to drastically impact the peptide’s ability to form amyloid
(TANGO Score 19). Indeed Figure 4-13 indicates that both KLVFFAL and KLVFFAV readily
assemble into nanotube structures over a range of 4-37°C, and above 55°C the peptides assemble
only into oligomers. Solutions of 1.3 mM KLVFFAL peptide assemblies at 4°C and 37°C are
consistent with the presence of β-sheet secondary structure (Figure 4-13), while assemblies at
55°C are indicative of a melted secondary structure (Figure 4-13). Given assemblies do not
display a classical random coil CD signature, the observed CD could be a mixture of β-sheet and
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random coil structures. A second possibility is that CD signature is influenced by intrapeptide
aromatic interactions[40] from the Phe-Phe dyad.

Figure 4-12: TEM micrographs of 1.3 mM KLVFFAV assembled in 40% acetonitrile with 0.1%
TFA at (a) 37°C and (b) 55°C. TEM micrographs of 1.3 mM KLVFFAL assembled in 40%
acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA at (c) 37°C and (d) 55°C.
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Figure 4-13: Comparison of CD for 1.3mM KLVFFAL assembled at 4°C (blue line), 37°C (black
line), and 55°C (red line) and (b) zoom-in of CD of KLVFFAL assembled at 55°C.
KLVGFAE on the other hand does not transition to β-structure under these conditions,
and the oligomer structures form at all temperatures tested, sequesters uranyl acetate, and forms
no detectable amyloid structures (Figure 4-14). At least under these conditions, the ability to
aggregate into oligomers is largely a function of sequence hydrophobicity, and peptide sequences
with weaker β-sheet propensities appear unable to transition into β-sheet aggregates and form
amyloid structures, and are arrested at the oligomer state.

Figure 4-14: TEM Image of negatively stained 1.3 mM KLVGFAE assemblies in 40%
acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA at 4˚C.
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Creating Nanotubes and Fibers from Oligomers
The core KLVFFAE peptide has the advantage of forming two amyloid morphologies,
fibers and nanotubes,[18,20] and it is the transition to fibers that has been associated with disease.
The temperature of the preformed oligomer solution was decreased from 37°C to 4°C and
maintained for 1 week. During this time, the 215 nm ellipticity changed from -64 nm to -271 nm
(Figure S5), and this change was accompanied by the growth of ordered assemblies.

Figure 4-15: CD of mature 1.3 mM KLVFFAE oligomers (red line) after incubation at 4˚C for 2
weeks (dotted blue line).
At early times, the structures appear as particles connected by thin filaments or sheets, a
“beads on a string” pattern (Figure 4-16b-d) that eventually develops into typical nanotubes
(Figure 4-16e). Given the previous real time analyses,28 the pattern may arise via nucleation
within one oligomer, and the growing assembly, with widths of 10-150 nm, and connecting to
other oligomers as it grows (Figure 4-16c,d). As these structures are observed only during the
temperature transition from preformed particles, these structures are unlikely to be surface
affects[14]. However, unlike the transient oligomers formed at lower temperatures, these smaller
oligomers seem capable of nucleating a range of crystalline forms that include fibers and tubes.
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To create conditions more compatible with fiber stability,[18,20] oligomers preformed under
acidic conditions at 37°C were adjusted to neutral pH. At intermediate times ordered structures
associated with the oligomers began forming and while most appeared fiber-like (Figure 4-16h),
the widths at times were as large as 200 nm (Figure 4-16g). As the assemblies matured, fibers
with homogenous widths of 10-30 nm (Figure 4-16j) dominated the images. The larger fibers
that did exist showed striations (Figure 4-16j) along their surface suggesting that extended
laminations may well form within the oligomers, but once solvent exposed, fibril stability
dominated the assemblies.
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Figure 4-16: TEM image of mature KLVFFAE oligomers formed at 37°C for 1 month (a) and
TEM images after assembly conditions changed to 4˚C for 2 weeks (b-e), and pH titrated to
neutral conditions and incubated for 1 week (f, g) and 2 weeks (h,i).
To quantify the impact of changing assembly conditions of the matured 37°C oligomer
solution from 37°C to 4°C or pH 2 to pH 7, a population of structures before and after the
assembly change were compared. As shown in Figure 4-17a the initial oligomer population
(n=299) was composed of 71% large oligomers (w > 100 nm) and 29% small oligomers (w < 100
nm). Upon changing the assembly conditions of the matured oligomer solution at 37°C to 4°C
and allowed to incubate at these conditions for 1 week the observed morphology population
(n=739) could be grouped as 11% large oligomers (w>100 nm), 66% small oligomers (w<100
nm), 20% oligomers nucleating wide sheets (w>20 nm), and 2% oligomer nucleating thin
filaments (w<20 nm). From these observations the populations of large oligomers appears to
dramatically decreased and has begun nucleating wide sheets and thin filaments, while the
population of small oligomers has increased. This observation is consistent with large oligomers
having the capacity to nucleate ordered amyloid structures, while smaller oligomers are incapable
of amyloid nucleation.
Upon changing the assembly conditions of the matured oligomer solution at 37°C and pH
2 to pH 7 and allowed to incubate at these conditions for 1 week the observed morphology
population (n=1374) could be grouped as 27% large oligomers (w>100 nm), 42% small
oligomers (w<100 nm), 14% oligomers nucleating wide sheets (w>20 nm), and 17% oligomer
nucleating thin filaments (w<20 nm). In comparison to the solution adjusted to 4°C, the
population adjusted to pH 7 displayed a significantly larger population of oligomer nucleating
small filaments (2% versus 17%).
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Figure 4-17: (a) Population Distribution of 1.3 mM KLVFFAE mature oligomers formed at 37˚C
under acidic conditions in 40% acetonitrile after conditions and analyzed by TEM. (b) oligomer
population distribution after pH conditions were changed to pH 7 at 37˚C and incubated for 1
week, and (c) oligomer population distribution after temperature conditions were changed 4˚C at
pH 2 and incubated for 1 week. In the pie charts oligomers were characterized into 4 categories:
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large oligomers with widths >140 nm (red), small oligomers with widths <140 nm (green), large
oligomers that nucleate thin filaments with <35 nm widths (navy), and large oligomers that
nucleate thick filaments (cyan).
Given the apparent difference in observed filament widths nucleating from oligomers
adjusted from 37°C to 4°C at constant pH compared with assembly adjusted from pH 2 to pH 7 at
constant temperature, the widths of nucleating assemblies were measured and analyzed. As
shown in Figure 4-18 the mature 37°C oligomers incubated at 4°C for 1 week contained
oligomers with the capacity to nucleate ordered amyloid assemblies with a width of 64±47 nm. In
contrast, mature 37°C oligomer solutions incubated at pH 7 for 1 week contained oligomers with
the capacity to nucleate ordered amyloid assemblies that could be fit into width populations of
27±21 nm and 93±117 nm.
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Figure 4-18: (a) Population distribution of filament widths emerging from 1.3 mM KLVFFAE
mature oligomers formed at 37˚C under acidic conditions in 40% acetonitrile (a) after
temperature conditions were changed to 4˚C at pH 2 and incubated for 1 week and (b) after pH
conditions were changed to pH 7 at 37˚C and incubated for 1 week.
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Impact of Filament Width on Morphology
Given the distribution of filament widths that were observed a population of ribbons with
varying widths was analyzed. Initial observations indicated two types of ribbon morphologies:
ribbons that twisted and ribbons that coiled. For each ribbon the width was measured and
compared with the tilt angle of the ribbon. By definition tilt angle is the angle between the
direction of the filament and the long ribbon axis. For twisted ribbons, each filament runs parallel
to the ribbon axis, therefore the tilt angle equal to zero. Interestingly, as the ribbon width was
increased from 15-160 nm, a phase change from twisted ribbons to helical ribbons with a tilt
angle of 25±5° was observed at a critical ribbon width of ~40 nm. Therefore, increasing number
of laminated β-sheets switches the ribbon morphology from a twisted phase to helical phases.
Furthermore, addition of 1 mM KLVFFAE peptide monomers then converted all of the ribbons
into hollow nanotubes.

Figure 4-19: Transition from twisted ribbon phase to helical ribbon phase as a function of
filament width. Ribbons undergo this transition at a critical width of ~ 40 nm (or 40 laminated βsheets).
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Influence of Salts on Peptide Oligomerization
Surfactant phase changes are also heavily influenced by salt content. For example,
experimental and computation studies have shown sodium chloride alters the phase properties of
lipid bilayer membranes driving them towards a more crystalline state[41]. The melting
temperature of crystalline nanotubes was measured as a function of sodium chloride
concentration. Indeed addition of sodium chloride improved the thermostability of nanotubes and
appeared to follow Debye-Huckle equation (Figure 4-20).

The influence of salt may also be

attributed to exchange of TFA counterions with chloride ions at high concentration of NaCl as
has been observed with other model amyloid peptides[42].

Figure 4-20: Influence of NaCl on thermostability of KLVFFAE nanotubes. The impact of
increased salt concentration on the amyloid assemblies fits to a Debye–Hückel model. Apparent
melting temperature normalized to 1.0 mM KLVFFAE at 0 M NaCl (300 K) against the square
root of the ionic strength. Linear correlations: y=0.982 + 0.227 [NaCl]1/2.
Intriguingly, addition of divalent ions directed hollow tubes to bundle together into a
lamellar-like phase (Figure 4-21). Further studies of this salt induced phase change, revealed the
shift towards a bundled nanotube phase occurred between the range of 3-9 mM[43].
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Discussion
Almost 100 years ago James William McBain postulated the existence of “colloidal ions”
that are now generally recognized as micelles[44]. Since that time, the rich phase behavior of
surfactant molecules has impacted our understanding of supramolecular assemblies ranging from
biological membranes to soaps and been exploited in practical applications in engineering,
medicine, and manufacturing. The simple peptides described here display a phase behavior
similar to but distinct from the lipid amphiphiles, and quite possibly with an even richer array of
morphological forms. The de-solvating entropic forces that drive micelle formation appear
equally important for peptide oligomerization, requiring a critical concentration for the phase
transition. Computer simulations suggest that the functionality of the peptide backbone gives rise
to a less ordered phase within the oligomer than seen in the micelle, one more similar to that of
the molten globule discussed in protein folding[22], but one that is likely to transition directly
into the crystalline β-structures known in folded proteins. However, ordered propagation of these
β-structured nuclei occurs not only within the oligomer but also in the solution where the
adsorption of soluble peptides occurs at the ordered template end (Fig 6).28
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Figure 4-22: Model for the phase transition from monomeric state to disordered oligomer to an
ordered crystalline state. Red denotes unstructured KLVFFAE peptides and blue represents the
transition to the more crystalline KLVFFAE β-sheets.
The crystallization that occurs within the oligomers may take many forms depending on
the environment and the state of the peptide. We suggest that the almost 17°C difference in the
melting temperature of the assemblies within the oligomer relative to the final nanotube is
primarily due to solvation differences within the oligomers and/or to different forms. Fully
formed tubes can emerge from the oligomers,28 and when oligomers preformed at 37°C are
cooled to allow for crystallization, with fibers and ribbons emerging as prevalent structures.
Certainly when the propagation media favors fiber growth, e.g., at more neutral pH values for
KLVFFAE, then fibers are formed even though they appear from the oligomers as sheets and
bundles. Such bundles may simply be the result of multiple nucleation events emerging from one
or multiple oligomers or simply tangling of the fibers during deposition on the EM grids. Clearly,
further analysis of these early phase transitions and propagation events will be required.
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The crystalline phase is rich in morphological forms. In this chapter we have shown
KLVFFAE peptides undergoes diverse surfactant-like phases of fibers, helical and twisted
ribbons, oligomers with varying degrees of order, hollow nanotubes, and lamellar tube bundles.
Each of the observed phases can be modulated by assembly conditions (pH, temperature, peptide
concentration, and salt) as well the degree of laminated β-sheets can induce distinct
morphological changes. Each of these arise from growth along the three orthogonal planes, βsheet, lamination, and end-to-end stacking accessible to the extended peptides[45]. As these
peptides get longer, the array of structural forms will undoubtedly expand, and it is certainly
possible that some of these many forms could compromise cell function as an etiological basis of
protein misfolding diseases. It therefore becomes important to understand the phase behavior of
peptide assemblies not only in solution, but also in the complex milieu of the eukaryotic cell. In
such complex media, the phase behavior will certainly be reflected in the physical state of the
peptide, the complex environment of both cytoplasm and extracellular matrix, and the many
surfaces presented by macromolecules and the ordered amphiphiles of biological membranes[46].
The phase behavior that has emerged from lipid amphiphiles will certainly provide the foundation
on which the phase diagrams of the more functionally rich peptides can be simulated,
experimentally evaluated, and practically exploited.
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Chapter 5 : Specificity in Amyloid Self-Assembly
Nature’s simplest organisms rely heavily on mixtures of peptides that co-assemble via
multi-step processes to create complex nanomachines ranging from bacterial mitotic-like
spindles[1,2,3] to bacterial actins that orchestrate cell wall growth[4,5,6] to proteins for
construction of viral capsids[5,7]. In contrast steps towards de novo self-assembly have largely
centered on well-defined rules of DNA base pairing (Figure 5-1) to construct intricately complex
multi-component assemblies[8,9,10].

Figure 5-1: The DNA double helix (top) is composed of two antiparallel oligonucleotides that
have high sequence specificity as a result of Watson–Crick hydrogen bonding patterns. The
choice of suitable DNA sequences allows the generation of complex motifs which contain
double-helical regions, sticky ends,

bulge loops, hairpin loops,

junctions, and crossovers.

Combing the appropriate DNA sequences has led to the rationale design of complex
nanoarchitectures[11].

Specificity within peptides assemblies is less understood and de novo assemblies have
not yet approached the full complexity of Nature’s nanomachines[1,2,3]. Emerging interactions
in de novo peptide assemblies has centered on charge directed interactions to direct the
cooperative assembly of monomer to form a range for fibril assemblies from coiled-coil[12] to
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amyloid fibers[13]. Recent advances have shown that mixtures of helical peptides have adequate
specificity to assemble specifically even within complex mixtures where promiscuous coiled-coil
binding could take place, [14,15] thus laying the foundation for construction of increasingly
complex nanomachines (Figure 5-2).

Figure 5-2: Concept specificity within mixtures of alpha-helical coiled-coil peptide building
blocks. Within the cartoon specific binding between coiled coil pairs directs precise assemblies
even within complex chemical systems[14,15].

Specificity within mixtures of β-sheet forming peptides is far less understood. The crossβ scaffold provides a unique structural scaffold that seeds the formation of an array of
morphologies ranging from typical twisted fibers to hollow nanotubes[13] as shown in Chapter 2.
Astonishingly, peptides differing by a single methylene (KLVFFAL vs KLVFFAV) form
nanotubes with drastically different diameters (38 nm vs 278 nm)[13,16]. The two β-sheet
forming peptides present an intriguing model system as the pure peptide assemblies are easily
distinguishable by TEM and present an interesting specificity challenge as individual peptides
differ only by a single methylene. In our attempts to better understand the energetic surfaces
which direct these different assemblies, we have investigated the competitive assembly of mixed
peptide solutions and here demonstrate that a single “CH2” is able to drive phase separation into
two radically different assemblies.
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Results and Discussion
Preliminary Evaluation of Peptide Mixing Compatibility
Previously, in Chapter 2 I showed that the registry of KLVFFAE β-sheets was sensitive
to peptide sequence at the level of a single “H” as in-register anti-parallel fibers formed under
neutral conditions and out-of-register anti-parallel nanotubes when the terminal glutamate is
protonated. KLVFFAL and KLVFFAV form nanotubes independent of pH, consistent with the
protonatable E terminal residue driving the morphology switch. The FTIR spectra of both
assemblies (Figure 5-3) contain the hallmark signatures of anti-parallel β-sheet secondary
structure, most notably the intense amide stretcth at 1627cm-1 and the weaker mode at 1693 cm-1
[17,18]. The differences in relative intensity between 1660 and 1680 cm-1 may be the result of
varying levels of antisymmetric COO- stretching vibration of trifluoroacetetic acid (TFA).

Figure 5-3: FT-IR of (a) 1.3 mM KLVFFAL nanotubes and (b) 1.3 mM KLVFFAV nanotubes
assembled in 40% acetonitrile +0.1% TFA at 4°C.
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Further analysis using isotope-edited IR have indicated both E22L and E22V are composed of the
anti-parallel out-of-register β-sheets[19] shown in Figure 5-4. Most striking however, the
KLVFFAL and KLVFFAV peptides form different diameter nanotubes as seen in Figure 5-5a
and b. Given that the two peptides differ in molecular weight by a mere 14 amu, and maintain
the same strand registry we have sought to understand the molecular recognition events that
dictate the tube size differences.

Figure 5-4: β-sheet registry of 1.3 mM KLVFFAL and 1.3 mM KLVFFAV nanotubes assembled
in 40% acetonitrile + 0.1% TFA as determined by isotope-edited IR[19].
The Co-Assembly of KLVFFAL and KLVFFAV
To test whether KLVFFAL and KLVFFAV peptides could co-assemble, the two peptides
were mixed together at 0.65 mM each in 40% acetonitrile + 0.1% TFA at 4°C and allowed to
assemble for a total of 3 months. The micrographs in Figure 5-5, indicates that KLVFFAL
assembles into 40 nm diameter tubes, while KLVFFAV assembled into 280 nm diameter tubes
consistent with previous SAXS results[13]. Interesting, after 1 month incubation the 1:1 coassembly formed only a heterogenous mixture of filaments and sheets (Figure 5-5c). However,
after further incubation, small tubes and large tubes (Figure 5-5e,f) as well as a population of
short filaments had emerged (Figure 5-5d).
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Figure 5-5: TEM Micrographs of (a) pure 1.3 mM KLVFFAL assemblies and (b) pure
KLVFFAV assemblies and (c) 1:1 (0.65 mM:0.65mM) KLVFFAL:KLVFFAV assembled in 40%
acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA at 4°C after 1 month incubation and after three month
incubation three species observed short filaments (d) and small tubes and large tubes (e and f).
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Most reasonably, the CD for the two pure peptide assemblies appear as almost mirror
images of each other Figure 5-6a indicates KLVFFAL nanotubes (blue) and KLVFFAV (red).
The KLVFFAL assemblies display a characteristic β-sheet signature with a minimum at 225 nm
and a maximum at 205 nm, while KLVFFAV assemblies contain a minimum at 203 nm and a
positive cotton effect at 221 nm. CD measurements of the 1:1 mixture qualitatively appear to be
a simple 1:1 summation of E22L and E22V CD curves (Figure 4b).

Figure 5-6: a) CD of mature 1.3 mM KLVFFAL nanotubes (blue line), 1.3 mM KLVFFAV (red
line) and 0.65 mM KLVFFAL:0.65 mM KLVFFAV (black line) allowed to assembly for 3
months. B) Simulated fit of the experimental KLVFFAL:KLVFFAV CD (black line) assuming a
40:60 KLVFFAL:KLVFFAV composition (green line), 50:50 KLVFFAL:KLFFAV (red line),
and 60:40 KLVFFAL:KLFFAV (blue line).
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To fit the CD for the mixed peptide solution, simulated CD curves were calculated assuming
various compositions of the measured pure KLVFFAV and KLVFFAL CD curves shown in
Figure 5-6. The experimental 1:1 peptide mixture fits best to a 50:50 summation of KLVFFAL
and KLVFFAV CD spectra, slight deviation exists in the range of 210-220 nm and below 200
nm. These deviations may be attributed to the small filaments observed by TEM (Figure 5-5c,d).
Probing the Degree of Phase Separation via Solid-State NMR
Solid-state NMR experiments were designed to probe whether peptides were mixed at the
molecular level (i.e. KLVFFAL peptides were directly backbone hydrogen bonded to KLVFFAV
peptides). In an isotope labeling scheme, KL[15N]VFF[1-13C]AL, was previously used to show
that V18 backbone amide hydrogen bonds with A21’s backbone carbonyl on another strand[20].
Using this labeling scheme it is possible to determine the percentage of KLVFFAL peptides that
backbone hydrogen bond with other KLVFFAL peptides by spin counting (Figure 5-7). To
observe the number of KLVFFAV peptides that are hydrogen bonded to KL[15N]VFF[1-13C]AL
peptides a 13C isotope was synthetically incorporated into the A21’s methyl to yield KLVFF[313

C]AV, a spin label which is chemical shift resolved from A21’s 13C carbonyl (Figure 5-8a).

This labeling scheme (Figure 5-7) can detect both pure E22L domains as well as mixed domains
of E22L and E22V peptides. Since the E22V peptide does not contain a 15N, pure E22V domains
will not be detected using this labeling scheme.
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Figure 5-7: Conceptual Design of 13C{15N} REDOR Experiment to detect the degree of mixing at
the molecular level. (a) The following labeling schemes were employed incorporating a 13C and
15

N in E22L (KL[15N]VFF[1-13C]AL) and only a 13C in E22V (KLVFF[3-13C]AV). Using this

labeling scheme pure E22L domains can be detected as well as mixed domains of E22L and
E22V peptides. Since the E22V peptide does not contain a 15N, pure E22V domains cannot be
detected.
The two isotopically labeled peptides were synthesized using standard FMOC solid-phase
peptide synthesis, and purified by HPLC. To ensure a 1:1 mixing ratio, the amount of peptide
was quantified by HPLC. The peptides were then allowed to assemble for 3months. Sodium
sulfate was added to the mature sample (Figure 5-5b-d), and it was pelleted at 3000g, the pellet
was frozen in liquid nitrogen, and the solvent was removed by lyophilization.
13

C{15N}REDOR of mature assemblies of a 1:1 mixture of KL[15N]VFF[1-13C]AL and

KLVFF[3-13C]AV confirmed peptide mixing. Nearly 30% of the A21 13C labeled methyls were
close to a KL[15N]VFF[1-13C]AL peptide. While the 13C carbonyl REDOR plateau level,
indicated that 70% of the KL[15N]VFF[1-13C]AL peptides are near other KL[15N]VFF[1-13C]AL.
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Our current proposal is that the tube population, which maintain the morphology of pure peptide,
are indeed pure “L” and “V” nanotubes. The mixed sample arises from the fibers which would
account for roughly 1/3 of the peptides. Exactly why the fibers can accommodate the methylene
“defect” and the tubes show greater selectivity will need to be determined. That said,
fluorescence microscopy data[21] indicates the degree of mixing within nanotube assemblies for
a rhodamine labeled peptides was up to 1%, however the upper bound on detected incorporation
remain unknown at this point.
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Figure 5-8: (a) 13C{15N}REDOR full echo and REDOR difference spectra at 336-Tr spectrum for
a 1:1 mixture of KL[15N]VFF[1-13C]AL and KLVFF[3-13C]AV indicating the

13

C are well

resolved to allow 13C{15N }REDOR collection for two REDOR curves within a single sample (b)
13

C{15N }REDOR dephasing of a 1:1 mixture of KL[15N]VFF[1-13C]AL and KLVFF[3-13C]AV

assemblies. The complete 100% dephasing curve (dotted blue line), 70% dephasing curve (solid
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blue line) and 30% dephasing curve (solid red line) is compared with experimental observed data
for KLVFFAL’s A21 CO (blue squares) and KLVFFAV’s A21 CH3 (red circles).

Probing the Secondary Structural Differences of Assemblies
As shown in Figure 5-6, KLVFFAL and KLVFFAV display distinct CD signatures. The
CD of both peptides is the summation of effects from both peptide amide and –FF- aromatic
electronic transitions. Clusters of aromatic side-chains within 9Å have been shown to strongly
influence protein CD transitions and calculations indicated that the observed CD signature is
sensitive to the phenylalanine side-chain arrangements[22]. This suggests that the Phe
arrangement in E22V is distinctly different from that of E22L. A second possibility is that E22V
assemblies are composed of altered peptide secondary structures; however isotope edited FT-IR
indicates that both pure assemblies are composed of anti-parallel out-of-register β-sheets[19].
Therefore, the observed CD signature differences (Figure 5-6) may be the result of side-chain
conformational changes that arise from differences in β-sheet lamination.
Probing the Peptide Organization Differences in Assemblies
To test if both E22L and E22V β-sheets laminate similarly, diffraction patterns of aligned
nanotubes were collected and analyzed. While the electron diffraction E22L and E22V nanotube
were distinct (Figure 5-9), the KLVFFAL nanotubes diffraction pattern was consistent with two
superimposed equally intense cross-β patterns that are each offset 13±2° from the long nanotube
axis. Each cross-β pattern is composed of 4.7Å d-spacing from H-bonded β-sheet strands and a
10.1Å d-spacing coming from extended β-sheet lamination. In comparison, the KLVFFAV
nanotube diffraction also appears to be composed of two equally intense diffraction patterns
offset by 34±3°. A 4.7 Å d-spacing assigned to extended array of hydrogen bonded β-sheet
peptides is present, but no 10Å lamination d-spacing was observed in the E22V pattern. Instead,
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the diffraction pattern contained unique d-spacing at 5.3Å that has been previously attributed to
β-sheet pleats shifted by one pleat as illustrated in Figure 5-10[23].

Figure 5-9: Comparison of aligned electron diffraction of (a) KLVFFAL and (b) KLVFFAV
nanotubes.
To simplify analysis of the E22V nanotube diffraction (Figure 5-9), diffraction of a
similar peptide E22A which forms only sheets was analyzed. The simplicity of amyloid sheet
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diffraction is that electrons only diffract through one layer of peptide, relative to two layers of
peptide for a hollow nanotube. The electron diffraction of aligned E22A sheets is shown in
Figure 5-10. To assign the structural origins of the 5.3 Å d-spacing, CLEARER amyloid
diffraction[24], simulation software was used to simulate unit cells corresponding to a=9.4Å,
b=6.9Å, c=11Å, α=90°, β=90°, and γ was varied between 125-150°. The corresponding
simulations are displayed in Figure 5-10, and experimental 5.3Å d-spacing is most consistent
with a two pleat shift.
In an earlier study a wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) found that E22V nanotubes
from a powder sample contained a broad lamination d-spacing at 11.0Å relative to a much
sharper 10.1 Å d-spacing for the E22L nanotubes[19].

In these samples, the hydrogen bonding

4.7Å d-spacing for E22L and E22V contain similar line widths, indicating the broadness is not
the result of overall sample heterogeneity[19]. Similar differences in the broadness of lamination
d-spacing were also observed when KLVFFAE nanotube (150 laminated sheets) and fiber (5-6
laminated sheets) x-ray powder diffraction were compared in Chapter 2[13]. In this case due to
the low number of laminates of KLVFFAE each fiber contained very few laminates resulting in
an observed broad lamination d-spacing. Therefore, the observed E22V WAXS lamination
broadness is consistent with fewer lattice repeats than observed in E22L WAXS. In contrast
E22V contains several relatively sharp d-spacings at 7.7Å, 5.3Å, and 4.3Å that are not observable
in E22L (Figure 5-9) and Aβ(16-22) fiber and nanotubes[13]. Each of these d-spacings can
however be indexed to reflections associated with an extended array of β-sheet pleats[25].
Based upon differences in the observed diffraction, the structural model of E22V
nanotube assemblies is consistent with a high number of pleat repeats. Such an extended pleat
arrangement would alter the extended growth from lamination (E22L) to end-to-end assembly
(E22V) as shown in Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10: (a) Electron diffraction of aligned E22A sheets highlighting the 5.3Å d-spacings that
corresponds to pleat organization[26]. CLEARER[24] simulated (b) angle between d-spacing arcs
and (c) d-spacings as a function of varying the pleat shift from 125-150°. The experimental
diffraction is most consistent with a (d) model in which laminates shift by two pleats.
Probing peptide organization with respect to the tube walls
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This new model for peptide organization raises many more questions and the most
important focuses on how many laminates construct the nanotube wall. SAXS and AFM
measurements indicate that the wall thickness of E22V and E22L assemblies is 3-5 nm[16,19].
The following labeled peptides were synthesized, purified, and assembled in 40% acetonitrile at a
concentration of 1.3 mM: [1-13C]CH3CO-KLVFFA[15N]X.
13

To probe for end-to-end interactions

C at the N-terminal acetate carbonyl is too far away from 13C in neighboring hydrogen-bonded

peptides (9.4Å) as well as the nearest peptides between laminates (>10Å) for 13C DQF-DRAWS,
which measures 13C-13C dipolar couplings, to observe any significant dephasing. Indeed, as
shown Figure 9 below both [1-13C]CH3CO-KLVFFA[15N]L and [1-13C]CH3CO-KLVFFA[15N]V
contain 13Cs in close proximity. After applying a T2DQ correction, the distance between acetate
carbonyls within E22L nanotube assemblies is 5.2±0.2Å, while it is 4.9±0.2Å within E22V
nanotube assemblies.

Figure 5-11: DQF-DRAWS comparing (a) [1-13C]CH3CO-KLVFFA[15N]L nanotubes with a
T2DQ=12 ms correction applied and (b) [1-13C]CH3CO-KLVFFA[15N]V nanotubes with a
T2DQ=4.6 ms correction applied.
The 4nm wall thickness determined by SAX, SANS, and AFM would then be most
consistent with 4 laminates. Within the 4 laminate model, 75% test how many β-sheets laminate
together to form E22V’s nanotube walls slow sodium phosphate was used to titrate away surface
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bound TFA and bundle nanotubes together for solid-state NMR analysis. To test how many βsheets laminate to form E22V nanotube walls, slow addition of sodium phosphate was used to
titrate surface bound TFA and bundle the nanotubes for solid-state NMR analysis.

13

C{19F}

REDOR dephasing in Figure 5-12 plateaued at 75% consistent with a 4 laminate model.

Figure 5-12: 13C{19F} REDOR of phosphate bundled [1-13C]CH3CO-KLVFFA[15N]V nanotubes
assembled in 40% acetonitrile + 0.1% C19F3COO-.
Testing the effect of Decreasing Side-Chain Length
With the data in hand, there are sufficient constraints to begin building structural models for MD
analysis. These models suggest that the long leucine residue does not allow the L17-F19 pleat sit
on top of F20 due to L22 steric clashes. The shorter valine side-chain however can be
accommodated this pleat shift (Figure 5-10). This model then predicts that shortening the E22
side-chain is a root cause of the structural change, and a series of congeners at the E22 position
ranging in side-chain length (glutamic acid, leucine, isoleucine, valine, alanines, and glycines)
were characterized by electron diffraction. As shown in Figure 5-13, the electron diffraction
patterns can be grouped into 2 categories: those with observable 10Å d-spacing and those with an
observable 5.3Å d-spacing. Peptide assemblies (E22, E22I, E22L) with observable 10Å d-
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spacing indicate the wide nanotubes diameter is made up of extended β-sheet lamination, while
peptide assemblies (E22V, E22A, E22G) with 5.3Å d-spacing indicate end-to-end termini
interactions.

Figure 5-13: Electron diffraction of aligned peptide assemblies of (a) KLVFFAE, (b) KLVFFAI,
(c) KLVFFAL, (d) KLVFFAV, (e) KLVFFAA, and (f) KLVFFAG. D-spacing signatures of
extended hydrogen bonding (4.7Å), extended lamination (~10Å), and extended termini stacking
(5.3Å) are identified if present in each electron diffraction pattern.
This division of the peptide assemblies into two broad categories of extended lamination
(E22, E22L, and E22I) and end-to-end associations (E22V, E22A, and E22G) argues that side-
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chain shortening drives the observed pleat shift, and it appears that E22L-E22V provides the
switching point between these two architectures.

Figure 5-14: The overall impact of decreasing the E22 side-chain length creates a void space that
allows the L17-F19 pleat to shift and rest above F20 pleat. Lengthy side chains (E22, E22I, and
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E22L) do not allow this pleat shift, while shorter side-chains permit the pleat shift (E22V, E22A,
and E22G).

Conclusions
Decoding the rules of specificity in self-assembly will be necessary for robust construction of
functional biological and chemical systems. Well defined Watson-Crick base pairing has enabled
genomic encoding of entire organisms.[27] In contrast to the simplified 2 base pairs of
oligonucleotides, polypeptides containing 20 natural amino acids offers a rich, yet poorly
understood, molecular language to encode complex specificity.
Here two radically different β-sheet peptide assembly configurations (extended lamination versus
sticky end assembly - Figure 5-10) is encoded at the molecular level of a single methylene change
from leucine to valine. The source of this change in peptide configuration is shortening the Cterminal leucine enables peptide building blocks to shift by one pleat as illustrated by a series of
E22 mutants (Figure 5-14). Relative to the blunt ends of KLVFFAL nanotube assemblies, the
E22V pleat shift creates a larger surface area that can be desolvated upon stacking peptides in the
termini direction.

Similar complementarity has been seen in the modulation the number of

alpha-helices that bundle together where single residue substitutions can also modulate steric
interactions[28,29,30].
Unlike nucleic acids, dissecting the peptide specificity code will require extensive studies
of how peptides sequence encode specificity through tertiary steric interactions. Earlier
studies[14,31,32] have explored coiled-coil sequence space and have begun to develop rules of
coiled-coil specificity. Here we have provided an early example of how subtle changes in peptide
sequence can direct β-sheet configurational changes that direct peptide behaviour. Further
understanding of β-sheet specificity combined with coiled-coil assembly energetics will enable
unprecedented de novo design of complex nanomachines and systems chemistry.
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Within β-sheet assemblies, this is of critical importance importance in the context of
neurodegenerative prion diseases. As an example, yeast prions exhibit species barriers that are
directed at the level of a single amino acid substation[33,34]. Furthermore, in the context of
human disease similar species barriers appear to exist[35]. While all peptides have the capacity
to form amyloid assemblies[36,37], side-chain interactions direct specificity for the construction
of a wide away of prion strain architectures. Dissecting this β-sheet specificity code will be
critical to our understanding of prion strains and amyloid forms within the complex cellular
environment.
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Chapter 6 : Templating Molecular Arrays in Amyloid’s Cross-β
Grooves1
Initial classification of unbranched fibrous assemblies as amyloid has relied heavily upon
the histochemical dye Congo Red(CR)[1]. In commonly used histological protocols[2,3] CR
stains amyloid materials even in complex fibrous or tissue samples. When the CR stained
sample is viewed under crossed polarized light, a characteristic “apple-green” birefringence is
observed, which can be more appropriately termed apple-green interference color[4,5,6]. And
somewhat less dramatic the electronic transition show a red-shifted UV profile for CR bound to
amyloid relative to unbound CR[7]. For more than 80 years[1,3,7,8] these CR histological
staining protocols have served as a universal diagnostic of cross-β structure. Not only has CR
been used in the diagnostics of amyloid related neurodegenerative disease[7] it has also identified
cross-β structures regardless of primary sequence in misfolded globular proteins[9], functional
amyloid forms[10,11,12], and truncated synthetic amyloid peptides[13,14]. Indeed, radically
different peptide sequences and various amyloid configurations[15,16,17,18,19,20,21] all yield
similar spectroscopic signatures of CR binding, implying common CR binding mode.

Despite

extensive biophysical characterization[5,22,23,24,25], the intertwined nature of CR amyloid
binding and cross-β structure remains ill-defined.
Solid-state NMR[19,26,27,28,29,30,31], fiber diffraction[32,33,34,35,36,37] and x-ray
crystallography of amyloid crystallites[18,38] have independently characterized amyloids of
radically different sequences as being composed of a cross-β spine in which long hydrogen
bonded β-sheets with peptides separated by 4.6-4.8Å run parallel to the long fiber axis and
laminate together with each sheet separated by ~10Å to yield a 50 Å width. The grid-like spacing

1

Results published as Childers, W. S., A. K. Mehta, et al. (2009). Templating Molecular Arrays
in Amyloid's Cross-β Grooves. JACS 131(29): 10165-10172.
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of peptides yields two orthogonal reflections to create amyloid’s cross-β pattern. In amyloid’s
simplest form, the solvent accessible surfaces can be approximated as a rectangular solid (Figure
6-1) with two distinct faces: a surface with side-chains emerging from the β-sheet pleats (i.e.
pleat surface - yellow) and surfaces composed of N- and C-terminal residues (i.e. termini surface
- blue). Using this simplified scaffold as a model, the pleat surface (yellow) has two possible CR
binding orientations: (a) parallel to β-strands separated by 4.6-4.8Å[23,24], and packed within the
~7Å β-sheet pleats[39]. In contrast the termini surface (blue) is formed by β-sheets that laminate
together separated by ~10Å result in solvent exposed laminate grooves[8,40]. In addition, the
fiber ends also present two low stoichiometry binding sites for each fiber. This complex surface
dimensionality (Figure 6-1) of the cross-β structure has stymied assignment of ligand binding
sites[41,42], which has further complicated the de novo design of amyloid diagnostic and
therapeutic agents.
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Figure 6-1: Proposed CR-amyloid binding modes. The calculated transition dipole is shown as a
red arrow along binding mode iii. (a) The cross-β structure contains three possible binding sites:
(i) laminate groove, (ii) pleat groove, and (iii) between two β strands. (b) Amyloid fibers contain
two distinct solvent accessible surface: β-sheet pleat surface (yellow) and the termini surface
(blue). CR (red blocks) contains a single binding mode organized end-to-end within laminate
grooves (i). Along the β-sheet pleat surface (yellow) there are two potential binding modes:
within the pleats (ii) organized end-to-end or between peptide strands organized side-by-each
perpendicular to the fiber axis. (c) Transformation of KLVFFAL ribbons into nanotubes that
display the termini surface (blue) and bury the β-sheet pleat surface (yellow)
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To reduce the surface complexity of amyloid fiber assemblies, we have focused on the
critical nucleating core of the Alzheimer’s disease peptide.

16

KLVFFA22E or Aβ(16-22) forms

typical cross-β fibers under neutral conditions (similar to Figure 6-1b), and forms helical cross-β
nanotubes under acidic conditions (Figure 6-1c). In Chapter 5, the structures of KLVFFAL and
KLVFFAV were assembled via extended in-register lamination and extended out-of-register
lamination. As a result of KLVFFAL’s extended in-register lamination, the β-sheet pleat surface
(yellow) is completely buried and exposed only the termini surface (blue). In KLVFFAV’s
extended out-of-register lamination, the termini surface (blue) becomes buried and exposes the βsheet pleat surface (yellow). Therefore E22L and E22V nanotubes provide simplified model
amyloid surfaces that reduce the complex surface dimensionality observed in twisted amyloid
fibers (Figure 6-1). Within this chapter, I will use these model cross-β surfaces to determine
CR’s affinity to the pleat and termini surfaces, and the laminate groove binding site will be
characterized in detail.
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Methods
Peptide Synthesis and Purification
Peptides were synthesized using standard FMOC NMM/HBTU protocols for solid-phase
synthesis and capped with a N-terminal CH3CO− and a C-terminal −NH2 as described in Chapter
2 Methods Section. Peptides were purified via RP-HPLC using C18-reverse phase with an
acetonitrile−water gradient. MALDI-TOF with a 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid matrix confirmed
molecular weight. Aβ(16−22)E22L (1.3 mM) dissolved in 2:3 CH3CN/H2O with 0.1% TFA (pH
2). Dissolution of sample was assisted using vortexing and sonication until solution became
clear. Peptide solutions were then assembled at 4 °C until mature by CD, ~2 weeks[19].
Assemblies were titrated to neutral conditions using 0.1 M NaOH in 40% CH3CN.

Transmission Electron Microscopy and Electron Diffraction
TEM micrographs were recorded with a Philips 410 TEM using Tungsten filament at an
accelerating voltage of 80 kV. Upon sample addition to TEM grids (200 mesh with a thin carbon
film support – Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA), the KLVFFAL assemblies were
allowed to adsorb for 1 min. Excess peptide solution was wicked away with filter paper. Then a 2
wt % uranyl acetate incubation time (1-5 minutes) was optimized for negative staining both inside
and outside of the hollow nanotubes. Prior to EM studies, grids were placed in a desiccator
overnight to remove any residual solvents. The resulting samples were viewed and imaged at
magnifications between 7100× and 69 000×. Negatives were scanned at 2000 dpi resolution on an
Agfa DuoScan flatbed scanner (Agfa Corp., Ridgefield Park, NJ).
For electron diffraction, the film exposure time was optimized at approximately 0.2 s to
minimize exposure of the bright center spot while allowing adequate exposure time to capture the
diffraction pattern. Additionally, to minimize impact of center spot, the smallest aperture and spot
size settings were used. For electron diffraction d-spacing was calculated using d = λL/R, where
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R is the distance (mm) from the central bright spot to one of the rings, L (mm) is the distance
between specimen and photographic film, and λ is the electron wavelength (80 kV). Camera
length was calibrated using an aluminum polycrystalline standard (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA).
Since evaporated aluminum standard contained d-spacings at shorter distances than amyloid
nanotube samples, an additional standard with d-spacings comparable to KLVFFAL nanotubes
was required. Aβ(16−22) nanotubes with d-spacings of 4.7 and 9.9 Å, confirmed by fiber X-ray
diffraction, were employed as a standard.[19] In each case, the Aβ(16−22) nanotube standard
confirmed that the camera constant calculated using evaporated aluminum could be extrapolated
to longer d-spacings.
UV−Vis Absorption and Circular Dichroism
UV−vis absorption spectra were recorded with a Jasco V-530 UV spectrophotometer using a 2
mm cuvette path length to collect absorptions at higher CR concentrations. Dissolving CR in 40%
acetonitrile at pH 7 shifted the λmax from 498 to 505 nm. CR molar absorptivity at 505 nm was
determined to be 39 239 L mol−1 cm−1 in 40% acetonitrile at pH 7 and was found to be insensitive
from pH 6−8. Both UV and CD spectra were background subtracted using
KLVFFAL/KLVFFAV nanotubes in the absence of CR to minimize scattering effects. CD
spectra were measured on a Jasco V-810 CD polarimeter with a 1 mm cuvette.
Hill Plot
Molar absorbtivity at 532 nm was 56 604 L mol−1 cm−1 for bound CR under conditions with
excess nanotubes, while the molar absorbtivity for free CR was 39 239 L mol−1 cm−1. After
correction for scattering, an isobestic point was identified at 406 nm with a molar absorbtivity of
15 195 L mol−1 cm−1. The moles of bound CR were calculated following protocols[7] established
for CR UV−vis absorption spectral assays[7]. The amount of bound CR was calculated as
(A532/39 239 − A406/15 195)/((56 604/39 239) − 1) for each saturation point in the Hill plot. θ in the
Hill plot is the fraction of occupied binding sites (CR bound)/(total CR), where total CR binding
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was determined from the maximum. Hill plot error bars represent the standard deviation of three
independent trials, and each trial is the average of three scans.

Linear Dichroism
LD reports on orientation of molecules by measuring the difference in absorption of
linearly polarized light parallel and perpendicular to the orientation axis (e.g. the long
nanotube/fiber axis).

Advances in micro-volume Couette flow cells[43,44] has allowed investigation of molecular
orientations in various assembled architectures including fibers with less interference from light
scattering[45]. A Couette flow cell is composed of an inner cylinder surrounded by a larger outer
cylinder that rotates creating laminar flow in the hollow cavity between the cylinders[43]. Long
hollow nanotubes orient well in the direction of laminar flow. The reduced linear dichroism
(LDR) is related to orientation of the CR’s transition dipole with respect to the amyloid nanotube
axis (α) and an orientation factor (S) as shown in Equation 2[43].

LD was recorded using a micro-volume cuvette with a path length of 50 μm[44] and a rotation
speed of 3000 rpm to establish Couette flow. The background for each sample was recorded by
measuring the LD spectra of samples at 0 rpm under isotropic conditions to capture potential
scattering effects from self-assembled structure. To correct for observed light scattering empirical
methods developed by Nordh subtract out the contribution due to the turbidity of the amyloid
nanotube sample[46] and quantifies the background turbidity dichroism LDT as a function of two
constants, α and k.
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Typical values of k are between 2.8 and 3.5, and here 3.5 was used to quantify the turbidity
dichroism[46].
Polarizing Microscopy
KLVFFAL nanotubes have a diameter of 38 nm[19] and are below the resolution of optical
microscopy ( 200 nm). Addition of divalent anions (e.g., sulfate) to the positively charged
nanotubes creates micron sized nanotube bundles that are large enough to be visualized by optical
microscopy[47]. Following published methods[2], the sulfate bundled nanotubes were stained
with CR. The sulfate bundled peptide nanotube solution (3 μL) was air-dried on a glass
microscope slide, then a 100 µM CR staining solution (100 μL) was added and allowed to air-dry.
The slide was then washed with double distilled H2O to remove unbound CR and again allowed
to air-dry. Optical microscopy images were collected with an Olympus BX60 differential
interference contrast microscope with sample between crossed polarizers at a magnification of
40×. Bright field images were obtained by tuning the angle between polarizers to 0°.
Quantum Calculations
All calculations were performed with Gaussian 03[48]. The DFT 6-31+G(d,p)/B3LYP geometry
optimized Congo Red monomer was fixed when creating the dimers, trimers, and tetramers.
ZINDO/S[49,50] calculations of vertical electronic transitions were limited by memory
requirements to a maximum of 4 CR molecules. Exciton coupling is the difference between the
calculated vertical transition energies for the multimers relative to monomer.
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Results
Preliminary Analysis of E22L and E22V Nanotubes
Compared with the complex surface dimensionality of amyloid fibers containing both a
pleat surface and a termini surface (Figure 6-1), E22L and E22V nanotubes simplify the study of
small molecule binding as there structure presents only one type of surface: E22L (termini
surface) and E22V (pleat surface).

Figure 6-2 below analyzes the grid like surface of each type

of nanotube based upon the solved structures of E22L and E22V nanotubes discussed in Chapter
5. The grid surface for E22L (Figure 6-2a) places the N-terminal lysines 9.4Å apart in the
hydrogen bonding direction and ~10Å apart in the lamination direction. The hydrophobic surface
(blue) of this grid is composed of residues at or near the termini, and in the case of KLVFFAL
these are L17 and L22. In comparison the grid surface of E22V nanotubes (Figure 6-2b) the Nterminal lysines are spaced by 9.4Å in the hydrogen bonding direction and ~24 Å in the peptide
chain direction. And E22V’s hydrophobic pleat surface (yellow) is composed of side-chains
emerging from the pleats, and due to the anti-parallel peptide arrangment this alternates from one
peptide containing K-V-F-V side-chains, and the next peptide chain containing L-F-A sidechains. Along the pleat surface each pleat has different chemical composition dictated by the
emerging side-chains and could potentially serve as unique pleat binding sites. As illustrated in
Figure 6-1aii, the CR molecules could also bind parallel to the β-strands[23,24].
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Figure 6-2: A comparison of the surface of E22L (termini surface) tubes with E22V (pleat
surface) tubes.
Using these unique amyloid morphologies, CR binding to the termini (E22L) and pleat
(E22V) surfaces can be directly compared. Upon addition of CR to both E22L and E22V
nanotubes the UV-Vis absorption red-shifts relative to free CR (Figure 6-3a), a diagnostic
signature of CR binding to amyloid structures[8]. Additionally, the achiral unbound CR molecule
has no CD signature in solution, but with either E22L or E22V an induced CD is observed
(Figure 6-3b). The differences in CR induced CD for E22L and E22V may be the result of
binding to distinct molecular environments or unique CR binding conformations. These results
support the idea that CR has multiple binding sites along the amyloid surface[41] and E22L and
E22V presents unique sub-domains of that surface. Given that the termini surface contains only
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a single type of binding site relative to the pleat surface (Figure 6-1), this chapter provides a
detailed biophysical characterization of CR binding to E22L nanotubes.

Figure 6-3: Survey of CR Binding to E22L nanotubes and E22V nanotubes using UV-Vis
Absorption (a) and Circular Dichroism (b). In each plot free 40 µM CR (black), 40 µM CR + 650
E22V nanotubes (red), 40 µM CR + 650 E22V nanotubes (blue).
CR Binds to E22L Nanotubes that expose the termini surface
To visualize the 38 nm diameter E22L nanotubes by optical microscopy, sodium sulfate was
added to bundle the nanotubes, yielding a bundle diameter of approximately 1 µm[47]. CR
appears to accumulate along each E22L nanotube bundle (Figure 6-4a) and when the sample is
placed between crossed polarizers, it displays the characteristic apple-green interference (Figure
6-4b) diagnostic of amyloid assemblies[1,2].
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Figure 6-4: Image of 1.3mM KLVFFAL nanotube assemblies in 40% acetonitrile bundled
together with 18 mM sodium sulfate and stained with 100µM CR viewed in (a) bright field and
(b) between crossed polarizers.
To reduce scattering effects for UV-vis absorbance, the peptide concentration was
reduced to 200 µM. Figure 6-5 compares 10µM CR to 10µM CR + 200 µM KLVFFAL and
upon binding there is an apparent red-shift and intensity increase as is typically observed for CR
binding to amyloid assemblies[7]. To determine CR:KLVFFAL binding ratio, the CR spectral
shift assay[7,8] was modified to study binding of CR to KLVFFAL nanotubes in 40%
acetonitrile. At saturation, the E22L:CR binding ratio was estimated to be 6.1±0.5. Hill plot
analysis (Figure 6-5b) indicated a Hill coefficient of 1.2±0.2 and a Kd of 1.9±0.5 µM consistent
with non-cooperative binding to a single site along the solvent exposed laminate grooves. At
high CR concentrations, deviations from linearity may be due to increased light scattering, an
alteration of bound CR molar absorbtivity, or even binding of a second CR molecule within the
laminate groove.
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Figure 6-5: (a) UV-Vis absorbance comparison of 10 µM CR (red), 10 µM CR + 200 µM
KLVFFAL (black) and difference (green). (b) The concentration of bound CR versus total CR
concentration upon addition to + 200 µM KLVFFAL nanotube assemblies. Bound CR was
calculated based upon λ of maximal difference between bound and unbound CR (532 nm) and an
isobestic point (416 nm) – see Methods for details of calculation. Maximum binding to 200 µM
E22L occurred at 33.4 µM CR (c) Hill plot analysis of CR binding gave a slope of 1.2 ±0.2 and a
y-intercept of 5.71.
CR binding does not alter the KLVFFAL’s cross-β structure
A potential concern is the addition of CR to KLVFFAL nanotubes would modify the
KLVFFAL morphology and change the surface of the nanotubes. If this change occurs, it would
be difficult to localize the CR binding site. Under neutral conditions in 40% acetonitrile,
KLVFFAL assembles into hollow nanotubes with diameters of 38 nm. Upon saturation of the
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KLVFFAL nanotube surface with CR, no apparent change to E22L tubular morphology was
observed by TEM (Figure 6-6).

Figure 6-6: TEM micrographs of uranyl acetate negatively stained (A) 0.65 mM KLVFFAL
assembled in 40% acetonitrile + 0.1% TFA, then titrated to neutral conditions using 200 mM
NaOH in 40% acetonitrile (B) Addition of 0.1 mM CR to the KLVFFAL nanotube assemblies
after incubation for 1 week period.
Greater precision can be obtained by comparison of electron diffraction patterns of
oriented KLVFFAL nanotubes with and without the CR, and again no apparent structural changes
occur at the level of the cross-β pattern (Figure 6-7). Each pattern displays the superposition of
two equally intense cross-β patterns that arise from both the top and bottom layers of a flattened
hollow nanotube. Individual cross-β patterns are composed of a 4.7Å d-spacing assigned to
hydrogen bonded peptides and an orthogonal 10.2Å d-spacing assigned to the distance between
laminated β-sheets and is offset 13±2º from the nanotube long axis.
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Figure 6-7: Electron diffraction comparing a) aligned 650 µM KLVFFAL nanotubes and (b) 650
µM KLVFFAL nanotubes + 65 µM CR. Each diffraction pattern is the sum of two equally
intense cross-β patterns represented by gray and white crosses.
CR is oriented along the Nanotube Surface
To interrogate the orientation of CR with respect to the nanotube long axis surface linear
dichroism (LD) was measured using a Couette flow cell[43].

Initially, the KLVFFAL nanotubes

alone were analyzed to investigate the orientation of the β-sheets with respect to the nanotube
axis. The electronic transition dipole of the amide π-π* transition lies along the C=O bond
vector[45,51] collinear with β-sheet hydrogen bonds. Consistent with electron diffraction
analysis (Figure 6-7), under couette flow the nanotubes display a positive LD signature indicating
the C=O bond vectors within β-sheets run roughly parallel to the nanotube axis (Figure 6-8a).
ZINDO/S calculations indicate CR’s low energy π-π* transition runs parallel to the long
molecular axis (Figure 6-1), consistent with previous calculations[5]. UV-vis absorption
indicates this transition spans 400-650 nm, and KLVFFAL nanotubes have no absorption in the
range of 400-650 nm and contain no LD signature (Figure 6-8b). Additionally, CR alone has a
weak positive LD signature which may be the result of couette flow orienting[51] a small
percentage of linear CR molecules (Figure 6-8b). Upon addition of CR to KLVFFAL nanotubes,
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the LD displays a strong positive signature with a λmax of 515 nm, indicating CR’s long molecular
axis is oriented roughly parallel to the nanotube axis. With a calculated orientation factor (S)
between 0.8-1.0, the CR transition dipole is oriented within 0-14º of the nanotube axis placing it
co-linear with the laminate grooves offset 13±2º from the nanotube axis.

Figure 6-8: Couette flow LD of (a) KLVFFAL nanotubes only in the wavelength range of the
amide transition, (b) 65 µM CR (blue) and 65 µM CR + 650 µM KLVFFAL. The positive LD
indicates that the electronic transition dipoles are oriented parallel to the direction of flow.
CR Docking Model
Models of the laminate groove binding site were created based upon electron diffraction dspacing and solid-state NMR 13C-15N distance constraints. No structural constraints were applied
during the MD studies, and all models consistent with diffraction and solid-state NMR
experimental data were retained. The model of the laminate groove is formed by two laminated
β-sheets, where each β-sheet is composed of 6 hydrogen bonded β-strands (Figure 6-9).
The surface of the laminate grooves forms an amphiphilic binding site composed of a
hydrophobic base composed of leucine-17 (orange), leucine-22 (yellow) with positively charged
lysines (blue) emerging from the surface every 9.4Å. Within the groove, CR was manually
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docked and to accomplish charge complementarity between the negatively charged sulfates and
the positively charged lysines, then energy minimized with implicit water (Figure 6-9). CR, with
a length of ~19Å, spans parallel to 6 hydrogen bonded peptides (5x4.7Å=23.5 Å). This binding is
consistent with the 6.1±0.5 binding ratio calculated earlier (Figure 6-5) and also consistent with
earlier charge directed CR-amyloid models[8].

Figure 6-9: Structural model of the CR binding to the KLVFFAL laminate groove binding site.
The residues in close proximity to CR are shown in space-filling format: CH3CO N-terminal
capping group (cyan), Lys-16 (blue), Leu-17 (orange), Phe-19 and Phe-20 (gray), Leu-22
(yellow) and C-terminal –NH2 capping group (brown). CR is shown in stick format with C
(gray), O (red), N (blue), H (white) and S (yellow).
CR Binds at High Density
To test for CR-CR interactions UV-vis and CD spectra were collected as a function of
KLVFFAL:CR ratio (Figure 6-10). Both UV-vis and CD spectra display a concentration
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dependent red-shift. The induced CD reports only on CR molecules bound to the amyloid chiral
environment and as the concentration increases there is an observed red-shift and change in the
band shape which is consistent with coupled oscillator interaction between neighboring CR
electronic transition dipoles. Exciton coupling theory[52,53], predicts a λmax red-shift for
electronic transition dipoles oriented end-to-end as J-aggregates and a blue shift for transition
dipoles organized side-by-side as H-aggregates.

Figure 6-10: a) UV-Vis and c) CD spectra at different KLVFFAL:CR binding ratios with
KLVFFAL peptide concentration set at 650 µM: black (65µM CR only),violet (100:1), blue
(75:1), green (50:1), orange (20:1), and red (10:1). Graph of UV-vis λmax and CD λmax versus CR
concentration.
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Quantum chemical calculations were employed to investigate the observed UV-vis
spectral changes as a function of number and orientation of molecules. Due to the number of
atoms in CR, semi-empirical quantum-chemical calculations (ZINDO/S[49,50]) were employed
as the method has low computational costs while maintaining a level of accuracy, and has been
commonly used to predict the impact of exciton coupling on electronic transitions in molecular
aggregates[54,55,56].
ZINDO/S calculations of CR molecules organized as J-aggregates (Figure 6-11A) and Haggregates (Figure 6-11B) are consistent with predictions from exciton coupling theory[52,53].
As expected the calculated exciton coupling energy (ΔE) increases as the center-to-center
distance is decreased. In the simplifying case of a pure H-aggregate (Figure 6-11A) or a pure Jaggregate organization (Figure 6-11B), neither fit the observed UV-vis as it appears to red-shift
and blue-shift with respect to unbound CR. Fixing the CR molecules in one laminate and
varying the position of a CR molecule in the neighboring laminate(Figure 6-11C and D),
indicates an orientation dependence of exciton coupling. The pure H-character becomes more Jlike as the center-to-center distance is increased. In Figure 6-11D a molecular system containing
a 3-molecule J-aggregate and a 2-molecule H-aggregate was studied. The resulting ZINDO
calculations indicate both red-shifted and blue shifted transitions (Figure 6-11D). Even though
saturated binding is approximated by 4 CR molecules the effects of exciton coupling are on the
same magnitude as that observed in UV-vis absorption spectrum. As a further test, to examine
the helical nature of nanotube surface a planar trimer was compared with a helical trimer and little
difference was detected (Figure 6-12).
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Figure 6-11: Calculated ZINDO/S exciton coupling energy (DE) of (A) CR organized as Jaggregates and (B) CR organized as H-aggregates as center-to-center distance is varied. In (C)
the registry within H-aggregates is varied, and in (D) the registry of a monomer relative to a CR
J-aggregate trimer is evaluated. The red and blue dashed horizontal lines represent the observed
red and blue shifts for bound CR. The inset represents a laminate groove where β-sheets are
separated by 10.2Å and H-bonded peptides by 4.7Å, where lysines (blue circles) and congo red
molecules (red rectangles) with sulfates (white squares) are shown.
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Figure 6-12: Calculated ZINDO electronic transitions for Congo Red monomer (bottom),
tetramer (middle and top) with a center-to-center distance of 28.2 Å. In the top spectrum each
molecule was rotated by 3°. Vertical axis is the calculated oscillator strength.
Potential Influence of Biphenyl Conformational Change
To test the impact of conformational changes on the CR UV spectra, ZINDO/S spectra were
calculated for the CR monomer as a function of biphenyl orientation. The geometry optimized 631G+(d,p)/B3LYP conformation has a biphenyl dihedral angle of 144°. Each spectra were
calculated using ZINDO/S as the starting structure and applying rotation around the biphenyl.
These calculations are consistent with rotations around the biphenyl of CR monomers inducing
only an 8nm red-shift and a 15nm blue shift. Although the blue shift is large enough to account
for the 10nm blue-shift observed upon CR binding to amyloid, the calculated red-shift cannot
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account for the observed red-shift. Therefore it is unlikely that the experimentally observed
intensity increase and shift in λmax arises solely from conformational changes in CR.

Figure 6-13: λmax for Congo Red monomer as function of biphenyl orientation calculated with
ZINDO/S. Initial structure was optimized with DFT 6-31G+(d,p)/B3LYP and has a dihedral
angle of 144° (indicated with a dashed vertical line).
Discussion
For more than 80 years, CR has provided a diagnostic of cross-β structure that seems completely
independent of primary sequence[1,2,8].

The KLVFFAL nanotube morphology simplifies

analysis of CR binding relative to amyloid fibers as it presents a surface containing only cross-β
laminate grooves.

Upon addition of CR to amyloid nanotubes, an apple-green interference

(Figure 6-4) and a red-shifted low energy transition (Figure 6-5) are observed as diagnostic
features. Investigations with ab intio[5] and ZINDO/S (Figure 6-1) calculations indicate the
transition dipole moment of CR lies parallel to the long molecular axis regardless of biphenyl
conformation. Both LD and electron diffraction analysis position CR co-linear with E22L’s
laminate grooves. Along a single 38 nm diameter E22L nanotube multiple 1 nm wide laminate
grooves run parallel to each other providing a capacity to bind numerous CR molecules in close
proximity (<10Å) and within the range of distance-dependent exciton coupling for J-aggregates
(<45Å) and H-aggregates (< 30 Å) as indicated in Figure 6-11.
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The calculated exciton coupling (ΔE) for a CR J-aggregate tetramer separated by 28Å is
23 nm, and consistent with the 25 nm red shift observed for the CR-E22L at saturation. However,
UV-vis absorption is broad over a range of 450-600 nm, extended to lower wavelengths than free
CR (λmax=505 nm). Such broadening is distinct from the sharp red-shifted UV-vis profile of
isolated J-aggregates (Figure 6-14) observed in other chromophore systems[57,58]. Similarly, if
the cross-β structure organizes CR side-by-side as isolated H-aggregates, then only a blue-shift
would be observed (Figure 6-14). The combined organization of CR organized as both J- and Haggregates best approximates experimentally observed UV-Vis absorption of CR bound to
amyloid. An offset in H-aggregate registry of 14.1Å best fits the experimental data and is
consistent with optimizing charge complementation. However, current computation limitations
make this assignment tenuous.

Figure 6-14: Simulated UV-Vis of different CR binding arrangements along on the laminate
groove surface as a: (a) isolated H-aggregate tetramer, (b) an isolated J-aggregate tetramer, and
(c) a saturated laminate groove surface with both J- and H-aggregate organization. The solid red
curves represent calculated UV-vis spectrum compared with experimental UV-vis absorption
(dotted black line) for KLVFFAL:CR binding ratio of 10:1.
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An overall structural model of CR-KLVFFAL complex at saturation illustrates the central
hydrophobic residues LVFFAL in gray and the N-terminal lysines (blue) with bound CR (red).
The laminate groove can be characterized as a hydrophobic base mostly composed of leucine
residues with positive charged lysines emerging from the surface like knobs roughly every 10Å in
a grid-like arrangement due to cross-β organization. CR molecules have been manually docked
along this surface so that the negatively charged sulfates are properly positioned to interact with
the positively charged lysines. Each CR molecule occupies the termini surface created by 6
hydrogen peptides (6x4.7Å), so that the center-to-center distance between neighboring CR
molecules within a laminate groove is 28Å. In addition each KLVFFAL nanotube contains a 40Å
wall in which binding to both the inner and outer surfaces of the nanotubes would create Haggregates that would contribute only a slight 1 nm blue shift to the UV-Vis spectrum (Figure 611).
As illustrated in Figure 6-13, a biphenyl conformation change extending CR’s
conjugation could also contribute to the observed red-shift[59]. However, the CR binding
saturation experiment is inconsistent with just a single optically active conformation. Here we
propose a CR-CR exciton coupling model to account for the spectral shift changes observed upon
CR binding to amyloid. The CR template assembly presented here is consistent with polarizing
microscopy results acquired on various amyloid plaques which indicate CR binds parallel to the
fiber axis[25] resulting in well defined densely packed J-aggregates. This CR-laminate groove
model is also consistent with previous proposals that CR interacts with the peptide termini and
parallel to the fiber axis[8]. In fact the pH dependence of CR binding to a variety of Aβ(1-40)
truncations indicates histidines may influence CR binding and suggest a His13-His14-Gln15Lys16 CR binding motif. This CR binding motif is localized within the laminate grooves of the
most highly resolved structural models for Aβ(1-40)[15,16]. However, CR binding to
KLVFFAV nanotubes also indicates CR may have affinity for pleat grooves (Figure 6-3),
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consistent with the idea that CR has multiple binding sites along the amyloid fiber surface.
Indeed, multiple CR binding modes that yield similar UV-Vis profiles may be the source of CR’s
universal binding to all amyloid.

Figure 6-15: Structural Model of KLVFFAL amyloid nanotubes saturated with CR, where CR
(red blocks), positively charged lysines (blue), hydrophobic leucines (gray).
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Previously, the short amyloid peptide HAQKLVFFA was shown to form toxic amyloid
fibers containing histidines in the laminate grooves that template Cu (II) ions into linear arrays
separated by 9.4Å. Indeed, amyloid’s ability to organize molecular entities into arrays ranging
from metal ions[60,61] to CR may be the key to its functional significance. A recent discovery
identified such a functional role of Pmel17 amyloid in melanosome[12] as the amyloid surface
appears to organize substrates linearly for melanin polymerization. With this foundational insight
into amyloid templating capabilities, primary sequence variations localized in amyloid laminate
and pleat grooves may serve as diagnostic fingerprints[62] of amyloid strains and even
distinguish between “toxic”, “functional” and “benign” amyloid forms.
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Chapter 7 : Amyloid as a Catalyst
While lipid membrane assemblies are usually discussed in terms of long-range order and
their ability to provide barriers for cellular components, amyloid assemblies are composed of
polypeptides and have the potential for protein-like architectures and functions. Studies of congo
red binding to KLVFFAL nanotubes in Chapter 5[1] indicate that amyloids bind and interact with
small molecules much like an enzyme. As shown in Figure 7-1, amyloid structures can bind small
molecules in high density with individual small molecule binding sites organized side-by-side
along the nanotube surface[1].

Figure 7-1: Binding of congo red arrays along the KLVFFAL nanotube surface. The nanotube
surface is composed of individual small molecule binding sites in close proximity[1].
With amyloid’s capacity to form small molecule binding sites, it raises the possibility
that binding sites could also be catalytic. Given that KLVFFAL’s congo red binding site contains
one lysine per 0.61 nm3 (1.0 nm x 0.94 nm x 0.65 nm=0.61 nm3) with a calculated lysine
concentration of 2.7 M along the nanotube surface, we proposed the surface may be suitable for
amine catalyzed retro-aldol catalysis. Retro-aldol catalysis has been heavily researched in model
systems ranging from catalytic antibodies[2] to rationally designed short peptides[3,4] to
computationally designed enzymes[5]. To measure the retro-aldol activity, a fluorescence-based
assay is used as retro-aldol cleavage of 4-hydroxy-4-(6-methoxy-2-naphthyl)-2-butanone yields
the highly fluorescent 6-methoxy-2-naphthaldehyde[2]. As shown in Figure 7-2, the general
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temperature between 45-55°C for 180 sec, followed by 3X flushing with dimethylformamide.
Each coupling step was performed using 0.1M FMOC protected amino acid, and activated with
0.1 M 2-(1H-Benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU), and
0.2M N,N –Diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) in DMF. Coupling temperatures were maintained
between 75-82°C by optimizing microwave power for 300 s. After coupling, the resin was rinsed
with three aliquots of dimethylformamide. At the end of coupling steps, 20% acetic anhydride in
dimethylformamide was added to acetylate the N-terminus of the peptides. The capping reaction
was allowed to proceed for 3 hours at room temperature. Resin was filtered and washed with
dichloromethane and allowed to air dry. Peptides were cleaved from the resin using
trifluoroacetic acid/thioanisole/1,2-ethanedithiol/anisole (90: 5 : 3 : 2, v/v/v/v) at room
temperature for 3 hrs. The cleaved peptide-TFA solution was filtered, and precipitated by
dropwise addition of cold (-20°C) diethyl ether. Precipitated product was centrifuged at 3000 rpm
for 3 min, and the pellet was subjected to 3 additional rounds of washing with cold diethyl ether.
Precipitated product was desiccated overnight.
Dried peptides were dissolved in minimal volume of 40% acetonitrile + 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid and purified by RP-HPLC using a C18-reverse phase column with an
acetonitrile-water gradient. Samples eluted from HPLC (10 μL) were mixed with 2,5dihydroxybenzoic acid matrix (10 μL), 3x2 μL drops were placed on individual spots of MALDI
plate and allow to dry in dessicator, and MALDI subsequently confirmed the molecular weight of
each peptide used.
Peptides (1.3 mM) were dissolved in 4:6 CH3CN/H2O with 0.1% TFA for nanotube
assemblies. Dissolution was assisted by ~2 minutes of continuous vortexing, followed by ~15
minutes of sonication until solution became clear. For fibril assemblies after peptides were
dissolved in 4:6 CH3CN/H2O, solution was slowly titrated by drop-wise addition of 200 mM
NaOH until solution became viscous (pH 6 as measured by pH paper). Peptides were allowed to
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assemble for approximately 2 weeks at 4 °C until mature as monitored by CD β-sheet signature
and homogenous population of hollow tubes visualized by TEM. Prior to kinetic analysis,
peptide assemblies were centrifuged at 13,800g for 30 minutes and resuspended in water.
Synthesis of Methodol
Methodol[2], also referred to as 4-hydroxy-4-(6-methoxy-2-naphthyl)-2-butanone was
synthesized following procedures[2,7] from acetone and 6-methoxy-2-napthaldehyde (SigmaAldrich). Purity was confirmed via 1H NMR and fluorescence measurements to be 96%,
containing 4% 6-methoxy-2-napthaldehyde.
Retro-Aldol Kinetic Measurements
Fluorescence measurements for retro-aldol kinetics were collected on a Synergy HT Multidetection microplate reader. For each initial rate measurement triplicates were ran in each well
with a volume of 250 μL and an excitation wavelength of 360 nm, and fluorescence emission
observed at 460 nm at a sensitivity level of 50. Time point measurements were collected every
45 s, and plates were shaken for 20 s at an intensity level of 3. Catalytic efficiencies were
measured at a fixed KLVFFAL nanotube concentration at 500 μM and varying the methodol
concentration to obtain initial rates for 7 methodol concentrations. A graph of initial rates versus
methodol concentration yielded a linear plot, where the slope reflected second order kinetic value
of kcat/KM.
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Results
To compare with other known catalyst, the retro-aldolase activity was measured in 50
mM sodium phosphate buffer containing 300 mM NaCl at pH 7.5 with 5% DMSO to assist with
substrate solubility[7]. Given methodol’s low solubility (~500 μM) in water, the amyloid
assemblies were not saturated with substrate. Therefore, as with the previous characterization of
Rosetta designed retro-aldolases[7], second-order rate constants were measured (kcat/Km) by
monitoring initial rates as a function of initial substrate concentration. Peptides were initially
assembled at 1.3 mM in 40% acetonitrile, and after the assemblies matured as verified by CD and
TEM, the nanotubes were collected at 13,800g for 30 minutes and resuspended in water, and CD
confirmed the presence of β-sheet secondary structure.
As a preliminary screen for catalysis of 50 μM methodol, 50 μM methodol with either 1
mM KLVFFAL or 1 mM RLVFFAL nanotubes, was separately incubated in 50 mM sodium
phosphate buffer containing 300 mM NaCl for 30 hours at room temperature. Fluorescence endpoint measurements were recorded to determine the extent of reactions (Figure 7-3). Correcting
for residual 6-methoxy-2-naphthaldehyde in the starting material, the KLVFFAL nanotubes
catalyzed the conversion 13% of the methodol into 6-methoxy-2-naphthaldehyde over the course
of 36 hours. Over the same time course, no 6-methoxy-2-naphthaldehyde production was
generated from RLVFFAL nanotube assemblies, indicating the critical nature of the lysine amine
for the retro-aldolase activity.
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Figure 7-3: Fluorescence spectrum of 50 μM methodol (black line), 50 μM methodol with 1 mM
KLVFFAL nanotubes (red line), and 50 μM methodol with 1 mM RLVFFAL nanotubes (green
line) was separately incubated in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer with 300 mM NaCl at pH 7.5
for 36 hours at room temperature.
Catalytic efficiency of lysine (100 mM-500 mM) served as a control and was found to be
identical (2.4 x 10-6 M-1 s-1) to previous measurements[7]. Under identical conditions, 500 μM
KLVFFAL with the methodol followed a linear profile over a 10-50 μM concentration range and
yielded a second-order rate constant (kcat/Km) of 8.8 x 10-3 M-1s-1, which is 3.7 x 103 greater than
single amino acid lysine.
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Figure 7-4: Production of 6-methoxy-2-naphthaldehyde as a function of methodol concentration.
Reactions were performed in 50 mM phosphate buffer at 25°C with 300 mM NaCl at pH 7.5 with
500 μM KLVFFAL catalyst.

Given that 6-methoxy-2-naphthaldehyde could also form a Schiff base complex with
lysine, the binding constants were determined to evaluate potential impact from product
inhibition. The fluorescence emission at 452 nm, when excited at 330 nm, is completely lost as
the Schiff base is formed[7]. To measure the Kd, a solution of 5.9 μM 6-methoxy-2naphthaldehyde was titrated with KLVFFAL assemblies over 5-500 μM, yielding a Kd of 51±3
μM. Accordingly, product inhibition during kinetic measurements was minimized by using
methodol substrate concentrations below 50 μM.
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Figure 7-5: Measurement of free naphthaldehyde as a function of KLVFFAL assembly (peptide
concentration) using 5.8 μM 6-methoxy-2-naphthaldehyde. The line is the fit of [N]f = (Kd[N]t) /
([E]t + Kd) to the experimental data where Kd is 52±2 μM.
To evaluate directly the impact of product inhibition on multiple turnovers, the ratio of
free naphthaldehyde to KLVFFAL catalytic sites (2 peptides/site) was plotted as a function of
time. As shown in the reaction progress curves (Figure 7-6), ~4 turnovers were observed for 10
μM KLVFFAL catalyst over 2000 minutes, however higher KLVFFAL concentrations (50 μM)
were clearly impacted by product inhibition.
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Figure 7-6: Reaction progress curves over multiple turnovers for KLVFFAL. Methodol substrate
(400 μM) was mixed with the indicated KLVFFAL concentrations (10 μM and 50 μM) with 50
mM phosphate buffer and 300 mM NaCl, and 5% DMSO at pH 7.5.
Docking of Methodol to KLVFFAL Nanotube Surface
To better understand substrate/nanotube binding we manually docked the substrate with
1000 iterations of energy minimization using the MMFF force field to maximize favorable
contacts and minimize van der Waals clashes. With a molecular length of ~10Å, a minimum of
two hydrogen bonded β-sheet peptides are needed to construct a small molecule binding site for
methodol. Each active site along the nanotube surface covers a surface area of ~180Å2 and the
center-to-center distance between active sites is ~10Å.
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Figure 7-7: Manual docking of 4-hydroxy-4-(6-methoxy-2-naphthyl)-2-butanone (methodol) to
KLVFFAL laminate grooves. After methodol was manually docked 1000 iterations of steepest
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decent energy minimization using MMFF force field was carried out. Cartoon models of the
methodol-KLVFFAL assembly (a) and (b) perpendicular to the peptide chain and (b) and (d)
parallel to the peptide chain are presented. (e) Overall, the figure displays a 3 x 3 nm KLVFFAL
laminate groove surface saturated with methodol.
To understand the accessibility of the lysine amine on the tube surface, a 1 ns molecular
dynamics (MD) run was completed starting with a 5 H-bonded peptides x 5 laminates of
KLVFFAL peptides. Given that KLVFFAL forms an anti-parallel out-of-register structure, the
N-terminal lysine is not backbone hydrogen bonded and may display considerable conformational
freedom. Indeed MD simulations indicate that individual lysines could be oriented in nearly any
direction, placing the amine within 5-6.5Å of lysine’s backbone alpha carbon. When the lysine
conformational range is mapped onto a KLVFFAL laminate grid surface, it covers a significant
fraction of the surface area (>40%) - Figure 7-8. Assuming non-specific binding to the
hydrophobic laminate surface, there is a greater than 40% probability of being in sufficiently
proximal to a lysine amine to react.
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Figure 7-8: Cartoon image of KLVFFAL amyloid surface treated as a grid, where black spheres
represent the periodic distribution of the lysine backbone α-carbon. Blue circles represent
regions along the grid that have a high probability to be in proximity of the lysines amine as
observed by 1 ns molecular dynamics simulation.
Structural Analysis and Catalysis
The most direct test for the role of the lysine in catalysis would be comparison to Aβ(1622) K16R nanotube assemblies. Previously, it has been shown that RLVFFAL assemblies into
nanotube assemblies that are morphologically indistinguishable than KLVFFAL nanotubes[8].
Therefore, the key structural differences between the two assemblies are RLVFFAL presents an
arginine-rich surface. Consistent with the proposed amine catalyzed mechanism (Figure 7-2), no
product formation was detected for RLVFFAL nanotubes (Table 1). To dramatically modulate
the surface of the nanotubes, Aβ(16-22) E22V were assembled to create nanotubes with a pleatrich surface (Chapter 5). Intriguingly, E22V’s pleat surface resulted in a 59% increase in
catalytic activity, from 8.8 x 10-3 M-1s-1 (E22L) to 1.4 x 10-2 M-1s-1 (E22V).
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Driven by K-E cross-strand pairing, a further dramatic change in binding site architecture
results from analysis of KLVFFAE anti-parallel β-sheet fibers and the KLVFFAQ parallel βsheet fibers driven by Q-Q cross-strand pairing. No detectable retro-aldol catalysis could be
detected by either of these assemblies. Future substrate binding studies will help reveal the
reasons for of the absence of catalysis for these fiber assemblies.
To further evaluate the importance of the nanotube surface, bundled assemblies were
compared with unbundled assemblies. I speculated that bundling of KLVFFAL nanotubes would
block ~50% of the catalytic surface. The addition of 200 mM sodium phosphate at pH 7.5
bundle the nanotubes, resulting in visible aggregates. When diluted to 50 mM and compared, the
bundled nanotube assemblies displayed a catalytic efficiency of 1.4 x 10-3 M-1s-1, an 84%
reduction in catalytic activity (8.8 x 10-3 M-1s-1).
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Table 1. Second-order rate constants at 25°C in 50 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM NaCl and
5% DMSO, pH 7.5 and rate acceleration relative to lysine.
Catalyst

(kcat/KM)obs,
(M-1 s-1)

Rate
acceleration
relative to
lysine

Reference

KLVFFAL bundled Tubes

1.4 x 10-3

5.8 x 102

This Study

KLVFFAL Tubes

8.8 x 10-3

3.6 x 103

This Study

KLVFFAV Tubes

1.4 x 10-2

5.8 x 103

This Study

RLVFFAL Tubes

n.d.*

-

This Study

KLVFFAE Fibers

n.d.*

-

This Study

KLVFFAQ Fibers

n.d.*

-

This Study

Lysine

2.4 x 10-6

(1)

This Study

Propargylamine[7]

1.7 x 10-5

7

REF [7]

Trifluoroethlyamine[7]

7.0 x 10-6

3

REF [7]

YKLLKELLAKLKWLLRKL Helical Peptide [3]

5.2 x 10-2

2.0 x 104

REF [3]

Antibody 38C2[2]

1190

5.0 x 108

REF [2]

Rosetta Designed RA61[7]

0.49

2.0 x 105

REF [7]

Rosetta Designed RA60[7]

0.16

6.7 x 104

REF [7]

Rosetta Designed RA45[7]

0.11

4.6 x 104

REF [7]

Rosetta Designed RA34[7]

0.22

9.2 x 104

REF [7]

*None detectable in the range of RLVFFAL (<1.5 mM) and methodol (<500μM) solubility.
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Conclusions
These initial examples reveal the catalytic potential of amyloid structures. In contrast to
modern enzymes where specific binding creates highly specific catalytic effective single active
sites, the amyloid assemblies contain multiple catalytic sites all arranged in close proximity. In
the Rosetta designed RA61 enzyme, just 2% (128 Å2) of the surface area (7280 Å2) is available
for substrate binding. Therefore, even though the catalytic site in amyloid is not optimized for
chemistry, the repetitive cross-β structure does place numerous catalytic sites in close proximity,
and increases the probability that a molecular collision might result in a chemical event.
Moreover, various amyloid conformational folds yield radically different catalytic
activities. Not only do single amino acid substitutions impact the β-sheet registry and assembled
morphology, the sequence changes have profound impact on the accessible chemistry. The
KLVFFAE anti-parallel fibers[9] and KLVFFAQ parallel fibers[10] displayed no detectable
retroaldolase activity, and this absence in observable activity could be due to a lack of substrate
binding, binding to pleat surfaces away from the lysine, restricted conformation of lysine that is
organized into an in-register β-sheet, or the absence of a suitable binding pocket. Further analysis
of substrate binding will help reveal the origins of this difference.
While these amyloid catalysts are not optimized they already display catalytic
efficiencies within 5-50 fold of de novo designed enzymes[5,7].
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Chapter 8 : Conclusions - Amyloids as Conformationally Rich Catalytic
Membranes1

Amyloid: Encoding Information Through Conformation
The mechanisms of information storage within DNA are well studied, even to the degree
of synthesizing synthetic genomes[1]. The key to our understanding of DNA information
storage is rooted in molecular recognition elements within oligonucleotides that are strongly
biased for specific base hydrogen pairs (A:T, G:C)[2]. While genomes direct an organisms
phenotypes, Nature has exploited amyloid based prions as a secondary or epigenetic
“template”[3] to pass on heritable traits. The molecular recognition elements that lead to amyloid
conformational polymorphism or prion “strains” remain poorly understood. In this dissertation,
Aβ(16-22) was used as a model system to systematically explore the molecular origins of
amyloid conformational variation and molecular recognition.
Amyloid Conformational Variation in β-sheet strand registry
β-Sheet registry can change from parallel[4] to anti-parallel[5] to a wide range of out of
registry configurations[6]. In Chapter 2, I examined the effect pH had on the self-assembled
conformation of KLVFFAE[7]. Under neutral conditions, E22 is deprotonated and molecular
interactions between a positively charged lysine and a negatively charged glutamic acid direct the
peptide to form anti-parallel in-register assemblies. Protonation of E22 glutamic acid under
acidic conditions resulted in a β-sheet registry shift that was dictated by the bulky β-branched
valine (V18) packing against the least bulky residue alanine (A21)[7]. Indeed, further systematic
structural changes of V18 indicated that β-branching (valine, isoleucine) directed the registry to
1

Concepts published as Childers, W. S., R. Ni, et al. (2009). Peptide membranes in chemical
evolution. Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 13(5-6): 652-659.
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be anti-parallel and out-of-registry, with non-branched amino acids forming anti-parallel inregister assemblies[8]. Therefore, a single proton directs charge neutralization and molecular
recognition within KLVFFAE assemblies. Other studies have shown replacement of the Cterminal glutamate with a glutamine directs the peptide to form parallel assemblies[9].
Glutamine’s impact on β-sheet registry is the result of side-chain hydrogen bonding that directs
the assembly to form parallel assemblies[9]. Using the 20 natural amino acids, a diversity of
molecular recognitions ranging from salt bridges[7] to hydrogen bonding[9] to sterics[8] impact
the final assembled β-sheet registry. Using this knowledge, the β-sheet registry of KLVFFAED
can now be understood. Future extensions of these studies will be needed to fully understand the
delicate cross-strand pairings of each of the 20 amino acids in directing conformational variations
in longer peptides (e.g. Aβ(1-40) D23N which forms anti-parallel β-sheets[10] relative to parallel
β-sheets for Aβ(1-40)[11])
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Figure 8-1: Molecular Interactions across strand (i.e. cross-strand pairing) directs β-sheet
registry. (a) K-E cross-strand pairing between positively charged (K,H,R) and negatively charged
(E,D) results in anti-parallel assemblies. (b) V-A cross-strand pairing between β-branched (V, I)
and alanine directs anti-parallel out-of-register β-sheet configuration.

(c) Q-Q side-chain

hydrogen bonding directs β-strands to be parallel and in-register.
Amyloid Conformational Variation in β-sheet pleat registry
In Chapter 6, structural analysis of KLVFFAL and KLVFFAV peptide assemblies
revealed that side-chain interactions across-sheets directs pleat alignment. In the simplest
examples of peptides composed of a single amino acid, side-chain lengths and volumes control
the distance between laminated β-sheets, as laminates of poly-glycine are separated by 3.7Å[12]
and laminates of calcium salts of poly-glutamic acid are separated by 14Å[7,13]. The lamination
of β-sheets of mixed peptide sequences becomes more complicated and must optimize side-chain
packing to maximally desolvate the entire laminate in a hole-and-peg manner. Characterization
of KLVFFAL and KLVFFAV peptide assemblies indicate that decreasing the leucine side-chain
by a single methylene caused the laminates to shift the pleat registry to optimize side-chain
packing. A systematic study of E22 mutants with varying lengths indicated longer side-chains
(leucine, isoleucine, and glutamic acid) packed with pleats in-register, while shorter side-chains
(valine, alanine, and glycine) packed with pleats out-of-register. Therefore, distances between
laminated β-sheets and pleat registry is a function of maximizing side-chain molecular interaction
across β-sheets. In a parallel study, it was shown that parallel assemblies with positively charged
lysines at the N-terminus and glutamic acids and the C-terminus pack with pleats in an antiparallel arrangement to form cross-sheet salt bridges[9]. These two examples highlight the
capacity of cross-sheet sheet side-chain interactions to direct pleat arrangement.
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Indeed it now appears side-chains play a complex role in directing amyloid internal
architecture through both cross-strand and cross-sheet pairing. Subtle amino acid rearrangments
can even simultaneously direct β-sheet registry and pleat registry to form an assortment of
amyloid conformations providing the molecular source of cross-β strains. This is consistent with
the observation of single amino acid substitutions forming yeast species barriers[14], hetkaryon
incompatibility[3], and inhibition of amyloid formation in mixed assemblies[15]. Using
knowledge gained from Aβ(16-22) we have begun to accurately predict the amyloid
conformations of similar peptides, demonstrating Aβ(16-22) provides a powerful platform to
dissect the rules of cross-strand and cross-sheet pairings for combinations of all the 20 natural
amino acids. Further studies using Aβ(16-22) as a model system will provide the necessary
information to predict the amyloid conformation of nearly any amyloid forming peptide. With
this foundational knowledge in hand, it is now possible to systematically design molecular
recognition elements that specifically recognize unique amyloid conformations for the purpose of
developing a recognition strategy and even directing phenotypes.
Amyloid: As a Peptide Bilayer Membrane
In Nature, amyloid assemblies have been exploited for construction of biomaterials
ranging from protective barriers for embryos[3,16] to the key element for bacterial biofilm
assembly[17,18]. Initial morphological studies of KLVFFAE amyloid nanotubes revealed a
membrane-like wall with a wall thickness of 4 nm[19,20].

With an extended peptide length of

~2nm, a bilayer membrane model was proposed with charged lysines exposed to the surface and
the C-terminus buried at the bilayer interface[19,21]. However, in Chapter 2 NMR
characterization of the KLVFFAE assembly indicated an anti-parallel out-of-register peptide
arrangement. This arrangement placed half the charged lysines buried within a bilayer interface
and the remaining half exposed to the surface. In Chapter 3, NMR labeling schemes were
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designed to directly probe a bilayer interface by placing isotope labels at the N- and C-terminus
ends of the peptide and we were able to use these peptides to provide direct support for a peptide
bilayer[22]. Further NMR experiments indicated that the positively charged lysines were
passivated by TFA ions[22]. The experimental data then established that short amyloid peptides
can self-assemble into bilayer membranes morphologically similar to lipids, but with a local order
quite distinct from lipid membranes. Typical lipid membranes are organized in a parallel
arrangement placing charged head groups at the exposed surface and hydrophobic alkyl chains at
the buried interface. In contrast, amyloid peptides can spontaneously form membrane-like bilayer
in a rich assortment of configurations based on rules of cross-strand and cross-sheet pairings
derived from protein folding.

Figure 8-2: Cryo-etch SEM image of 1.3 mM KLVFFAE nanotubes assembled in 40%
acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA[7]. (b) bundling of positively charged nanotubes upon addition of
sodium sulfate[23].

(c) Proposed bilayer model indicating hydrophilic lysines (blue) are
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localized at the buried bilayer interface and the solvent exposed surface. The remaining peptides
are drawn as sticks.
To further examine the phase transitions for amyloid assembly, I found that temperature
could modulate the peptide from a more fluid oligomer phase at high temperatures to a more
crystalline phase at lower temperatures. As well, assemblies undergo a phase change from a
twisted state to a helical state based upon a critical number of β-sheets that laminating together.
pH conditions modulate the crystalline phase, switching assemblies from a fibrous state to a
hollow nanotube state[7], and addition of salts further drive nanotubes into a lamellar-like
phase[23]. Clearly I have shown that amyloid peptide assemblies can achieve a wide array longrange ordered phases, in some cases similar to those accessible to lipid membranes[24].

Figure 8-3: Observed amyloid peptide phases as a function of number of peptides.
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Amyloid as a Catalyst
Unlike the passive lipid membrane assemblies, amyloid assemblies are composed of
polypeptides and have the potential for protein-like functions. Amyloid assemblies have the
capacity to bind and interact with small molecules much like an enzyme. To understand the
relationship between the cross-β structure and commonly used histochemical dyes, binding of
Congo red to KLVFFAL amyloid nanotubes was studied in Chapter 5[25]. As shown in Figure
8-4, amyloid structures can bind small molecules in high density with individual small molecule
binding sites organized side-by-side in a grid arrangement[25].

Figure 8-4: Binding of congo red arrays along the KLVFFAL nanotube surface. The nanotube
surface is composed of individual small molecule binding sites in close proximity[25].
Indeed, it appears amyloid assemblies share many common structural features of
well folded enzymes including buried ions[22], metal binding sites[4,26,27,28], and substrate
binding sites[25,29]. Our initial catalysis studies even reveal assemblies contain enzyme-like
active site capable of retro-aldolase activity. The catalytic strategy employed by amyloid
structures appears to exploit the repetitive cross-β structure by placing numerous catalytic sites in
close proximity, increasing the probability of catalysis. While having low activity and poor
specificity by natural enzymatic standards, such residual non-specific catalytic activity could be
detrimental within a cellular environment. Perhaps more intriguing, such a catalytic strategy
could have provided the necessary catalyst to build up a diverse prebiotic chemical inventory[30].
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Amyloid: A Platform for Emergence of Chemical Systems
In summary, studies within this thesis have revealed the physical properties and
molecular origins of cross-β polymorphism. These long-range ordered morphologies can access a
wide range of phases including fibers, ribbons, nanotubes, oligomers, and lamellar bundles.
Using rules of cross-strand and cross-sheet pairing, intricate cross-β conformations can be
designed to not only build relative peptide arrangements, but also construct entire morphologies
from the bottom up. A critical finding observed in Chapters 2 and 6, was that unique cross-β
conformations resulted in distinct solvent exposed surfaces. These surfaces present small
molecule binding sites for histochemical dyes[31,32] and emerging Alzheimer’s diagnostic
molecules[33,34]. More intriguing however, the side-chain composition of the surface localized
small molecule binding sites can masquerade as catalytic active sites (e.g. retro-aldolase activity
of KLVFFAL). This preliminary example opens the door to exploring the catalytic capabilities of
amyloid by modulating the side-chain composition of the surface. Given the array of active sites
situated side-by-side it presents the possibility of using the surface in template-like
polymerizations. Overall, with amyloid merging the properties of information storage similar to
DNA, membrane-like architecture similar to lipids, and catalytic capacity similar to proteins,
amyloid presents a functionally diverse and robust platform for the construction of complex
chemical systems for nanotechnology and investigations into the chemical origins of life.
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